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1 DARRYL COTTON, In prose 
6176 Federal Boulevard 

2 San Diego, CA 92114 
Telephone: (619) 954-4447 

3 151DarrylCotton@gmail.com 

4 

JAN ,(i 8.-2022 

er. a. IOafl. nent 
5 

6 

7 

8 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA 
COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, CENTRAL DMSION 

II 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

DARRYL COTTON, 

Plaintiff, 
V. 

LAWRENCE (NK/A LARRY) GERACI, an 
individual, 

Defendant. 

Case No.: 37-2022-00000023-CU-MC-CTL 

PLAINTIFF'S NOTICE OF EX PARTE 
APPUCATION AND EX PARTE 
APPUCATION TO SET ASIDE VOID 
JUDGMENT OR, ALTERNATIVELY, 
ORDER SHORTENING TIME ON 
HEARING TO VACATE VOID 
JUDGEMENT; DECLARATION OF 
DARRYL COTTON; MEMORANDUM OF 
POINTS AND AUTHORITIES 

Hearing Date: I -\ ;;L - ,;t=i, 
Hearing Time: ~ :506--W\, 
Judge: James A Mangione 
Courtroom: C-75 

TO ALL PARTIES AND THEIR COUNSEL OF RECORD: 

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that on January 3, 2022, Plaintiff DARRYL COTTON will and 

21 hereby moves this Court ex parte for an order setting aside the judgment issued in Cotton I1 entered 

22 against Cotton on August 8, 2019, or, alternatively, an order shortening time on a hearing to vacate the 

23 Cotton I judgment (the "Application"). Good cause exists for this Application because it is made on the 

24 ground that the Cotton I judgment is void on its face because it is an act in excess of the Court's 

25 jurisdiction, grants relief to Geraci that the law declares shall not be granted, and represents an egregious 

26 miscarriage of justice. 

27 

28 1 "Cotton I" mearis Larry Geraci v. Darryl Cotton, Case No. 37-2017-00010073-CU-BC-CTL. 

1 
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More specifically, Geraci was sanctioned for unlicensed commercial cannabis activities and is 

2 barred by California's licensing statutes from owning a cannabis CUP. The Cotton I judgment enforces 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

II 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

an alleged contract whose object is Geraci' s ownership of a cannabis business, which renders the Cotton 

I judgment void on its face as it is in direct violation of California's cannabis licensing statutes. See 

Carlson v. Eassa, 54 Cal.App.4th 684, 691 (Cal. Ct. App. 1997) ("The mere fact that the court has 

jurisdiction of the subject matter of an action before it does not justify an exercise of a power not 

authorized by law, or a grant of relief to a party that the law declares shall not be granted."). 

This Application is based on this notice, the request for judicial notice, the declaration of Darryl 

Cotton, the supporting memorandum served and filed herewith, and on the records and file herein and in 

the Cotton I action. 

DATED: January 3, 2022 

2 

Darryl Cotton 
Pro Se 
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DECLARATION OF DARRYL COTTON IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR ORDER TO SET 

2 ASIDE VOID JUDGMENT ISSUED IN COTTON I OR, ALTERNATIVELY, OST ON MOTION TO 

3 VACATE VOID JUDGEMENT 

4 I,. Darryl Cotton, declare: 

5 I am the plaintiff herein, and I make this declaration in support of this Application seeking 

6 an order to vacate the void Cotton I judgment entered against me. 

7 2. As shown by this Application and the supporting documents, the Cotton I judgment is 

8 void for enforcing an illegal contract that grants reliefto defendant Lawrence Geraci that the law declares 

9 shall not be granted. 

10 3. The facts set forth in the Application establishing the Cotton I judgment are void are all 

11 subject to judicial notice and set forth in the supporting Request for Judicial Notice. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

4. This Application is focused on the narrow issue of illegality, specifically that Geraci's 

sanctions for unlicensed commercial cannabis activities bar his ownership of a cannabis CUP or license 

and the Cotton I judgment is therefore void for granting relief in direct violation of California's cannabis 

licensing statutes. 

5. Should the Court require any additional facts, I am prepared to submit supporting evidence 

17 to address any concerns the Court may have in addressing the illegality of Geraci's ownership of a CUP. 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

• 27 

28 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is 

true and correct. ~ January 3, 2022 

Darryl Cotton 

3 
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2 

3 

MEMORANDUM OF POINTS & AUTHORITIES 

INTRODUCTION 

In March 2017, defendant Lawrence Geraci filed the Cotton I actfon seeking to enforce an alleged 

4 real estate purchase contract against Cotton that even as alleged is an illegal contract because its object, 

5 Geraci's ownership of a cannabis conditional use permit ("CUP"), is barred by California's licensing 

6 statutes because he has been sanctioned for unlicensed commercial cannabis activities. The Cotton I 

7 action was filed to extort from Cotton his Property2 at which the CUP could issue. 

8 On August 19, 2019, the Cotton I judgment was entered against Cotton finding that Geraci is not 

9 barred by California's cannabis licensing statutes. Such was error. 

10 Since March 2017 - almost five years! - Cotton has been subjected to extreme emotional, mental 

11 and physical distress by Geraci and his attorneys and agents who have used their wealth and the 

12 presumption of integrity the law affords attorneys to effectuate their crimes against Cotton via the judicial 

13 system. Across numerous actions they have made the simplicity of Geraci's illegal ownership of a 

14 cannabis statute appear to be lawful or no longer able to be redressed by the judiciaries while claiming 

15 Cotton is an evil, greedy individual who is seeking to extort them via the judiciary for financial profit. 

16 They have inverted the truth completely to make themselves out to be righteous and saintly individuals 

17 who are maliciously subjected to Cotton's alleged illegal and legally unsupported attempts to vindicate 

18 his rights. 

19 They have done a masterful job and have ruined Cotton's life and that of many other individuals. 

20 Geraci and his army of attorneys are legal masterminds that have successfully deceived the judiciaries 

21 for years by misrepresenting and fabricating facts and focusing on Cotton's legally unsophisticated 

22 attempts to vindicate his rights. 

23 Therefore, in an attempt to finally expose the simplicity of the illegality of Geraci's ownership of 

24 a CUP, and prevent Geraci's attorneys from confusing, misdirecting or deceiving this Court through their 

25 Machiavellian legal acumen, this Application is focused on four simple facts: (i) Geraci was sanctioned 

26 for unlicern;ed commercial cannabis activities; (ii) California's licensing statutes bars a party for three 

27 

28 
2 The term "Property" shall mean and refer to the real property located at 6176 Federal Boulevard, San 
Diego, California. • 

4 
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1 years from owning a CUP or license if they have been sanctioned for unlicensed commercial cannabis 

2 activities; (iii) the Cotton I judgment enforces an alleged contract whose object is Geraci's ownership of 

3 a CUP that he is barred by law from owning because of his sanctions; and (iv) Geraci's arguments 

4 regarding the legality of his ownership of a CUP are without any factual or legal justification. 

5 Cotton respectfully and emphatically requests that this Court please focus on these facts and 

6 please see the law and justice are carried out to redress what is an egregious miscarriage of justice .. 

7 MATERIAL FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 

8 1. On October 27, 2014, Geraci was sanctioned for unlicensed commercial cannabis 

9 activities in the Tree Club Judgment. 3 

10 2. On June 17, 2015, Geraci was sanctioned for unlicensed commercial cannabis activities 

11 in the CCSquared Judgment. 4 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

3. On March 21, 2017, Geraci filed Cotton I alleging that: 

a. "On November 2, 2016, Plaintiff GERACI and Defendant COTTON entered into a 
written agreement for the purchase and sale of the PROPERTY on the terms and 
conditions stated therein." 5 (The ''November Document.") 

b. "On or about November 2, 2016, GERACI paid to COTTON $10,000 good faith 
earnest money to be applied to the sales price of $800,000 and to remain in effect until 
the license, known as a Conditional Use Permit or CUP is approved, all in accordance 
with the terms and conditions of the written agreement."6 (The "Berry CUP 
Application.") 

4. During the trial of Cotton I, Cotton moved for a directed verdict arguing that Geraci's 

20 ownership of a CUP was barred by California's cannabis licensing statute Business & Professions 

21 ("BPC") § 26057, which was summarily denied.7 

22 

23 
3 Request for Judicial Notice ("RJN"), Ex. 1 (City of San Diego v. The Tree Club Cooperative, et al. , San 

24 Diego Superior Court Case No. 37-2014-0020897-CU-MC-CTL, Stipulation for Entry of Final 
Judgement and Permanent Injunction; Judgment Thereon) ("Tree Club Judgment"). 

25 

26 

4 RJN, Ex. 2 (City of San Diego v. CCSquared Wellness Cooperative, et. al., Case No. 37-2015-
00004430-CU-MC-CTL, Stipulation for Entry of Final Judgment and Permanent Injunction; Judgment 
Thereon) (the "CCSquared Judgment"). 

27 5 RJN, Ex. 3 (Geraci Cotton I complaint) at ,r 7. 
6 RJN, Ex. 3 (Geraci Cotton I complaint) at ,r 8. 

28 7 RJN Ex. 4 (motion for directed verdict) and E.x. 5 (summary denial). 

5 
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5. On August 19, 2019, the Cotton I judgment was entered, finding that "[Geraci] is not 

2 barred by law pursuant to California Business and Professions Code, Division 10 (Cannabis), Chapter 5 

3 (Licensing), § 26057 (Denial of Application) from owning a Marijuana Outlet conditional use permit 

4 issued by the City of San Diego."8 

5 6. On September 13, 2019, Cotton filed a motion for new trial arguing, inter alia, it is illegal 

6 for Geraci to own a CUP pursuant to BPC §§ 19323, 26057 (the "MNT").9 

7 

8 

9 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Geraci opposed the 1vINT arguing, inter alia, the defense of illegality had been waived. 10 

Cotton replied, inter alia, that the defense of illegality cannot be waived. 11 

On October 25, 2019, the court denied the MNT finding that the defense of illegality had 

10 been waived. 12 

11 LEGAL STANDARD 

12 "A judgment absolutely void may be attacked anywhere, directly or collaterally whenever it 

13 presents itself, either by parties or strangers. It is simply a nullity, and can be neither a basis nor evidence 

14 of any right whatever. A void judgment [or order] is, in legal effect, no judgment. By it no rights are 

15 divested. From it no rights can be obtained. Being worthless in itself, all proceedings founded upon it are 

16 equally worthless. It neither binds nor bars any one." OC Interior Servs., UC v. Nationstar Mortg., LLC, 

17 7 Cal.App.5th 1318, 1330 (Cal. Ct. App. 2017) (cleaned up, brackets in original, emphasis added); see 

18 Renoir v. Redstar Corp. (2004) 123 CA4th 1145, 1154 ("an order denying a motion to vacate void 

19 judgment is a void order and appealable") (citing Carlson v. Eassa (1997) 54 Cal.App.4th 684, 69). 

20 "Generally, a judgment is void if the court lacked subject matter jurisdiction or jurisdiction over 

21 the parties.,, Paterra v. Hansen (2021) 64 Cal.App.5th 507, 535. However, "[s]peaking generally, any 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

8 RJN, Ex. 6 (Cotton I judgment). 
9 RJN Ex. 7 (Motion for New Trial). 
10 RJN Ex. 8 (Opposition to Motion for New Trial). 
11 RJN Ex. 9 (Reply to Motion for New Trial). 
12 See RJN Ex. 10 Reporters Transcript of the Motion for New Trial hearing held on October 25, 2019 
("RT October 25, 2019'') at 3:6-7 ("Counsel, shouldn't this have been raised at some earlier point in 
time?"); id. at 3:22 ("Even if you are correct [about the illegality], hasn't that train come and gone? The 

27 judgment has been entered. You are raising this for the first time."); id. at 4:4-5 ("But at some point, 
doesn't your side waive the right to assert this argument? At some point?") and RJN Ex. 11 ( order denying 
Motion for New Trial). 

28 

6 
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acts which exceed the defined power of a court in any instance, whether that power be defined by 

2 constitutional provision, express statutory declaration, or rules developed by the courts and followed 

3 under the doctrine of stare decisis, are in excess of jurisdiction, in so far as that term is used to indicate 

4 that those acts may be restrained by prohibition or annulled on certiorari." Abelleira v. District Court of 

5 Appeal (1941) 17 Cal.2d 280, 291. Therefore, a lack of jurisdiction resulting in a void judgment also 

6 occurs when an act by a Court is an "exercise of a power not authorized by law, or a grant of relief to a 

7 party that the law declares shall not be granted." Paterra, 64 Cal.App.5th at 536 (quoting Carlson v. 

B Eassa (1997) 54 Cal.App.4th 684,696) (emphasis added). 

9 

10 

CCP § 473(d) provides for relief from void judgments or orders. This provision codifies the 

inherent power of the court to set aside void judgments and orders, including those made under a lack of 

11 jurisdiction and those made in excess of jurisdiction. See Calvert v. Binali (2018) 29 CASth 954, 960-

12 964. The power of a court to vacate a judgment or order void upon its face is not extinguished by lapse 

13 of time, but may be exercised whenever the matter is brought to the attention of the court. While a motion 

14 for such action on the part of the court is appropriate, neither motion nor notice to an adverse party is 

15 essential; the court has full power to take such action on its own motion and without any application on 

16 the part of anyone. People v. Davis (1904) 143 C 673, 675-676 (affrrming order vacating void order 

17 made on ex parte basis); se~ People v. Glimps (1979) 92 CA3d 315,325 (no notice of motion required to 

18 set aside order void on its face). 

19 If the judgment is void on its face, no showing of a meritorious case, that is, a good claim or 

20 defense, by the party moving for relief is required, see Bennett v. Hibernia Bank (1956) 4 7 C2d 540, 554, 

21 and the judgment may be set aside by the court on its own motion, see Montgomery v. Norman (1953) 

22 120 CA2d 855, 858. Accordingly, no affidavit or declaration of merits is required to support a motion for 

23 · relief at law from a judgment on the ground that it is void on its face. County of Ventura v. Tillett (1982) 

24 133 CA3d 105, 112. 

25 .ARGUMENT 

26 

27 

28 

I. California Cannabis licensing statutes bar a party from obtaining a CUP for a period of 
three years from the date of a party's last sanction for unlicensed commercial cannabis 
activities. 

7 
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As in effect in November 2016 when the November Docwnent was executed, California's 

2 cannabis licensing statutes codified at BPC, Division 8, Chapter 3.5 (Medical Cannabis Regulation and 

3 Safety Act) provided as follows: 

4 1. A license can only be issued to a "qualified applicant." (BPC § 19320(b) ("Licensing 

5 authorities administering this chapter may issue state licenses only to qualified applicants engaging in 

6 commercial cannabis activity pursuant to this chapter.") (emphasis added).) 

7 2. If the applicant does not qualify for licensure the State's licensing authorities "shall deny" 

8 his application. (BPC § 19323(a) ("A licensing authority shall deny an application if the applicant ... 

9 does not qualify for licensure under this chapter or the rules and regulations for the state license.") 

10 (emphasis added).) BPC § 19323(a) was repealed and replaced by BPC § 26057(a), effective June 27, 

11 2017 by Stats 2017 ch 27 § (SB 94). (BPC § 26057(a) ("The licensing authority shall deny an application 

12 if either the applicant, or the premises for which a state license is applied, do not qualify for licensure 

13 under this division.") (emphasis added).) 

14 3. An applicant is disqualified for licensure if he has been sanctioned for unauthorized 

15 commercial cannabis activities in the three years preceding the submission of an application. (BPC 

16 19323(a),(b)(7) ("A licensing authority shall deny an application if the applicant has been sanctioned by 

11 a city for unlicensed commercial medical cannabis activities in the three years immediately preceding the 

18 date the application is filed with the licensing authority.") (cleaned up; emphasis added).) BPC § 

19 l9323(a),(b)(7) was repealed and replaced by BPC § 26057(b)(7), effective June 27, 2017 by Stats 2017 

20 ch 27 § (SB 94). (BPC § 26057(a),(b)(7) ("The licensing authority shall deny an application if the , 

21 applicant has been sanctioned by a city for un_authorized commercial in the three years immediately 

22 preceding the date the application is filed with the licensing authority.") (cleaned up; emphasis added). 

23 4. As part of the application process. an applicant is required to first lawfully acquire a local 

24 government permit/CUP and submit their fingerprints to the State's licensing authorities for a background 

25 check with the Department of Justice. BPC § 19322(a)(l),(2) ("A person shall not submit an application 

26 for a state license issued by a licensing authority pursuant to this chapter unless that person has received 

21 a license, permit, or authoriz.ation from the local jurisdiction. An applicant for any type of state license 

28 issued pursuant to this chapter sltall do all of the following: [fl (1) Electronically submit to the 

8 
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Department of Justice fingerprint images and related information [for a background check] [,r) (2) Provide 

2 documentation issued by the local jurisdiction in which the proposed business is operating certifying that 

3 the applicant is or will be in compliance with all local ordinances and regulations.") (emphasis added). 

4 

5 

II. Geraci is barred by California's cannabis licensing statutes from owning a CUP. 

Geraci was last sanctioned on June 17, 2015 in the CCSquared judgment for unlicensed 

6 commercial cannabis activities. Pursuant to BPC § 19323(a),(b)(7), as in effect when the November 

7 Document was executed, and BPC § 26057(a),(b)(7), as in effect when the Cotton I judgment was 

8 

9 

JO 

11 

entered, Geraci could not lawfully own a CUP until June 18, 2018. 

. The November Document was executed on Novemb~r 2, ~016, during the time frame during 

which Geraci was barred by California's licensing statutes. As the object of the November Document is 

Geraci' s illegal ownership of a CUP, it is, even assuming it were a contract, an illegal contract and 

12 judicially unenforceable. Homami v. lranzadi (1989) 211 Cal.App.3d 1104, 1109 ("The general principle 

13 is well established that a contract. .. made for the purpose of furthering any matter or thing prohibited by 

14 statute, or to aid or assist any party therein, is void.") (emphasis addeq); see Consul Ltd. v. Solide 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

Enterprises, Inc., 802 F.2d 1143, 1148 (9th Cir. 1986)("A contract to perform acts barred by California's 

licensing statutes is illegal, void and unenforceable."). 

Consequently, the Cotton I judgment finding the November Document is a legal contract because 

Geraci is not barred by California's licensing statutes is void as an "exercise of a power not authorized 

by law [and] a grant of relief to [Geraci] that the law declares sltall not be granted." Paterra, 64. 

Cal.App.5th at 536 (quoting Carlson v. Eassa (1997) 54 Cal.App.4th 684,696) (emphasis added). 

III. Geraci's attorneys deceived the Cotton I court into believing that it was legally possible for 
22 the defense of illegality to be waived. 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Whatever the state of the pleadings, when the evidence shows that the plaintiff in substance 
seeks to enforce an illegal contract or recover compensation for an illegal act, tile court has 
both the power and duty to ascertain the true facts in order that it may not unwittingly 
lend its assistance to the consummation or encouragement of wliat public policy forbids. 
It is immaterial that the parties, whether by inadvertence or consent, even at the trial do not 
raise the issue. The court may do so of its own motion when the testimony produces 
evidence of illegality. It is not too late to raise the issue on motion for~ trial, in a 
proceeding to enforce an arbitration award, or even on appeal. · 

9 
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l Lewis & Queen v. N. M Ball Sons (1957) 48 Cal. 2d 141, 147-48 (citations omitted; emphasis added) 

2 In his opposition to the MNT, Geraci argued that Cotton had waived the defense of illegality 

3 relying on Chodosh v. Palm Beach Park Ass'n 2018 WL 6599824. (RJN, Ex. 8 at 10-12.) Geraci's 

4 .,.--
s 

6 

argument lacks any factual or legal support . 

First, the defense of illegality cannot be waived. City Lincoln-Mercury Co. v. Lindsey (1959) 52 

Cal.2d 267, 274 ("A party to an illegal contract cannot ratify it, cannot be estopped from relying on the 

7 illegality, and cannot waive his right to urge that defense."); Wells v. Comstock (1956) 46 Cal.2d 528, 

8 532 ("no person can be estopped from asserting the illegality of the transaction"). 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

IS 

16 

17 

18 

Second, Chodosh provides no basis for the argument put forth by Geraci that Cotton had waived 

the defense of illegality. In Chodosh, the Court addressed the issue of illegality and noted that: 

Two California Supreme Court cases decided after Lewis & Queen - Fomco, Inc. v. Joe 
Maggio, Inc. (1961) 55 Cal.2d 162, 10 Cal. Rptr. 462,358 P.2d 918 (Fomco), andApra v. 
Aureguy (1961) 55 Cal.2d 827, 13 Cal. Rptr. 177, 361 P.2d 897 (Apra)- both rejected 
posttrial defenses of illegal contract because the illegality defense had not been raised in 
the trial court. (See Fomco, supra, 55 Cal.2d at p. 166; Apra, supra, 55 Cal.2d at p. 831.) 

Chodosh, supra, at * 15 ( emphasis in original). 

However, the Chodosh court found that Fomco and Apra were inapplicable because the issue of 

illegality had been raised at the trial court and therefore was within the ambit of Lewis & Queen. Id. at 

*15-16 ("The issue having been raised at the trial level, its consideration at the appellate level comes 

within Lewis & Queen and outside the rule of Fomco and Apra. "). Here, the issue of illegality was raised 
19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

during trial in Cotton's motion for directed verdict and thus is within the ambit of Lewis & Queen. 

Third, Chodosh is an unpublished opinion that was cited to by Geraci in violation of Cal. Rules 

of Court 8.115 to misrepresent the facts and law that successfully deceived the Cotton I court into finding 

that the defense of illegality had been waived by Cotton. 

In sum.Jactually, the defense ofillegality had beeil raised during trial. Legally, even if the defense 

of illegality had not been raised, Lewis & Queen is controlling as the defense of illegality can be raised 

for the first time in a motion for new trial. Lewis & Queen, 48 Cal. 2d at 147-48 ("It is not too late to 

27 
raise the issue [ of illegality] on motion for new trial ... ") ( citations omitted). 

28 
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Geraci's attorneys deceived the Cotton I court into incorrectly finding the defense of illegality 

2 had been waived. 

3 CONCLUSION 

4 . Geraci was sanctioned for illegal cannabis activities and could not by law own a CUP pursuant to 

5 the November Document. The Cotton I judgment finding that Geraci could own a CUP pursuant to the 

6 

7 

November Document, in direct violation of California's licensing statutes, is therefore void. 

Pursuant to CCP § 473(d) and the Court's inherent power to set aside a void judgment, Cotton 

8 respectfully requests the Court issue an order vacating the void Cotton I judgment. Alternatively, Cotton 

9 requests the Court issue an order shortening time on a hearing to vacate the Cotton /judgment. 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Dated: January 3, 2021 

Darryl Cotton 

Pro Se 

11 
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EXHIBIT 1 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA . 

COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 

10 CITY OF SAN DlEGO, a municipal 
corporation, 

11 

12 

13 v. 

Plaintiff, 

14 THE TREE CLUB COOPERATIVE. INC., a 
California corporation; 

15 JONAH McCLANAHAN, an individual; 
JOHN C. RAMISTELLA, an individual; 

16 JL 6th A VENUE PROPERTY, LLC, a 
California limited liability company; 

17 LAWRENCE E. GERACI, also known as 
LARRY GERACI, an individual; 

18 JEFFREY KACHA, an individual; and 
DOES I through 50, inclusive, 

19 
Defendants. 

Case No. 37-2014-00020897-CU-MC-CTL 

JUDGE: RONALD S. PRAGER 

STIPULATION FOR ENTRY OF FINAL 
JUDGMENT AND PERMANENT 
INJUNCTION; JUDGMENf THEREON 
[CCP § 664.6] 

IMAGED FILE 

20 

21 Plaintiff City of San Diego, a municipal corporation, appearing by and through its 

22 attorneys, Jan I. Goldsmith, City Attorney. and by Marsha B. Kerr, Deputy City Attorney, and 

23 Defendants JL 6th A VENUE PROPERTY, LLC, a California limited liability company; 

24 LAWRENCE E. GERACI, aka LARRY GERACI, an individual; and JEFFREY KACHA, an 

2S indi~dual, appearing by and through their attorney, Joseph S. Cannellino, enter into the 

26 following Stipulation for Entry ofFinal Judgment in full and final settlement of the above-

27 captioned case without trial or adjudication of any issue of fact or law, and agree that a final 

28 judgment may be so entered: 

t:\CEtJ'CASE.ZN\1762.iaklplediltp\Slip JL15tb. Xs1iit · l 
Geraci.docx 

STIPULATION FOR ENTRY OF FINAL .JUDGMENT AND PERMANENT INruNCTlON 
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' ,. 

1 1. This Stipulation for Entry ofFinal Judgment (Stipulation) is executed between and 

2 among Plaintiff City of San Diego, a municipal corporation, and Defendants JL 6th A VENUE 

3 PROPERTY, LLC; LA WR.ENCE E. GERACI, aka LARRY GERACI; and JEFFREY KACHA 

4 only, who are named parties in the above-entitled action (collectively, '4Defendants"). 

5 2. The parties to this Stipulation are parties to a civil suit pending in the Superior Court 

6 of the State of California for the County of San Diego, entitled City of San Diego, a municipal 

7 corporation v., The Tree Club Cooperative. Inc., a California corporation; Jonah McClanahan. 

8 an individual,· John C. Ramistella. an individual; JL 6th Avenue Property, UC, a California 

9 limited liability company; Lawrence E. Geraci, also known as Larry Geraci an Individual,· 

10 Jeffrey Kacha. an individual; and DOES 1 through 50, inclusive, Case No. 37-2014-00020897-

11 CU-MC-CTL. This Stipulation does not affect City of San Diego v. Tyce/ Cooperative, Inc., et al., 

12 San Diego Superior Court case No. 37-2014-00025378-CU-MC-CTL, which is a separate case to 

13 be considered separately. 

14 3. The parties wish to avoid the burden and expense of further litigation and accordingly 

15 have detennined to compromise and settle their differences in accordance with the provisions of 

16 this Stipulation. Neither this Stipulation nor any of the statements or provisions contained herein 

17 shall be deemed to constitute an admission or an adjudication of any of the allegations of the 

18 Complaint. The parties to this Stipulation agree to resolve this action in its entirety as to them and 

19 only them by mutually consenting to the entry of this Stipulation in its Entirety and Permanent 

20 Injunction by the Superior Court. 

21 4. The address where the tenant Defendants were maintaining a marijuana dispensary 

22 business is 1033 Sixth Avenue, San Diego, California, 92101, also identified as Assessor's Parcel 

23 Number 534-186-04-00 (PROPERTY). 

24 5. The PROPERTY is owned by JL 6th AVENUE PROPERTY, LLC (JL), according to 

25 San Diego County Recorders Gi:ant Dc;!!(l, Document No. 2012-0184893, recorded March 29, 

26 2012. Defendants GERACI and KACHA are members of JL and hereby certify they have 

27 authority to sign for and bind JL herein. 

28 / // 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

s 

6. The legal description of the PROPERTY is: 

THE NORTII HALF OF LOT DIN BLOCK 34 OF HORTON'S ADDITION, IN THE 
CITY OF SAN DIEGO, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, MADE 
BY L.L. LOCKLING FILED JUNE 21, 1871 IN BOOK 13, PAGE 522 OF DEEDS, IN 
THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO COUNIY. 

7. This action is brought under California law and this C.ourt bas jurisdiction _over the 

6 subject matter, the PROPERTY, and each of the parties to this Stipulation. 

7 

8 

INJUNCTION 

8. The provisions of this Stipulation are applicable to Defendants, their successors and 

9 assigns, agents, officers, employees, representatives, and tenants, and all persons, corporations or 

10 other entities acting by, through, under or on behalf of Defendants, and aIJ persons acting in 

11 concert with or participating with Defendants with actual or constructive knowledge of this 

12 Stipulation and Injunction. Effective inunedlately upon the date of entry of this Stipulation, 

13 Defendants and all peisons mentioned above are hereby enjoined and restrained pursuant to San 

14 Diego Municipal Code (SDMC) sections 12.0202 and 121.0311,. California Code of Civil 

15 Procedure section 526, and under the Court's inherent equity powers, from engaging in or 

16 performing, directly or indirectly, any of the following acts: 

17 a. Keeping. maintaining. operating. or allowing the operation of an unpennitted 

18 marijuana dispensary, collective or cooperative at the PROPERTY, including but not limited to, a 

19 marijuana dispensary, collective, or cooperative in violation of the San Diego Municipal Code. 

20 b. Defendants shall not be barred in the future from any legal and permitted use of 

- 21 the PROPERTY. 

22 COMPLIANCE MEASURES 

' 23 

24 

D~FENDANTS agree to do the following at the PROPE~: 

9. Within 24 hours from the date of signing this Stipulatlo~ ce.ase maintaining. 

25 operating, or allowing at the PROPER1Y any commercial, retail, collective, cooperative, or 

26 group establishment for the growth. storage, sale, or distn'bution of marijuana, including but not 

27 limited to any marijuana dispensary, collective, or cooperative organized puISUant to the 

28 California Health and Safety Code. 
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1 10. The Parties acknowledge ~t where local zoning ordinances allow the operation of a 

2 marijuana dispensary, collective or cooperative as a permitted use in the City of San Diego, then 

3 Defendants will be allowed to operate or maintain a marijuana dispensary, collective or 

4 cooperative in the City of San Diego as authorized under the law after Defendants provide the 
" 

5 following to Plaintiff in writing: 

6 a. Proof that the business location is in compliance with the ordinance; and 

7 b. Proof that any required permits or licenses to operate a marijuana dispensary, 

8 collective or cooperative have been obtained from the City of San Diego as required by the 

9 SDMC. 

10 11. H the marijuana dispensary that is operating at the PROPERTY, including but 

11 not limited to, The Tree Club Cooperative, Inc., Jonah McClanahan and John C. 

12 Ramis tella, does not agree to immediately voluntarily vacate the premises, then within 24 

13 hours from the date of signing tbJs Stipulation, DEFENDANTS shall in good mith use all legal 

14 remedies available to evict the marijuana dispensary business known as The Tree Club 

15 Cooperative, Inc., Jonah McClanahan and John C. Ramistella or the appropriate party responsible 

16 fur the leasehold and operation of the marijuana dispenser,, including but not limited to, 

17 prosecuting an unlawful detainer action. 

18 12. Within 24 hours from the date of signing this Stipulation, remove all signage from 

19 the exterior of the premises advertising a marijuana dispensary, including but not limited to, 

20 signage advertising The Tree Club Cooperative. 

21 13. Within 24 hours from the date of signing this Stipulation, post a sign for a 

22 minimum of 60 calendar days, conspicuously viSI'ble from the exterior of the PROPER'IY stating 
• I 

23 in large bold funt and capital letters that can be seen from the public right way, that uThc Tree 

24 Club Cooperative" is permanently closed and that there is no dispensary operating at this a~dress. 

25 14. Allow personnel from the City of San Diego access to the PROPERTY to inspect for 

26 compliance upon 24-hour verbal or written notice. Inspections shall occur between the hours of 

27 8:00 a.in. and 5:00 p.m. 

28 
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1 15. When this Stipulation has been filed with the Court, Jeffi'ey Kacha will personally 

2 pick up a conformed copy of the Stipulation and Order from the Office of the ':ity Attorney. He 

3 or his attorney will contact the City"s investigator> Connie Johnson, at 619-533-5699 within 15 

4 days of the filing of this Stipulation to set a time for Mr. Kach a to pick up the conformed copy. 

5 MONETARY RELIEF 

6 16. Withln 1S calendar days from the date of signing this Stipulation, Defendants 

7 shall pay Plaintiff City of San Diego, for Development Services Department, Code Enforcement . 

8 Section's investigative costsj the amount of$281.93. Payment shall be in the fonn of a certified 

9 check, payable to the ''City of San Diego,i> and shaUbe in full satisfaction of all costs associated 

10 with the Citys investigation of this action to date. The check shall be mailed or personally 

11 delivered to the Office of the City Attorney, 1200 Third Avenue, Suite 700, San Diego, CA 

11 9210 I, Attention: Marsha B. Kerr. 

13 17. C.Ommencing within 30 days of signing this Stipulation, Defendants shall pay to 

14 Plaintiff City of San Diego civil penalties in the amount of$25,000j pursuant to SDMC section 

15 12.0202(b) in full satisfaction of all claims against Defendants arising from any of the past 

16 violations alleged by Plaintiff in this action. $19,000 of these penalties is immediately 

17 suspeqded. These suspended penalties shall only be imposed if Defendants fail to comply with 

18 the tenns of this Stipulation. Plaintiff Qty of San Diego agrees to notify Detimdants in writing if 

19 imposition of the penalties will be sought by Plaintiff and on what basis. Civil penalties in the 

20 amount ofS6,000 shall be paid in 15 monthly installments of$400.00 each, at 30-day intervals 

21 tbllowing the date of the first payment as specified above; in the funn of a certified check, 

22 payable to the~'City of San Diego," end delivered to the Office of the City Attorney, Code 

23 Enforcement Unit, 1200 Third A venue, Suite 700, San Diego, California 92101, Attention: 

24 Marsha B. Kerr. 

25 

26 

ENFORCEMENT OF JUDGMENT 

18. In .the event of default by Defendants as to any amount due under this Stipulation, the 

27 entire amount due shall be deemed immediately due and payable as penalties to the City of San 

2 8 Diego, and Plaintiff shall be entitled to pursue any and an remedies provided by law for the 
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1 enforcement of this Stipulation. Further, any amount in default shall bear interest at the prevailing 

l legal rate from the date of default until paid in full. 

3 19. Nothing in this Stipulation shall prevent any party from pursuing any remedies as 

4 provided by law to subsequently enforce this Stipulation or the provisions of the SDMC, 

5 including criminal prosecution and civil penalties that maybe authorized by the court according 

6 to the SDMC at a cwnulative rate of up to $2,S00 per day per violation. 

7 20. Defendants agree that any act, intentional or negligent, or any omission or failure by 

8 their contractors, successors, assigns, partners, members, agents, employees or reprc:sentatives to 

9 comply with the requirements set forth in Paragraphs 8-17 above will be deemed to be the act, 
. . 

10 omission, or failure of Defendants and shall not constitute a defense to a failure to comply with 

11 any part of this Stipulation. Further, should any dispute arise between any contractor, successor, 

12 assign, partner, member, agent, employee or representative of Defendants for any reason, 

13 Defendants agree that such dispute shall not constitute a defense to any failure to comply with 

14 any part of this Stipulation, nor justify a delay in executing its requirements. 

15 

16 

RETENTION OF JURISDICTION 

21. The Court will retain jurisdiction for the pwpose of enabling any of the parties to this 

17 Stipulation to apply to this Court at any time for such order or directions that may be necessary or 

18 appropriate fur the construction, operation or modification of the Stipulation, or for the 

19 enforcement or compliance therewith, pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure 664.6. 

20 

l1 

RECORDATION OF JUDGMENT 

22. A certified copy of this Judgment shall be recorded in the Office of the San Diego 

12 County Recorder pursuant to the legal description of the PROPERTY. 

23 

24 

KNOWLEDGE AND ENTRY OF JUDGMENT 

23. By signing this Stipulation, Defendants admit peraonal knowledge of the terms set 

25 furth herein. Service by mail shall constitute sufficient notice for all purposes. 

26 /// 

27 

28 
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l 24. The clerk l$ ordered to immediately enter this Stipulation. 

2 IT IS SO STIPULATED. 

3 Dated: (Qc;r, J.,,J J 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

,2014 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

lO 

.11 

Dated: /0 - L I - [ '12014 

Dated: -~g;...,/2'-"-;;......;:~ ........ _,. 7,014 

22 Ill 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

L~761.lr~~ IL~ ltldo. 7 
Oamci..dcc,,: 

JAN l GOLDSMITH. City Attomey 

~~~kt--
Marsha B. Kerr 
Det>Ulv Citv Attomev 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 

· osep • Co.cnellillo, AttoittO)' for 
Defendants JL ~ Avenue Property, LLC. 
Lawrence B. Gcnici aka. Lany Geraci and 
Jeffrc,y Kacha 
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1 

2 

ORDER 

U pan the stipulation of the parties hereto and upon their agreement _to entry of this 

3 Stipulation without trial or adjudication of any issue of fact or lawhcrein, and good cause 

4 appearing therefor, IT IS SO ORDERED, ADJUOG7f AN~ DECREED. 

s f1w1.cl~,, ----'-
6 Dated: IO/,,_ 7/li./ /l 

• JUDGE or rITTIPERtoR couRT 
7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 37-2014-00020897-CU-MC-CTL 
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No Fee GC §6103 1 

2 

3 

4 

s 
6 

7 

8 

9 

E 1 L E 0 
c,,'11. ot ~ si,iiadorCouit F_ I L 

JUN 1 't 2015 ... 
Cle11rott11ea /: 0 

IJPartor Court 

JUN 17 2D15 
By: H. CHAVA~IN 

~15JUN 11 ~f8f!W/ 

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA 

COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO ·· 

10 CITY OF SAN DIEGO, a municipal 
corporation, 

11 

12 

13 
v. 

Plaintiff, 

Case No. 37-2015-00004430-CU-MC-CTL 

STIPULATION FOR ENTRY OF FINAL 
JUDGMENT AND PERMANENT 
INJUNCTION; JUDGMENT THEREON 
[CCP § 664.6] 

CCSQUARED WELLNESS COOPERATIVE, IMAGED FILE 
14 a California corporation; 

BRENT MESNICK, an individual; 
15 JL INDIA STREET, LP, formerly known as JL 

INDIA STREET, LLC; 
16 JEFFREY KACHA, an individual; and 

DOES 1 through 50, inclusive, 
17 

18 

19 

20 

Defendants. 

1. Plainti~ City of San Diego, a municipal corporation, appearing by and through its 

21 attorneys, Jan I. Goldsmith, City Attorney, and Marsha Kerr, Deputy City Attorney; and 

22 Defundants, JL INDIA STREET, LP, fonnerly known as JL INDIA STREET, LLC; JEFFREY 

23 KA CHA; and LAWRENCE E. GERACI, aka LARRY GERACI (Doe 1) ( collectively, 

24 "Defendants"), appearing by and through their attorney, Joseph Cannellino, Esq., enter into the 

25 following Stipu~ation fur Entry of Final Judgment (Stipulation) in full and final settlement of the 

26 above-captioned case without trial or adjudication of any issue of met or law, and agree that a 

27 final judgment may be so entered. 

28 I I I 
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1 2. The parties to this Stipulation are parties in two civil actions pending in the Superior 

2 Court of the State of California for the County of San Diego. It is the intention of the parties that 

3 the tenns of this Stipulation constitute a global settlement of the following cases: 

4 a. City of San Diego v. CCSquared Wellness Cooperative, et al, Case No. 37-2015-

5 00004430-CU-MC-CTL. 

6 b. City of San Diego v. LMJ 35th Street Property LP, et al., Case No. 37-2015-

7 000000972. 

8 3. The parties wish to avoid the burden and expense of further litigation and accordingly 

9 have determined to compromise and settle their differences in accordance with the provisions of · 

10 this Stipulation. Neither this Stipulation nor any of the statements or provisions contained herein 

11 shall be deemed to constitute an admission or an adjudication of any of the allegations of the 

12 Complaint. The parties to this Stipulation agree to resolve this action in its entirety as to them and 

13 only them by mutually consenting to the entry ofthis Stipulation in its Entirety and Pennanent 

14 Injunction by the Superior Court 

15 4. The address where the Defendants were maintaining a marijuana dispensary business 

16 at all times relevant to this action is 3505 Fifth Avenue, San Diego, also identified as Assessor's 

17 Parcel Number 452-407-17-00 (PROPERTY). The PROPERTY is currently owned by JLINDIA 

18 STREET, LP, fonnerly known as JL INDIA STREET, LLC. 

19 

20 

21 

22 

5. The legal description of the PROPERTY is: 

Lot 3 in block 45 ofloma grande, in the city of San Diego, County of San 
Diego, State of California, according to Map thereof No. 692, filed in the 
Office of the County Recorder of San Diego County, November 23, 1891. 

6. This action is brought under California law and this Court has jurisdiction over the 

23 subject matter, the PROPER.TY, and each of the parties to this Stipulation. 

INJUNCTION 24 

25 7. The provisions of this Stipulation are applicable to Defendants, their successors and 

26 assigns, agents, officers, employees, repres~ntatives, and tenants, and all persons, corporations or 

27 other entities acting by, through, under or on behalf of Defendants, and all persons acting in 

28 concert with or participating with Defendants with actual or constructive knowledge of this 
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1 Stipulation and Injunction. Effective immediately upon the date of entry of this Stipulation, 

2 Defendants and all persons mentioned above are hereby enjoined and restrained pursuant to San 

3 Diego Municipal Code (SDM C) sections 12.0202 and 121.0311, California Code of Civil 

4 Procedure section 526, and under the Comes inherent equity powers, from engaging in or 

5 perfonning, directly or indirectly, any of the following acts: 

6 Keeping, maintaining, operating or allowing any commercial, retail, collective, 

7 cooperative or group establishment for the growth, storage, sale or distribution of marijuana, 

8 including, but not limited to, any marijuana dispensary, collective or cooperative organized 

9 anywhere in the City of San Diego without first obtaining a Conditional Use Pennit pursuant to 

10 the San Diego Municipal Code. 

11 

12 

13 

COMPLIANCE MEASURES 

DEFENDANTS agree to do the following at the PROPERTY: 

8. Immediately cease maintaining, operating, or allowing any commercial, retail, 

14 collective, coq,erative, or group establishment for the growth, storage, sale, or distribution of 

15 marijuana, including but not limited to any marijuana dispensary, collective, or cooperative 

16 organized pursuant to the California Health and Safety Code. 

17 9. The Parties acknowledge that where local zoning ordinances allow the operation of a 

18 marijuana dispensary, collective or co0perative as a permitted use in the City of San Diego, then 

19 Defendants will be allowed to operate or maintain a marijuana dispensary, collective or 

20 cooperative in the City of San Diego as authorized under the law after Defendants provide the 

21 following to Plaintiff in writing: 

a. Proof that the business location is in compliance with the ordinance; and 

b. Proof that any required pennits or licenses to operate a marijuana dispensary, 

collective or cooperative have been obtained from the City of San Diego as 

required by the SDMC. 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26, 10. Within 24 hours from the date of signing this Stipulation, remove all signage from 

27 the exterior of the premises advertising a marijuana dispensary, including but not limited to, 

28 signage advertising CCSquared Wellness Cooperative or CCSquared Storefront. 
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1 11. No later than .48 houn from signing this Stipulation cease advertising on the 

2 internet, magazines or through any other medium the existence of CCSquared Wellness 

3 Cooperative or CCSquared Storefront at the PROPERTY. 

4 12. No later than 48 hours from signing this Stipulation remove all fixtures, items and 

5 property associated with a marijuana dispensary business from the PROPERTY. 

6 13. Within one week of signing this Stipulation, Defendant will contact City zoning 

7 investigator Leslie Sen,nettat 619-236-6880 to schedule an inspection of the PROPERTY. 

8 

9 

MONETARY RELIEF 

14. Defendants, jointly and severally, shall pay Plaintiff City of San Diego, fur 

10 Development Services Department, Code Enforcement Section's investigative costs, the amount 

11 of $2,438.03. All other attorney fees and costs expended by the parties in the above-captioned 

12 case are waived by the parties. The parties agree that payment in full of the monetary amount 

13 referenced as investigative costs is applicable to and satisfies payment of investigative costs fur 

14 both cases referenced in paragraph 2 above. 

15 15. Defendants shall jointly and severally pay to Plaintiff City of San Diego civil penalties 

16 in the amount of $75,000, pursuant to SDMC section _ 12.0202(b) in full satisfaction of all claims 

17 against Defendants arising from any of the past violations alleged by Plaintiff in this action. 

18 $37,500 of these penalties fs immediately suspended. Payment in the amount of$37,500 in 

19 civil penalties plus $2438.03 in investigative costs referenced in paragraph 14, totaling 

20 $39,938.03, shall be made in 24 monthly installments of $1,664.09 each beginning on or befure 

21 June 5, 2015, and continuing on the fifth of each successive month until pctid in full. Receipt of 

22 Defendants' initial monthly payment of $1,664.09 on June 4, 2015 is acknowledged. The parties 

23 agree that payment in full of the monetary amounts referenced as civil penalties is applicable to 

24 and satisfies payment of civil penalties for both of the cases referenced in paragraph 2 above. All 

25 payments shall be made in the fonn of a certified check payable to the "City of San Diego," and 

26 shall be mailed or personally delivered to the Office of the City Attorney, 1200 Third Avenue, 

27 Suite 700, San Diego, CA 92101, Attention: Marsha B. Kerr. 

28 /// 
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1 16. The suspended penalties shall only be imposed if Defendants fail to comply with the 

2 terms of this Stipulation. Plaintiff City of San Diego agrees to notify Defendants in writing if 

3 hr4,osition of the penalties will be sought by Plaintiff and on what basis. 

ENFORCEMENf OF JUDGMENT 4 

5 17. In the event of default by Defendants as to any amount due under this Stipulation, the 

6 entire amount due shall be deemed immediately due and payable as penalties to the City of San 

7 Diego, and Plaintiff shall be entitled to pursue any and all remedies provided by law for the 

8 enforcement of this Stipulation. Further, any amount in default shall bear interest at the prevailing 

9 legal rate from the date of default until paid in full. Service by mail shall constitute sufficient 

10 notice for all purposes. 

11 18. Nothing in this Stipulation shall prevent any party from pursuing any remedies as 

12 provided by law to subsequently enforce thls Stipulation or the provisions of the SDMC, 

13 including criminal prosecution and civil penalties that may be authorlzed by the court according 

14 to the SDMC at a cumulative rate ofup to $2,S00per day per violation occurring after the 

15 execution of this Stipulation. 

16 19. Def~ndants agree that any ac~ intentional act, omission or failure by their contractors, 

17 successors, assigns, partners~ members, agents, employees or representatives on behalf of 

18 Defendants to comply with the requirements set forth in Paragraphs 7-15 above will be deemed to 

19 be the act, omission, or failure of Defendants and shall not constitute a defense to a failure to 

20 comply with any part of this Stipulation. Further, should any dispute arise between any 

21 contractor, successor, assign, partner, member, agent, employee or representative of Defendants 

22 for any reason, Defendants agree that such dispute shall not constitute a defense to any failure to 

23 comp I y with any part of this Stipulation, nor justify a delay in executing its requirements. 

RETENTION OF JURISDICTION 24 

25 20. The Court will retain jurisdiction for the purpose of enabling any of the parties to 

26 this Stipulation to apply to this Court at any time for such order or directions that may be 

27 necessary or appropriate for the construction, operation or modification of the Stipulation, or for 

28 the enforcement or compli~nce therewith, pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure 664.6. 
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1 

2 

RECORDATlON OF JUDGMENT 

21'. This. Stipulation shall not.bi!. recorded u_nl9ss there is an thlcurecl qrcach orthe te·nns. 

3 herein, in which insionce a·ccrtilicd copy of this S1ipu!ation and J~dgm.cntmay he rccord~d in the 

4 0 fficc of the ~ap Dicg9 County l{ccordcr pur~a.1au1. lQ; lhc legal dc~cfiptfo11 01 the PilOPER tY. 

5 r<Nd\VLEI>GE ANo.tNTll\' :OF JUDGi\1'E~t 

6 By signfng this Siipulation,. Defendants adn1it 11cr~cnia,I knowledge ofthc tgm1s set 

7 iqrth licrd'n. ·service by re.m,1lar mail shall constitµtc s1,1f[)c;ic1Jt no~icc for~!] purposes. 

8 23. The cicrk. is ordered to i1n1ncd_fote,ly cn~pflhis Stijllilation. 

9 IT lS SQ STIP 

10 

11 

12 

13 

l4 

,15 

J6 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

-;--~ 
i~ 

27 
28 

I II 

bmetl'.' _ _,.,..,.,.k>..,..,....-_· .;...\._C.>_•. ·-,--,---,;201 s: 

/ -c:_,,,,_ Dat~d-: ~,,_-_ ...,.n.:..,...,.. ___ _,, 2015' 

.JAN,.1. GOLPSMlTH, CitS, Attorney 

By~/!Jc~ 
Marshu £3. Kerr 
Dcpti\Y. City AHQhicy .. 

.-A,nomcys for Plaintiff · 

JL.. lNDIA STREET. LP, ii 
'JNDJA STREET LLC . . . . .. ' 

. I 

By__,._,_~~-..;&:-=~--'-,-=----

G/r4'vr9occ It Gcrnci, aka tarry Geracl, an, 
i.ndividt1al_ 
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l 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

·. 7 

8 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

1.4 

25 

26 

27 

28 

· ~ ,J• .. ,.. •• • • .. • .,, ~ • 

By 

Attorney for Defendants Jeffrey Kacha and 
JL India Street LP, fonnerly known as JL 
India Street, LLC 

JUDGMENT 

Upon the stipulation of the parties here!o and upon. their agreement to entry of this 

Dated: b.; /l .... ) { 
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A Professional Corporation 
2 Michael R. Weinstein (SBN 106464) 

Scott H. Toothacre (SBN 146530) 
3 50 l West Broadway, Suite 1450 

San Diego, California 92101 
4 Telephone:{619) 233-3131 

Fax: (619)232-9316 
5 mweinstein@ferrisbrittoil.com 

stootbacre@"1errisbritton.com 
6 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 
7 LARRY GERACI 

8 SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, CENTRAL DIVISION 

LARRY GERACI, an individual, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

DARRYL COTTON, an individual; and 
DOES 1 through 10, inclusive, 

Defendants., 

Case No. 37-2017-00010073•CU-BC-CTL 

PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINl' FOR: 

1. BREACH OF CONTRACT; 
2. BREACH OF THE COVENANT OF 

GOOD FAITH AND FAIR 
DEALING; 

3. SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE; and 
4. DECLARATORY RELIEF. 

Plaintiff, LARRY GERACI, alleges as follow~: 

1. Plaintiff, LARRY GERACI ("GERACI"), is, and at all times mentioned was, an 

18 individual residing within the County of San Diego, State of California. 

19 2. Defendant, DARRYL COTTON ("COTTON"), is, and at all times mentioned was, an 

20 individual residing within: the County of San Diego, State of California. 

21 3. The real estate purchase and sale agreement entered into between Plaintiff GERACI and 

22 Defendant COTTON that is the subject of this action was entered into in San Diego County, CaJifomia, 

23 and concerns real property located at 6176 Federal. Blvd., City of San Diego, San Diego County, 

24 California (the "PROPERTY"). 

25 4. Currently, and at all times since approximately 1998, Defendant COTTON owned the 

26 PROJ_>ERTY. 

27 5. Plaintiff GERACI does not know the true names or capacities of the defendants sued 

28 herein as DOES 1 through 20 and therefore sue such defendants by their fictitious names. Plaintiff is 
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3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

herein alleged wete proximately caused by their conduct. Plaintiff will seek leave of Court to amend 

this complaint to state the true n~es and/or capacities of such fictitiously-named defendants when the 

same are ascertained. 

6. Plaintiff alleges on information and belief that at all times mentioned herein, each and 

every defendant was the agent, employee, joint venture, partner, principal, predecessor, or successor in 

interest and/or the alter ego of each of the remaining defendants, and in doing the acts herein alleged, 

9 were acting, whether individually or through their duly authorized agents and/or representatives, within 

10 the scope and course of said agencies, service, employment, joint ventures, partnerships, corporate 

11 structures and/or associations, whether actual or ostensible, with the express and/or implied Imowledge, 

12 permission, and consent of the remaining defendants, and each of them, and that said defendants 

13 ratified and approved the acts of all of the other defendants. 

14 GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 

15 7. On November 2, 2016, Plaintiff GERACI and Defendant· COTTON entered into a 

I 6 written agreement for the purchase and sale of the PROPERTY on the tenns and condi~ons stated 

17 therein. A true and correct copy of said written agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit A. 

18 8. On or about November 2, 2016, GERACI paid to COTTON $10,000.00 good faith 

19 earnest money to be applied to the sales price of $800,000.00 and to remain in effect until the license, 

20 known as a Conditional Use Permit or .CUP is approved, all in accordance with the tenns and 

21 conditions of the written agreement. 

22 9. Based upon and _in reliance on the written agreement, Plaintiff GERACI has engaged 

23 and continues to engage in efforts to obtain a CUP for a medical marijuana dispensary at the 

24 PROPERTY, as contemplated by the parties and their written agreement. The CUP process is a long, 

25 time-consuming process, which can. talce many months if not years to navigate. Plaintiff GERACI's 

26 efforts include, but have not been limited to, hiring a consultant to coordinate the CUP efforts as well as 

27 hiring an architect. Plaintiff GERACI estimates he has incurred expenses to date of more than 

28 $300;000.00 on the CUP process, all in reliance on the written agreen:ient for the purchase and sale of 

2 
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2 FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 

3 (For Breach of Contract against Defendant COTTON and DOES 1,-5) 

4 I 0. Plaintiffs re-allege and incorporate herein by reference the allegations contained in 

5 paragraphs I through 9 above. 

6 11. Defendant COTTON has ap.ticipatorily breached the contract by stating that he will not 

7 perform the written ·agreement according to its tenns. Among other things, COTTON has stated that, 

8 contrary to the written terms, the parties agreed to a down payment or earnest money in the amount of 

9 $50,000.00 and that he will not perfonn unless GERACI makes a further down payment COTTON 

IO has also stated that, contrary to the written terms, he is entitled to a 10% ownership interest in the 

ll PROPERTY and that he will not perform unless GERACI transfers to him a 10% ownership interest. 

12 COTTON has also threatened to coptact the City of San Diego ~o sabotage the CUP process by 

· 13 withdrawing his acknowledgment that GERACI has a nght to possession or control of the PROPERTY 

14 if GERACI will not accede to his additional terms and conditions and, on March 21, 2017, COTTON 

15 made good on his threat when he contacted the City of San Diego and attempted to withdraw the CUP 

16 application. 

17 12. As result of Defendant COTTON's antic:ipatory breach, Plaintiff GERACI will suffer 

i 8 damages in an amount according to proof or, alternatively, for return of all sums expended by GERACI 

19 in reliance on the agreement, including but not limited to the estimated $300,000.00 or more expended 

20 to date on the CUP process for the PROPERTY. 

21 · SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 

22 (For Breach of the Implied Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing 

23 against Defendant COTI'ON and DOES 1-S) 

24 13. Plaintiffs re-ailege and incorporate herein by reference the allegations contained in 

25 paragraphs 1 through 12 above. 

26 14. Each contract has implied in it a covenant of good faith and fair dealing that neither 

27 party will undertake actions that, even if not a material breach, will deprive the otj)er of the benefits of 

28 the agreement. By having threatened to contact the City of San Diego to sabotage the CUP process by 

3 
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···-·--·•~r::, --- ------- ··---~-···- -·-· --··---··-- ---- - ·- . . 
2 PROPERTY if GERACI will not accede to his additional tenns and conditions,. nefendant COTTON 

. . . 

3 has breached the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing. 

4 15. As result of Defendant COTTON's breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair 

5 dealing, Plaintiff GERACI will suffer damages in an· amount according to proof or, alternatively, for 

6 return of all swns expended by GERACI in reliance on the agreement, including but not limited to the 

7 estimated $300,000.00 or more expended to date on the CUP process for the PROPERTY. 

8 THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 

9 (For Specific Performance against Defendants COTTON and DOES i-5) 

10 I 6; Plaintiffs re-allege and incorporate herein _by reference the allegations contained in 

11 paragraphs l through 15 above. 

12 17. The aforementioned written agreement for the sale Qf the PROPERTY is a valid and 

13 binding contract between Plaintiff GERACI and D~fendant COTTON. 

14 18. The aforementioned written agreement for the sale of the PROPERTY states the terms 

15 and conditions of the agreem~nt with sufficient fullness and clarity so that the agreement is susceptible 

16 to specific petfonnance. 

17 19. The aforementioned written agreement for the purchase and sale of the PROPER'IYis a 

18 writing that satisfies the statute of frauds. 

19 20. The aforementioned written agreement for the purchase and sale of the PROPERTY is 

20 fair and equitable and is supported by adequate consideration. 

21 21 . Plaintiff GERACI has duly performed all of his obligations for which perfonnance has 

22 been required to date under the agreement. GERACI is ready and willing to perform his remaining 

23 obligations under the agreement, namely: a) to continue with his good faith efforts to obtain a CUP for 

24 a medical marijuana dispensary; and b) ifhe obtains CUP approval for a medical marijuana dispensary 

25 thus satisfying that condition precedent, th~n to pay the reniaining $790,000.00 bal~ce of the purchase 

26 price. 

27 22. Defendant COTTON is· able to specifically perform his obligations under the contract, 

28 namely: a) to not enter into any other contracts to sell or otherwise encumber the PROPERTY; and b) if 

4 
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3 receipt .of payment ftom GERACI or assignee of the remaining $790,000.00 balance of the purchase 

4 price. 

5 23. Plaintiff GERACI has demanded that Defendant COTTON refrain from taking actions 

6 that interfere with GERACI's a.ttempt to obtain approval of a CUP for a medical marijuana dispensary 

7 and to specifically perform the contract upon satisfaction of the condition that such approval is in fact 

8 obtained. 

9 24. Defendant COTTON has indicated that he has or will .interfere with Plaintiff GERACl's 

1 O attempt to obtain approval of a CUP for a medical marijuana dispensary and that COTTON does not 

11 · intend to satisfy his obligations under the written agreement to deliver title to the PROPERTY upon 

12 satisfaction of the condition that GERACI ·obtain approval of a CUP for a medical marijuana 

13 · dispensary and tender the remaining balance of the purchase price. 

14 25. The aforementioned written agreement for the purchase 0and sale of the PROPERTY 
. . 

15 constitutes a contract for the sale of real property and, thus, Plaintiff GER.A Cl's lack of a plain, speedy, 

16 and adequate legal remedy is presumed. 

17 26. Based on the foregoing, Plaintiff GERACI is entitled to an order and judgment thereon 

18 specifically enforcing the written agreement for the purchase and sale of the PROPERTY from 

19 Defendant COTTON to GERACI or his assignee in accordance with its tenns and conditions. 

20 

21 

22 

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

(For Declaratory Relief against Defendants COTTON and DOES l-5) 

27. Plaintiffs re-allege and incorporate herein by reference the allegations contained in 

23 paragraphs 1 through 14 above. 

24 28. An. actual controversy has arisen and now exists between Defendant COTTON, on th~ 

25 one hand, and Plaintiff GERACI, on the other hand, in that COTTON contends that the written 

26 agreement contains tenns and condition that conflict with or are in addition to the teM1s stated in the 

27 written agreement. GERACI disputes those conflicting or additional contract tenns. 

28 

5 
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2 written agreement as well as oftbe rights, duties, and obligations of Piaintiff GERACI and defendants 

3 thereunder in connection with the purchase and sale of the PROPERTY by COTTON to GERACI or 

4 hi$ assignee. Such a. declaration is necessary and appropriate at this time so that each party may 

5 

6 

7 

8 

ascertain their rights, duties, and obligations thereunder. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs,pray forjudgmentagainstDefenc:lants as follows: 

On the First and Second Causes of Action: 

1. For compensatory damages in ah amount in excess of $300,000.00 according to proof at 

9 trial. 

10 On the Third Cause of Action: 

11 2. For specific performance of the written agreement for the purchase and sale of the 

12 PROPERTY according to its terms and conditions; and 

13 3. If specific performance cannot be granted, then damages in an amount in excess or" 

14 $300,000.00 according to proof at trial. 

15 On the Fourth Cause of Action: 

l 6 4. For declaratory relief in the form of a judicial determination of the terms and conditions 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

of the written agreement and the duties, rights and obligations of each party under the written 

agreement. 

On all Causes of Action: 

5. For temporary and permanent inJunctive relief as follows: that Defendants, and each of 

them, and each of their respective directors, officers, repreSentatives, agents, employees, attorneys, and 

all persons acting in concert with or participating with them, directly or indirectly, be enjoined and · 

restrained from taking any action that interferes with Plaintiff GERACI' efforts to obtain approval of a 

Conditional Use Permit (CUP) for a medical marijuana dispensary at the PROPERTY; 

25 6. For costs of suit incurred herein; and 

26 Ill 

27 Ill 

28 Ill 

6 
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2 

3 Dated: ivfarch 21, 2017 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

I I 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

24 

26 

27 

28 

FERRIS & BRITTON. 
A Professional Corporation 

By:!11.,)(j/(.~ 
tvhchacl R. Weinstein 
Scoll H. Toothacre 

Altomcys Jor Plaintiff 
LARRY GERACI 

7 
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11/02/2016 

Agreement between Larry Geraci or assignee and Danyl Cotton: 

Darryl Cotton has agreed to sell the property located at 6176 ·Federal Blvd, CA for a sum of $800,000.00 

to Larry Geraci or assignee on the approval of a Marijuana Dispensary. ( CUP for a dispensary} 

Ten Thousand dollars (cash) has been given fn good faith earnest money to he applied to the sales price 

of $800,000.00 and to remain in effect until license Is approved. Darryl Cotton has agreed to not enter 

Into any other contacts on this property. 
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ACKNOWLEDGMENT 

A notary public or other officer compleUng this 
certificate verifies only the Identity of the lndlvldual 
who signed the document lo which this certificate Is 
attached, and not the truthfulness, accuracy, or 
vafldltv of that documenl 

State of Califo~ 
County of ~(1 b(.eao 

On tlov-e. rn'ot t d:, aDl(n before me, , .Jiss' (i 1-- N.e lJ}-(, l/ Nvkt'\,/ flil,;f L , 
f (Insert name and tlUe of the officer) I 

personally appeared _ __,,,.cLl ....... _,,,_+--=~:.w..1_,__.....L.LI...,,:;.._.::;.;..~~--........ .......,::;;.&.. __ _, 

who proved to me on the basis of s Usfaclory evfdence lo be the person(s whose name(s) ls/are 
subscribed to the within Instrument an<f acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same In 
his/her/their authorized capacltyQes), and thal by his/her/their slgnalure(s) on the Instrument the 
person(s), or the entity upon behalf of which the petson(s) acted, executed the Instrument. 

I certify under PENAL TY OF PERJURY under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing 
paragraph is true and correcl 

WITNESS my hand and offl,clal seal. 

(Seal) 

- ----------------'---------- .__.._....,. _.,....___ .. --·--- ---- -
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.I 

,i 

I 

r . Jacob P. Austin [S13N 290303] 
The Law Office of Jacob Austin 

2 P.O.Box 231189 ' 
San Diego, CA 92193 

3 · Telephone: (619) 357-6850 

4 
Facsimile; (888} 357-8501 
E-mail:JPA@JacobAustinEsg.com 

~OA lp\S-

1 ·~ P'2~~ 

·-· c . I L E D 
rcl•rl sf lb S111rlt1 Ctlll 

JUL 112019 

By: A. iAYLOR 
5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Attorney for Defendant/Cross-Compiainant DARRYL COTTON 

10 . 

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

COUNTY OF' S~ DIEGO 

11 LARRY GERAQ, an individual, 

l 
Case No. 37-2017-00010073-CU-BC-CTL 

.MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND 
AUfflORITIES IN SUPPORT OF DARRYL 

) COTTON'S MOTION FOR DIRECTED 

12 . 

13 vs. 

Plairitiff, 

14 DARRYL COTTON, an individual; and 

1 s DOFS 1 through 1 Q, inclusive·, 
• l 

VERDICT 

Date: July 11, 2019 
16 

J7 5
) Time: 10:30 a.m. 

Dept: C-73 -------------
Defendants. 

. .... 
18 AND RELATED CROSS-ACTION. 

· r J.u dge:. · .. · . The F,(on. Joel R. Wohlfeil 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

: .. • • J "" ; . ' . . 

MEMOR,ANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES 

DefendanVCross-complainant Danyl Cotton {''Cotton") hereby submits the following points and 

24 authorities in sup~rt of the Motion for Direc~d Verdi~t: Defendant's piq'tioti is brought on the grounds 
•• • • ... • • • • • ~ • • ti, • . 

2s that Plaintiff'failed to present sufficient evidence·to allow a jury to-find in bis favor on causes of action 

• 26 asserted in his C.Omplaint . -

27 

28 

INTRODUCTION. 

This case arises out of a contract clisp~e between Piaintiff 1anr Geraci ("Plaintifrj and 

... . . . -.. 
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1 Defendant and Cross~Complainant Darryl Cotton (uDefendant''). Plaintiff alleges in this action that 

2. Defendant breached the terms of a purchase and sale agreement. In his complaint (''Complaint''), 

3 Plaintiff presented bis case to the jury, and failed to present sufficient evidence to support ajury 

4 finding in his favor on the following causes of action: _ 

s (1) First Cause of Action for Breach of Contract Aga.iDst Darryl Cotton; and 

6 

, · 
8 

9 

10 

ll 

(2) Second Cause of Action for Breach of the Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing Against 

Darryl Cotton. 

In order for the jucy to find in ·favor of the Plaintity on either cause of action they must first find 

a valid contract Mr. Geraci however cannot prove that the parties agreed to the terms of the contract, 

which they have alleged is only the document signed on Noveniber 2, 2016 and expressly does. not 

include the other terms alleged by Mr. Cotton. (Plaintiff's Ex No. 38). As;required by California Civil 
. . . 

12 
Code § 1580 (''Consent is not mutual, unless tl,le parties all agree upon the same thing in the same 

. . . . 
·
13 

sense.") and CACI No. 302 ("When you examine whether~e parties agree~ to. the terms .of the contract, . 
14 

ask yourself if: under the_ circumstance~. a re~nable pe~on would conclude; :from the words and 
IS , 

conduct of each party, that there was an agreement''). . . . ~ · . . 

On those grounds, _Defendant requests that the Court grant his motion for Directed Verdict ~ to 
' . . 

16 
. . 

17 • 
the foregoing causes of action be granted- . . ·, . .. . . .. ·. ' 

LEGAL ANALYSIS 18 

19 Defendan~ moves for a directed verdict on claims asserted by Plaintiffpeca.use the claims 

20 because Plaintiff has failed to 'introduce evide~ce of sufficient substantiality to support a jury verdict 

21 

22 

23 

24 

Defendant is ~titled to a directed verdict on these claims because CCP § 630 authorizes a directed 

verdict on issues in a case. 

A ~r~cted-verdict is proper on ~y iss.ue-on which Plaintiff f~ed to present evidence of 

25 sufficient substantiality to support a jury verdict · 

26 A motion for a directed verdict under CCP § 630 "tests the legal sufficiency" of the opposing 

27 
party's evidence. Webb v. _Special Elec. Co., inc: 214 CaLApp.4tb 595, 606 (2013). A directed verdict 

28 . . 
is proper if there is no evidence of sufficient substantiality to support a verdict in plaintiff's favor after 

~ . . . 
2 
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viewing the evidence in the light most favorable .to plaintiff, resolving all presumptions, inferences and 

2 doubts in plaintiffs favor, and disregarding any conflicting evidence. Wolf v. Walt Disney Pictures & 

3 . Te]evision, 162 Cal.App.4th 1107, 1119 (2008); Durnin v. Owerts•Corning Fiberglas Corp., 28 

4 Cal.App.4th 650, 654. A directed verdict must be granted "where plaintiff's ·proof rajses nothing more 

s . 
than speculation, suspicio~ or conjecture." A plaintiff''m~t therefore produce evidence which 

6 

supports a logical inference in his favor and which does more than merely permit speculation or 
7 

8 conjecture.'' Westside Center Assoc. v. Safewav Stores 23, Inc . ., 42 Cal.App.4th 507, 53 l (I 996). 

9 "there m~t be substantial evidence to create the Qece~sary conflict" Wolf, 162 Cal.App.4th at 1119-

10 

11 

12 

1120. 

As discussed below, Plaintiff failed to present sufficient evidence to support a jury finding in 

Ins favor as to too. remaining causes of action in his complaint. Pursuant to the case law and statutory 
13 

.
14 

authority cited above, Defendant is entitled to a directed verdict as to the remaining 9auses of a.ciion. 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

A. PLAINTIFF DID NOT"PRESENT SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE. TO SlJJ'PORT HIS 
BREACHOFCONIRACTCAUSEOFACTIONAGAINSTDEFENDANT. 

a. GERACI HAS FAILED TO PROVE THAT THE NOVEMBER DOCUMENT 
ISA FULLY llVETRGATED CONTACT. 

Defendant has nu.tlntained and 'aUeged since the beginning of this matter, that Plaintiff has 

20 
premised his entire case on an alleged contract signed on November 2, 2016, which they purport to be 

21 
a completely integrated contract. The reason why Plaintiff has pigeonholed himself to this position is 

22 
so that Plaintiff can maintain that Defendant Cotton's request for assurances were an anticipatory breach 

23 
of contract Defe~~ant's demand that the additional terms be memorialized in writing, which were not 

24 
in the NQvember 2, 2016 document can only be viewed as an anticipatory breach or request for 

25 assurances. Plaintiff has admitted this was their theory as recently as July 9, 2019, when asked by this 

26 
court, "COURT: AND THE FOUNDATION OF YOUR CONTRACT THEOR YIS TIIENOVEMBER 

27 
2, AGREEMENT? ['VJ MR. WEINSTEIN: YES, YOUR HONORn Unedited Real-Time/Draft 

28 
Transcript July 9, 2019 at 154:24-26. 

3 
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The testimony given in this case by Mr. 9eraci himself shows that the November 2, 2016 

2 documem was not an integrated contract. 1n fact, Mr. Geraci testified the parties agreed to additional 

3 terms that were not included in the document. Mr. Geraci specifically testified: 

4 

s 

(j 

1 

8 

9 

JO 

11 

12 

13 

14 

Q. PARENTHESES, CuP FOR A DISPENSARY, CLOSE PAR,ENS. DID YOU 
HA VE A DlSCUSSION WITH MR. COTTON ABOlff THAT LANGES AT THE 
TIME YOU DRAF1ED THE-THE TWO OF YOU DRAFTED THE AGREEMENT. 
A YES. IT WAS UNDERSIDOD THAT ON THE APPROVAL OF THE 
MARIJUAAN DISPENSAY THAT, YOU KNO, I'D BE BEARING THE COSE, AND 
WE NEED TO GET APPROVAL TO CavIPLETETHE ACTUAL PRUCHASE FOR 
THE PROPERTY. 
Q. OKAY. WHEN YOU SAID IT WAS UNDERSTOOD, WHAT WAS SAID? I 
ME.AN, HOW DDI YOU HA VE THAT UNDERSTAND.ING? 
A. AS I WAS TYPING, I SAID, AND I WILL, QF COURSE, BE PAYING FOR 
THE-THE PROCESS TO GET CUP. . . 

(ROUGH REPORTERS TRANSCRIPT GERCI v. COTTON JULY 3, 2017 AT 93:9-

19)(EIQphasis added) 

So according the Mr. Geraci, both ·parties agreed to this term however as be was typing 

the November 2, 2016 document, pe did not include it Clearly the actions of the parties show 

that this was not intended to be an integrated contract. There for :Parol Evidence is admissible 
15 

J6 

17 

18 

19 

to prove the 'intention of the parties. 
b. PAROL EVIDENCE OF 'I'HE JVOVEMBER EMAIL PROVES MR. COITON 

DID NOT INTEND FOR THE NOVEMBER 21 2016 DOCUMENT TO BE THE 
FINAL EXP.RESS/ON OF THEIRAGREEMENT. 

''The standard elements for a claim for· breach of contract are (1) the contract> (2) plainti:frs 

20 
performance or excuse for nonperformance, {3) defendantts breach, and (4) damage to plaintiff 

21 
therefrom." Wall Street Network, Ltd. y. New York Times Co. (2008) 164 Ca!App.4th 1171, 1178. 

22 
As mentioned abov~. when il corttract is.not fully integrated parol evidence is admissible to prove 

23 
. the intention of the parties and to prove fraud. In this case this means the ad.mission of the events .of 

24 
November 2> 2016 which establishes that Neither Mr. Cotton nor Mr. Geraci dispute that on November 

25 
2, 2016 they met. reached an agreement regarding the sale of the Property and executed a three-s~ntence 

26 
document (the ''November Document"). However. the parties dispute the nature of the November 

Document. Mr. Cotton alleges the November Document is a receipt, Mr. Geraci alleges it is a sale 
27 

28 
contract for his purchase. of the Property. Neither party disputes the ful19wing email COIJllPunications 

4 
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toQk place on November 2, 2016. At 3~ 11 p.Ql., Mr. Geraci emailed Mr. Cotton a copy of the November 

2 Docwnent. 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

At 6:55 p.m., Mr. Cotton replied to that email as follows: 

Hi Larry, (11 Thank you for meeting today. Since we executed the Purchase Agreement in 

your office for the sale price of the property I just noticed the 10% equity position in the 
dispensary was not language added into that docwnent I just want to make sure that we 're 
1101 missing tlzal language in any final agreement as iJ is a /adored element in my 
decision to sell t/ze property, I'll be fine if you would simply acknowledge that liere in a 
reply. . 

8 Id. at 6:24., 7: 1 (the ''Request for Confirmation") ( emphasis added). 

9 At 9: 13 p.m., Mr. Geraci replied: .. No no problem at all.,, Id. at 7:3-4 (i.e., the Confirmation 

10 Em.ail) (emphasis added). 

JI This clearly establishes that, at least with regards to Mr. Cotton, he never intended the November 

12 Document to be a contract 

13 

14 
B. Pl()intijJDid Not Present Sufficient Evidence w Support His Breach of the Covenant of 

Good Faith and Fair Dealing Cause of Adion-Ag~nst Defendant. 

16 It is well established that every cortttact has 'an ipiplied promise of good faith apd fair deaJing, . . 

11 In fact CACI No. 325 reads as~ first element that "1. That [Larry Geraci] and [Darryl Cotton] entered • 

18 ,into a contract[.]" Here, as mentioned above, the Plaintiff has fuiled to prove .that the November 

19 Document constitutes a contract since they have pigeonholed themselves to just the November 

20 Document. · 

21 

22 

2J 

24 

C Despite Ms. Austin's Testimony Mr. Geraci'sPriorSanctions, m,dlr,s J,ztentionaIFailure 

to Disclose .his Interest, Bar Him Fronr Own_ersl,ip of Mflf'ijuantt Dispensary. 

On July 1, 2016, the California Secretary c,_f State released a list of propositions including 

Proposition 64,' a voter init~tive called the Adult Use of Marijuana Act ("AUMN'). AUMA passed and 
2S 

becaine law on November 9, 20i6. AUMA added Division 10 to the Business & Professions Code 
26 

27 

28 

(BPC) starting at Section 26000, which was titled "Marijuana." Materially, l3PC § 26051 mandates the 

state licensing authority deny an application for a marijuana license if the applicant has miled to proyide . . 

material inf~ation, including disclosure of all owners of the sought license, or if the applicant had 

5 
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1 previo1Jsly been Sanctioned for illegal marijuana activities i,n the three years preceding the application 

2 for a, license. PBC § 26000 (Note; 2016 Prop. ~4, BPC § 26057). 

3 On Februacy 22, 2017, the City adopted Ordinance No. 20793. As stated in the Recitals of 

4 Ordinance No. 20793, "the City of San Diego desires to amend the current medical marijuana 

s cooperative land use regulations in accordance with state law, to apply to the retail of all marijuana." 

6 Herc despite the testimony of Ms. Austin, in which she dismisses the need to disclose the 

1 applicant in the awlication with the City, she has admitted that she is actively disregarding these 

s disck>sure laws, albeit state Jaw, which is applicable here. In tact the forms state that the owners need 

9 to be disclos~ to which Ms. ·Austin states is just for "conflict check." So basically, Ms. Austin has 

10 decide unilaterally that the City does not need that information. This is wholly improper. 

CONCLUSION 
11 

12 Plaintiff failed to present sufficient evidence to es~blish a prima facie case as to the following 

13 causes of action: 

14 

15 

16 

Respectfully submitted, 

17 

18 

19 

DATED: July ll,2019 THE LAW OFFICE OFJACOB AUSTIN 

20 

.21 

22 

23 

24 

23 

26 

28 

6 

Attorney for Defendant/Cross-Complainant 
DARRYL COTTON 
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Comprehe11slve. 
Adult Use of Marljuana Act-2016 

Proposition 64 

26045. 
Orders ,;,J the panel shall be subject to Judicial review underSectlon 1094.~ of the Code of Civil 

Procedure upon petition by the bureau or licensing authority or any party aggrieved .by such 

order. 

Chapter 5. Licensing 

26050. 
(a) The license class1ficatlon pursu~nt to this division shal~ ata minimum, be as follows: 

(l)Type 1-Cultlvatlon; Speclafty outdoor; Smal. 
(2) rype lA- Cultivation; Specialty indoor; Small., 
(3) Type 1B - Cultivation; Speclalty mixed-light; Sm~ll. 
(4) Type .z -Cultivation; OUtdoor; Small~ 
(S)Type 2A-Cultlvation; Indoor; Small. 
(6)Type 2B- Cultivation; Mixed-lJ@lt; Small. 
(7) Type 3 - Cultivation; Qutdoor; Medium. 
(8) Type 3A- Cultivation, fndcor; Medium>-
(9) Type 3B- CUltlvatrcn; Mixed-light; Medium. , 
(10) Type 4 • CUltlvatton; Nursery. · 
(11) Type 5- Cultivation; Outdoor; Large. 
(12) Type SA-Culti~ion; lr,door; Large. 
(13) Type 58 • CultfvatJcn~ Mixed-llght; Large. 
(14) Type 6 • Manufacturer 1. 

(15) 'fype 7 - Manufacturer 2. 

(16) Type 8-Testing .... _ -
(17) Type io - Retailer. 
(18} Type 11- Distributor. 

. . . 

(19) TyPe 12 -Micr0buslness. 
(b) All licenses Issued under this div"ision shall bear a dear designation indicating that the license 

is for coinmerdai marijuana activity as distinct from commercial medical ~nnabis activity 

ficen·sed under Chapter3.5 (commencing with Section 19300) cf Division 8. Examples cf such 

a desfgnatlon lncl\,lde, but are not llml.ted to, "Type 1 .. Non medical, "or "Type J Nl'v'I." 

(c) A license issued pursuant ,to this dJvision shaft be valid for 12 months from the date of 

issuance. The lri;:ense may be renewed annually. 
(d) Each Rcenslng.authorfty shfJII est~bllsh P,rocedures for the issuance and.renewal of llcenses. 

{e) Notwithstancjlng subdMsion (c), a l{censing authority may issue a .temporary Rcense for._a 

period of less than l2 months. '"!ls subdivision shall cease to be operatiVe on fanuary 1, 2019. 

26051. . 
(a) In de~ermining whether to grant, deny, or renew a license authorized under this division, a 

li~ensrng authority s~a.11 constqer factors reasonably ~lated to the determtna.tron, including, 

Revised '1'3/06/'2017 
Thl'sdot:WTW1tlsasu,nmoryqfsttstuk,ma, noraintaln rhemost~nt~tong~i:r7dlsnotlntul«dlD RM cisa~dciaiment. 
Pap21 · 
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but not limited to, whether It is reasonably foreseeable that Issuance, denlal, or renewal of 

the license a1uid: 
(1) Allow unreasonable restralns on competition by .creatloii or maintenance of unlawful 

monopoly power; 
{2) Perpetuate _the presence of an Ulegal market for martjual"!a or marijuana products in the 

state or out of the statei 

(3) Encourage underage use or adult abuse of marijuana or marijuana products, or illegal 

diversion af.marljuana or marijuana products out of the state; 

{4) Result In an excessive concentration of licensees In a given city, county, or both; 

{5} Present .an unreasonable risk of minors ~elng exposed to marijuana or marijuana 

products; or 
(6) Result In violattons ofany environmental protection laws. 

{b} A licenslng authority may deny a license or renewal of a llce_nse based upon the 

considerations ln subdivision (a). 
{c) For purposes of thiS sectlcn, "excessive concentrationu means when the premises for a retall 

,llcense, mlcrobuslness icense, or a lkense Issued under Section 26070.5 ls located In an area 

where either of the following conditions exist 

(1} The ratio of a licensee ta population In ~he census tract or census division in which the 

applicant premises are located exceeds the ratJo of licensees to population in the munty In 

which the applicant premises are l0<;ated, unless d~nlal of the _appficatfon would unduly 

limit the develc;,pment of the ·1egal market so as to perpetuate the Illegal market for 

marijuan~ or marljµana products. . 
(2)The ratio of retall licenses, microbusiness licenses, or lic:enses under Sectlcn 26070.5 to 

population hi the census tract, dil/islon or juriSdlction exceeds that allowable by local 

ordinance adopted under Section 26200. 

26052. 
{a) No licensee shall perform any af the following acts, or permit any such acts ta be performed 

by anyemplayee, agent, or conuactor of such licensee:· 
(1) Make any contract in restralnt of trade in vfolation cf Section 16600; 

(2) Form a trust or other prohibited organization in restraint of trade In violation cf Section 

16720; . . 

(3} Make a sale or tontract for the sale of marijuana or marijuana products, or ta fax a price 

charged therefor, or discount from, or rebate upon, such prfce~ on the condition, 

agreement er understandrnc that the consumer or purchaser thereof shaR net; use or deal 

In the good~, merchandise, machinery, _supplies, commodl~ies, or se.nnces of a competitor 

or competitors of such s~ller, where the e!Fect of such sale, COl"!tra~ condition, agreement 

or understanding may be to substantially lessen competitiot"I or tend to create a lllO;iopaly 
in any line of trade or commerce; · · · 

(4) Sell any marijuana or mariju_ana products at less than cost for the purpose of Injuring 

. competitors, destr:oylnc competftfon, or misieadlng or deceMng purchasers or prospective 
purchasers; · · . . . 

Revisl:d 03/06/Z0U 
1hiidocun15tl$aSUlll!mll)'of~rr,aynotcuntllinthemartre-c:mtstaluto,ylo,iguogt,and.lrnatintrndtdtDUMICISGkga/~t. 
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{S) Discriminate between different sections, tQmmunltles; or cities or portions thereof, or 

between different locations in such sections, communities, cftfes or portions thereof in thrs 

state, by seUing or furnishing marijuana or marijuana products at a lower price in one 

section, community, or city or 'any portion thereof, or Jn one locatlon in such section, 

communitv, or city or any portion thereof, than in another, fur the purpose of injuring 

competitors or destroying competition; or 
(6)Sell any marijuana or marijuana products at ress than the cost thereof to such vendor, or to 

give away any article or product for the purpose of Injuring competitors or destroying 

competition. 
(b) Any person who, elther as director, officer or agent of any firm or corporation, or as agent of 

any person, violates the provlslo~ of this chapter, assists or aids, dlrectfy or rndirectfy, In such 

vlolation is responsible therefor equally with the person, firm or corporation for which such 

person acts. 
(c} A licensing authority may enforce this section by appropriate regulatlori. 

(d) Any peraon or trade association may bring an action to enjoin and restrain any vlolatlon of 

this section for the recovery of damages. · 

26053. 
... .. 

(a) The bureau and licensing authoritles may Issue llce~es under this division to persons or 

entities that hold licenses under Chapter 3.S(commenclng with section 19300} of DMsion 8. 

(b) Notwithstanding. s!Jbdivision (a), person or ~ntity that OQlds a state.testing Ucense under this 

atvrslon or Chapter 3.~(commenclng with Section 19300) of Olv(sion 8 Is prohibited from 

If censure for any other activity, except testing, as authorize~ under this ~lvlslon. . 

(c} Except as provfded· fn subdivision ·(b), a person or entity may apply for and be issued more 

than one license under this dMsfon. 

260S4. . 

{a) A, Ucensee shall not also be licensed as a retailer of alcoholic beverages under Division 9 

(commencing with Section_ 23000) or of tobacco products. 

(b) No licensee under this division shall be located within a GOO-foot radius of a school providing 

instruction In kindergc1rten or any grades.1 .through 12, day care center, or youth center that 

Is In existence at the time the license .ls issued, unless a llcenslng authority or a local 

jurisdiction specifies a different .radi~s. The distance specified in this sectlon shall' be 

measured In the same manner as provided In paragraph (c) of Section 11362. 768 of 1he 

Health and Safety Code unless:otherwlse provided by law. 

(c} It.shall be lawful under state and iocal law, and shall not be a violation of state or local raw, 

for a business engaged In the manufacture of marijuana accessories to possess, transport, 

purchase or otherwise obtain small amounts of marijuana or marijuana products as necessary 

to conduct research and development related to such marijuana accessories, provided such 

man]uana an,d marijuana products ·are obtained from a P.erson ~r entity licensed under this 

·dMS!on qr Otapter 3.5 (commei:,clilg with Section 19300) .. of p!Vfsion 8 permitted to provide 

or deliver such marijuana or marijuana products. 

Revised 03/06/7.017 . . . 
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(a} No licensing authority shall rssue or renew a license to any person that cannot demonstrate 

continuous California resfdency from or before January 1, 2015. In the case of an applicant or 

licensee that is an entity, the entity shall not be considered a resident if any person 
controlling the ent1ty cannot demonstrate continuous California residency from and before 

January 1, 2015. 
(b) Subdivlsion (a) shall cease to be operable on December 31, 2019 unless reenacted prior 

thereto by the leglslattre. 

26054.2 
(a} r.. ncensing authority shall g[ve priority In issuing licen$es under this division to applicants that 

can demonstrate to the authortty's satisfaction that the appllcant' operated 1n compliance 
with the Compassionate Use Act and its Implementing laws before September ~ 2016, or 

currently operates in compliance with Chapter 35(commendng with Section 19300) of 
Division 8. 

(b) The bureau shall request that local jurisdictions identify for the bureau potentiaJ applicants 
for llcensure .based on the apptrcantsi prior operation lri the local jurisdlctJon In compliance 

W1th state law, lndudlng the Compassionate· Use Act and Its implementing laws, and any 
applicable local laws. The bureau shall make the requested Information available to llcenslng 

aUthorities. 
(c) In addition to or In treu of the Information described In subdivision (b). an appltcant may 

furnish other evidence to !iemonstrate operation in com plfance .With the Compassionate Use 

Act or Chapter 35 (commendng with Section 19300) of Division 8. The bureau and licensing 

authorities may acc;ept su~h evidence to demonstrate eligibillty fb.r the priority provided for in 
subdlvisipn (a}. · · · · ·· 

(d) This .sectlon shall ce;3se to be operable on December 31, ~019 unless otherwl~e provided by 
law. · · · 

Z60SS . . 
(a) Licensing authorities may issue state licenses only to qualified applicants. 
(b) Revocation of a state llcense ts.sued under this dlvlslon shall: terminate the ablllty of the 

licensee to opera~ wfthi!'l California untll th·e licenslng authorit/ reinstates or reissues the 
state llcense. · . · 

(c) Separate llcenses shall be issued for each of the premises of any llcensee having more than 

one focation, ex~pt as otherwise authorized by law or regulation. -
(d} After issuance or transf~r of a license, no licensee sh~I than~e or alter the premises In a 

manner which materially or substantially al!ers the premises. the usage· of the ·premises, or 
the mode or character of business operation conducte4 from the premises, from the plan 
contained In the diagram on file with the application, unless arid until prior written assent of 
the licensing authority c,r bureau has be~n obtained. For purposes of this section, material or 

Revised 03/06/2017 . 
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substantial physical changes of the premises, or in the usage of the premises, shall Include, 
M~~ . . 

limited to, a substantial increase or decrease in the total area of the licensed premises 

previously diagrammed, or any other physical modification resulting In substantial change in 

the mode or character of business operation. 
(e) Licensing authorities shalt not approve an applkatfon for a Sytte license under this dtvfslon If 

approval of the state license wiil Viofate·the prOVistons of al'!y local ordinance or regul'1tion 

adopted in accordance wit'1 Section 26200. 

260S6. 
An a pplitant for any type of state Ucense Issued pursuant to this division shall comply with 

the same requlrements as set forth in Section 19322 of Chapter 3.5 of Division 8 unless 

otherwise provlded by law, Including electronic submission of fingerprint Images, and any 

other requirements Imposed by law or a licenslng authority, except as follows: 
(a) Notwfthstandfng paragraph (2) of subdivision (a) of Section 19322,an appUcant need not 

provide documeni:a,tf on that the applicant has obtained a license. permit or other 

authorization to operate from the local jurisdiction In which the appDcantseeks to operate; 

(b) AA application for a license under this dlvision shaft lnclu~ evidence that the proposed 

location meets the restriction In subdivision {b) pf Section 26054i and 

(c) For applicants seeking Ucensure ·to cultfvate, distribute, or manufacture lionmedlcal 

marijuana or marijuana products, the application shall also Include a detailed description of 

the applicanfs qperatrng procedures for all of the _followfflg, as required by the licensing 

authority: , . · · 

(1) Cultivation. _ . 
(2) Extraction and infusion methods. 
(3)The transportation process .. 
(4 )The Inventory pr:ocess. · 
(S) Quality control procedures. 
(6)1he source or sources·of water t.he applicant wil use for the licensed activities, includfng a 

cer¢ication that the applicant may use that water legalfv under state law. . 

(d) The applicant shall provide a complete detailed dlagJ1tm of the p-aposed premises wherein 

the license prlvlleges wlll be .. t!Xerclsed, with sufficient partjcularity to enable ready 

determination of the bounds of the premises, showing all boundaries, dimensions~ entrances 

and exits, interior partitions, walls, rooms, and common or shared entryways, and include a 

brief sta~ent or description of the principal activity to be cond11cted therein, and, for 

licenses permitting cultrvatron, measureme.nts oft~ planned canopy including aggregate 

square footage and Individual square !ootage of separ:ate cult_ivation areas, If any. 

2.6056.5 • 

. The burea.u sh~II devise protocols that each nc:ensinJ authority shall Implement to ensure 

compliance. with state laws and regulations related to envirQnmental lmpacts, naiural resource 

protection, water quality. water supply, hazardous materials, and pesticide use In accorc4!nce 

Revised 03/06/Z017 . 
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with regulations, !hduding but not limited to, the Califomra Environmental' Qu.allty Act (DMslon 

13. (c¢mm~ncing with Section ilOOO) of the .PubUc Resources Code), the California Endargered 

Species Act (Chapter 1.S (commenclng .wlth ~ecdon2050}, . lake or- streambed .a1~ration 

agreemen~ (Chapt~r 6 (commencing with Section i600), the Clean Water Act {33 u.s.c: ·Sec . 

. 1251 etseq.), the Porter4;-o!ogne WaterQ~alitv Control Act (Oivislon 1commelicingwiih Section 

13000) of the Water CQdi;t), tirriber:production lanes, wa'stewater ~l~c.harge ~quireinents;. and· 

any permit -o.r right necessary to divert water. 

·,,26()57. 
(a) The ii~nsing authority shall· deny an application· if eith~r.the appli~ant, or the ·premises for 

which a state license is:applled, do not qu·~lifyfor licensure under this division. . 

(b) The licensing authority may. deny the application for licensure or re.newal of a stat~ llcense if 

Any of the following conditiOIJS apply: 
(1) Fallure to tompf_y w.ith the provisions -of this division, any ruf e ~r ·regulation acto·pted • 

pursuant to this ·division, or · any. requirement imposed. to protect natui'~I resource$; · 

.Including, but not iimlted to; protections fur In.stream flow a.nd water qualify. 

(i) Conduct that constltute.s ground;; for denial of licensure under Chapter 2 {commencing 

·with SertiQn.480) of bivislon. l.S, except as otherwise s·peclfied in this section and Section 

26059. 
{3) failure 'to :P,r911ide information ~qulr~d by the licensing eu:thority. 

(4} The:·applicant or llcensee has been convicted of an offense that is substantialty related to 

the quallflcatlons, functions, or duties of the business or profession foi- whlcb the 

application is made, .~cept that ·if th~ licensing authority determines that the ?PPlii=:ilnt 

or licen$ee is otherwfse suitable to be issued a license, and granting the license would not. 

compromise public safety, the licensing authority shall conduct. a thorough r~vlew of the. 

nature of the crime, conviction, circumstances, and evidence of rehabilitation •of the 

applicant,. -and shall evaJuat:e the suitability of the applicant or licensee to be issued a 

license. based on the evidence found through the review. In determining whic~ offenses 

are substantially related to the guailflcations, functions, or duties of the business or 

profess1on for which the. appfication is made, .the licensing authority shall Include, but not 

be iimited to, the following: 

(A) A violent felony conviction, as specified ih subdivision (c) of Section 667.5 of the Penar 

Code. 
(B) A seriQus felony tonvictionras specified in subdivision (c) of Section 1192~ 7 of the. 

Fen~I Code. 
(C} A felorw conVlction involving fraud, deceft, or embeulement. 

(Dl A felony conviction for-hiring, employing, or using a minor in transporting. carrying, 

selling, giving away, preparing for sale, or peddling, any controlled substance to a 
minor; or ,selling, offering to seJI, furnishing, offering to furnish, adminJsterlng, or 

giving any controlled substance to a minor. 

·{~) A felony ·comrictio.n for drug trafficking with enhancements pursuant to Sections 113 

70.4 or 11379;8. 
Re"Ji5ed 03/0fi/2D17 
Thii' <l«lirnf11tis·r,. s¢nmizrl of stafuh-,may nat CO/ltllii, thl! meet ltfflltsttrbtfOIY language, and II rior iaamkdto-llS a legal ~t. 
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(5) Except as prOVided· in sµbparagraphs (D} and (E} of paragraph (4) and notwithstanding 

Chapter 2 (commencing with Section 480} of Clvision 1.S, a prior conviction, where the 

sentence, Including any term of probation,. Incarceration, or supervised release1 rs 
completed, for possession of, possession for sale, sale, manufacture, transportation, or 

cultivation of a controlled substance is not considered substantially related, and shall not 

be the sole ground for denial of a llcense. Conviction for any controlled substance felony 

subsaquent to licensure shall be _grounds for revocation of a license or denial of the 

renewal of a license. · 

(G)The applfcant, or any of Its officersl directors, or owners, ha~ been subject to fines 

or penalties for cultivation or production of a controlled substance on public or 

private lands pursuant to Sections 12025 or 12025.1 of the Fish and Game code. 

(7)The appUcant, or any of its officers, directors, or ownersl has been sanctloned by a 

ticenslng authority or a clty1 county, or city and county for unauthorized commerclal 

marijuana activities or commercial medical cannabfs activities, has had a license 

revoked under this division or Chapter 3.5(commencing with Section 19300) of Division 

8 In the three years lmmedlately preceding the date the appUcatfon Is flied with the 

_lfr:enslng authorlty, or Jlc1s been sancti~~d urider Se_ctions 12025 or 12025.1 of the 

Fish and Game Code. · : · 
(8) Failure to obtarn and maintain a valid. seller's permit required pursuant to Part 1 

(commencing with Section 6D01) of Divi~ion 2 Qf th.e Revenue and Ta,catlon Code. 

(9)Any other cpndition specified in law. . .. ' . . . . . 
• • • , , .. I 

26058.. 

Upon th.~. deoial ~ -any c!PPIJcation for a· ucense, the iicening a.~thQl'ity shall notify the 
applicant In wrJtJng. · · · · · 

260S9. 
An applicant shal_l not be denied a state license if the.denial is based solely on any of the 

following: . . · 

(a) A convictio~ or act that is substa.ntfally relate~ to the qualifications, functions, or duties of the 

business or profession for which the appficatfon is made for which the applicant or licensee 

has obtained a ~rtiflcate Qf rehab!Utatfon pursuant to Chapter 3.5 (commencing with Section 
4852.01} of Title 6 of° Part 3 of the Penal Code. . . 

(b) A conviction that was subsequently dismissed pursuant to Sections 1203.4, 1203.4a, or 

1203.41 of the ·Penal Code or a rt-( ot~e r provision all~wlng for dismissal of a conviction. 

Chapter 6. Licensed Cultivation Sites 

Z6060. .. . . , . . 

(a} -Regulations issued by the Depa{tment of Food and AgriculttJre governing the licensing of 

lndoor, outdoor, and mixed-fight cultivation sites shall apply to licensed cultivators under this 

division. 
Revised 03/06/2017 . 
1hl'sdotlltMntls11summoryof~nt11yit11t'1Jllmblt1lemastrecent~fizna•;ondfr,normtttrdetlto2r1111aialetlal~ 
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SUPERIOR COURT .OF CALIFORNIA, 
COUNTY OF .SAN DIEGO 

{J-Dfylocu 
'}lfb~ 

CENTRAL 

Ml~UTE ORDER 

DATE: 07/10/2Q19 TIME; 09:00;00: AM 
JUDICIAL OFFICER PRESIDING: Joel R. Wohlfeil 
CLERK:. Andrea Taylor 
REPORTER/ERM: Margaret Smith CSR# 9733 
BAI.LIFF/COURT ATTENDANT: R. Camberos 

bEPt: C-73, 

CASE NO: 37-2017-00010013-CU-BC-CTL CASE !NIT.DATE: 03/21/2017 
CASE TITLE: Larry Geracf vs Darryl Cotton [Imaged} 
CASE CATEGORY: Civil - Unlimited CASE TYPE: Breach ofCohtract/Wai"rc1hty 

EVENT TYPE: ·Civil Jury Trial 

APPEARANCES . 
Michael R Weinstein, counsel, present for.Respondent on.Appeal.Cross - Defen·dant,Cross -
Complainant,Plaintiff(s). · . . . . · 
Scott H Toothacre; counsel, present for R~spc;md~nt 9n Appeal.Cross - D.efenda'nt,Cross -
Complainant,Plalntiff(s). . . . . . . . . 
JacobAustin, counsel, present for Defencf~nt,Cros.s - Complainant,Appellant(s):. 
Darryl Cotton, Defendant is present. ·, 
Larry Geraci, Plaintiffis present. 
Rebecca Berry, Cross - Defendant, not present. 

8:44 a.m. This being the time previously set for further Jury trial· in the above entitled cause, having_ bee11 
~ontinued from July 9, 2019, ·an par1ies arid ,counsel .appear' as noted above and court convenes. The 
Jurors are not present. · 

Outside the presence of the jury, Court and co-linsel discuss: scheduling, witnesses, jury instructions and 
'Verdict forms. The Cou_rt will defer hearing any- motions until after all the evidence has been completed . 

. 8:50 a.m. Court is in recess·. 

9:11 a.m . .Court reconvenes with plairitiff(s), defendant(s), cind counsel present ·as noted above. All jurors 
are present . · · 

9:12 a.m. JAMES BARTELL is sworn _and examined by Attorri'ey Toothacre on behalf of 
Plaintiff/Cross-Defendant, Larry G'era,ci, et _al. 

9:30 a.m. Cross ·examination of James Bartell ·con:unences by Attorney Austin on behalf of 
:Oefendant/Cross-Con.,plainant, Darryl Qotton. · · 

DATE: 07/10/2019 
DEPT: c ,.73 

MINUTE ORDER Page1 
Calendar No, 
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~;42 a,m. The witness is excus.ed. 

9:43 . a.m. Darryl Cotton, previously sworn, resumes the· stand for further direct exarnination by Attorney 
Austin on behalf of Defendant/Cross-Complainant, Darryl Cotton. · 

10:1·2 a.m. Cross ·examination of Darryl Cotton commences by Attorn~y Wei~tein· ·on behalf of 
Plaintiff/Cross-Defendant, Larry Geraci, et al. 

The following Court's exhibit(s) is marked for identification and admitted on behalf of 
Plaintiff/Cross'-Defen·dant: 

85) Email to Michael Weinstein from Darryl Cotton, dated 3/28/17 

10:22 a.m. Redirect examination of Darryl Cotton commen~es by Attorney Austin on behalf of 
Defendant/Cross-Complainant, Darryl Cotton. · 

1C>:'24 a.m. Recross examination of Darryl Cotton commences, by Attorney W~instein on behalf of 
Plaintiff/Cross-Defendant, Larry Geraci, et al. 

10:25 a.m. Th~ witness is excused. 

·10:26 a.m. Defendant rests .subject to the admission· of exhibits. 

10:27 a.m; All jurors are admonished .and excused.for bteak and Court remains in session .. 

. Outside the pr~sence of the jury; Court arid counsel discuss obj~ctiohs. 

10:28a.m. Court is jn r~cess. 

10:43 a.m. Collrt reconvenes •with· plaintiff(~). defer1dant(s) and oolins_el present as· noted above. All 
Jurors· are presem.. · - -

·10:44 a.m. Larry Geraci, pr~vi'ously sworn, resumes the ·stand for further rebuttal examination by 
Attorney Weinstein on behalf of Plaintiff/Cross.:Defendant, Lariy Geraci, et al. · 

10:45 a.m. Plaintiff rests subjed to the admission of exhibits. 

10:46 a.m. All jurors ·are ~drno11ished and excused for the. ev.ening and ·Court remains in session. 

Outside the presence ·of 'the jury, Defense counsel offers court's exhibit 2a1 into evidence, with 
objection, objection is sustained. . 

Defense counsel requests the Court take Judicial Notice of case numbers 2014-20897 and 2015:4-430 
against Plaintiff Larry Geraci. Objection by the Plaintiff a Objection is ·s.ustained. 

Defense counsel makes a Motion for Non-Suit on. the Plainti_trs· Con,plaint. The Court hears argument 
The Motion for Non-Suit as to the Plaintiff's Comp_laint is ·de.nied. 

Plaintiff's counsel makes a_ Motion for Direct~d V~rdict on the Cross-Complaint. The Court hears 

DATE: 07/10/2019 
DEPT: C-13· 

MINUTE. ORDER Pag~2 ·. 
Calendar No. 
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CASE TITLE: Larry Geraci vs Darryl Cotton [Imaged] CASE Nb: 37 ".'2017~0010073-CU .. BC-CTL 

·arg,ument. The Motion for DireGted Verdict is de·nied as to Breach of Contract Glaim. 

1-1 :35 a.m. Court is in recess. 

1:25 p.m. Court reconvenes with plaintiff(s), defendant(s) and counsel present as noted rab6_ve. The jury 
is not present. . · · 

Outside the presence·- of_ the, ]ury, Court hears further argument as· ·to Motion .for Directed Verdict on 
Cross-Complaint. The Motion for Directed Verdict as to Malice, Oppression and Punitive Damages is . 
granted. The Motion for Directed Verdict as to Negljgent MJ.$representation ana Intentional 
Misrepresentation is denied. 

Court and counsel go over Jury instl"l!ctions. 

2:58 p.m. Cou.rt is· in recess. 

3:12 p.m. Court reconven~s· With ·plaintiff(s), defendant(s) and counsel presef!"t as r:ioted above. The 
jurors are not present, · 

Outside the presence of the jury, Co1,1rrand counsel go over jury instructions and the verdict forms. 

·Per stipulation of:~ounsel, the reporter is waived for tomorrows hearing. 

3:13 p.rh. Court is adjourned until 07/11/2"01°9 at 10:30.AM in Department 73. 

DATE: 07/10/2019 
DEPT: C:-73 

MINUTE ORDER Page·3 
Caiendar No. 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNl,t\1 
COUNTY OF SAN DJEGO 

CENTRAL 

MINUTE ORDER. 

TIME: 10:30:00' AM 
JUDICIAL OFFICER PRESIDING: J9el R, WPh!feil 
CLERK: Andrea Taylor 

DATE: 07/11/2019 

REPORTER/ERM: Not Reported . 
BAILIFF/COURT ATTENDANT; R Camberos 

DEPT:: C-73 

,CASE NO: 37~2017-00010073-CU-BC-CTL CASE !NIT.DATE: 03/21/~017 

[-\Q~-~·c_'i 
\ (Y?-~ 

CASE TITLE: Larry Geraci vs Darryl ·cotton [Imaged] ... . 
CASE CATEGORY: Civil - Unlimited CASE TYPE:Breach of Contract/Warranty 

EVENT TYPE: Civil Jury Trial 

APPEARANCES . 
Michael R Weinstein, counsel, present for Respondent on Appeal.Cross - Defelidant,Cross -
Cornplainant,Plaintiff(s).. . · · 
Jacob Aµstih, counsel,' ·present for Defendant,Cross - ComP,lainalit,Appellant(s). 
Darryl Cotton·, Defendant is present. . · · · 
'Elyssa Kulas, Gounsel a·ppears on behalf of the Plaintiff. 
10:30 a.m. This ·being 'the time prev'ious)y se.t for further Jury trial in the above entitled cause, having 
been c:orithiUed from. July 10, 2019, all parties and counsel appear as noted above! and court c:onvenes. 
The jurors are not present. 

Outside the presence of the :jury, Court and coun.~el discuss jury instrugions·. 'Counsel stipulate to the. 
proposed jury instructions and; have no furthe!r objections . . 
Motion for Directed Vefrdict on the Complaint submitted by the Defendant is argued, The Motion for 
Directed Verdict is denied. ·· 

Court cilnd counsel confer regarding Special Verdict forms no. 1 .and no~ 2. 'Counsel stipulate to the 
finalized versiqn of Special Verdict forms no. 1 and no. 2: 

Plaintiff's counsel re·quests additio·nal •time for closing arguments, The Court will allow each side 1 hour 
and 15 minutes. , 

11 :OQ .c!• rri. Co~rt is adjou'tned Until 07/15/2019 at 09:00AM in ·De ~rtnient 73. 

DATE: 07/11/2019 
DEPT: C'-73 

MINUTE ORDER Page 1 
Calend_ar No. ·12 
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I 

2 

·3 

'4 
'S • 

.6 

1: 
8 

9 

J.O 

11 

u 
13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

'21 

2i 

-23 

~cy{t te'SO· 
~J)2~ 

ELECTROiUCAJ.lY FILED 
.Superir:ir Court of California. · 

County of ~an Diego. 

_qBM~i201·9· at_ 11 :53:DD -~ 
.Clerk of th1f Superior .Ci:iu_rt 

,By JessJca p_~~(:ual,O!!p~y .. Gferk 

SUPERIOR cotm:t OF.CALIFORNIA, . ... -· .. ,. ' . . . ~-· ·~ . - . • · . . . . 

<JOT,JNTY OF SAN DIEGO, CEN'fRAi DM&ION 
LARRY. GERACI,: an ihdiv:fdua,t

.Plaintiff; 

v. 

DARRYL:COITON';1ll!jncliytqt,iaJ; an4 D0E$ l 
through 10? inclusive., 

DefeJl(iants. 

DARRYL COTTON.aniridividuai . . - . . , . - · • -1., '• . . .• ... . , 

Cross-Cqm,plai.qant., 

V, 

LARRY GERACI, ~ i.µdh.idUal, REBECG~ 
BERRY, an individual, and DOI{$ 1 
~OUGH 10, INCLUSIVE, 

Cross::-befendants, 

Case.No. '37-2017-00010073-CtJ-BC-¢rl,_ 

.Judge: 
Depti;' 

Hon. Joel R. Wohlfeil cj;.7j . . 

.JUDGMENT ON .TORY VERDICT 
[PllOPosED BY PLAINTIFF1rno·ss
DEf£NDANts1 

Action Filed: 
Trial Date: 

March 2i, 2oi7· 
June 28., 2019 

T]Ji~ aRtion c~e on ·reguiatly forjury µial on.June 28, 2019, continuing ~oµgh Jµly I 6~ 2()19, · 

.24 in J)epiriiirient C~73 o(tli~ $~ti.Qt Q>urt, the Honorable J-i.Idge Joel.R. Wohlfeil presicijng1 'l-4icliael R. 

is Weinstein~ .Scott H'.. Toothacre,, and :El!'5sa k. ,Kul~ of FERRiS & BRITTON, APC,. appeared for 

26 PJaintµfaiJd Cros·s~pefendant; LAARY GERA.Cl~d ·ero~s-Defeaj_a.tit, REBECCA B,ERRY; .~ctJ~cob 

27 P: A11stin of THE. tAW ()FFICE.Qf JA,COB AU$TIN, appeared for Defencµ.nt and Cross-Complamant, 

28 DARRYL COTTON. 
1 

JUDG.lY.mlST ON JORY VERDICT [PROPOSED BY :PLAINTIFF/C,RO~S.~DEFENDANTS] 1 

Case No. 3 7.;2017-00010073-CU-BC-.CTi:. 
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:i Aj?IY of l2 person~ w;i.s re~iatly iinpane.Iedand swor:n .. Wifnesse:s were.sworn and t~tified and 
2 certai:t! •pj~l' exhibits admitted futo eyidence. 

3 Duti1,1&trial .arid f~liowing the. op~qm~·statement·of Pl~intiff/Cross-Complain.ant'~ colihSel, the 

4 Co\ti1 gl'i!Ated th~· Ci'oss-:Pefendarits' non~uihnoµon as t<> the ~tid 9~1,ISe of action again~ .Cross-

5 . Defendant ~.e"9~~c.~~~rry only Ij) ·0:os's~Compl1:1inant's operatiye~ecgnd:-Aµtend~d Cross.:Co~plaint A 

.6 copy 6f tne ·court1s jrily 3, 2Q1~-~te Order disµiissiit_g Cross-Defendant Re.be.cca Berry frpin Jhis 

7 ~ctio~ is·a~ch¥ as.Exhibtf''A." 

.8 After ijeiµing !he eyid~ce ·@.d arguments of:co\lllsel, the. jury• was duly !llStp.lcte_d by the Court 

;9· and tb.e c~iis~ was s_upmitteq fo the jury with direction); to re~ a verdict on special issu~~ _pri.two spe~ial 

:l 0 . verdict forms_. th~ jury deliberatecf and 'thereafter :retun1ed _into c~urt, wiUi its 'two special verdiG~ ,as· 
t 1 . follows: 

SPECIAL.VERDICT FORM.NO. 1 

. w~. the· jufy, -in the. a,bove entitled.action, find the. follqwihg ~eci~l verdict 9n the questions 
14 ·s_qbrnitted to u~: 

J5 
16. Breach of Contra~ct 

t7 
t. pjq Plaintiff Larry Geraci and· peferi~ill;ifD:ij'fyl Cotton enter .into the: N:ovembet 2, :iQl 6 

l9 written 'contrac;t?, 

.Answet.. YE$ 

·2. Did Plaitjttff d9 aJ};. o.r fil!l?stantially all, 'of the signific$1t.things tl,Iat th~;cmittact reqtilf~d-_hini 

23_ t.Q clo? 

24 

.25 . 

26 

.Answer: NO: 

3, W~s Plai~tiffe~cu~ed ~9lll having to do all, or ,sub.stantia!]y al_i, ofJ\le.'~Ignificaiit thing~ that 
27 . t~¢•coi;iiiac·t required him ·to do? 

~swet; YES 
2 

@~NT ON JURY VERDICT [PROPQ$.ED BY PLAINTIFF/CROSS-:PiFEtm.ANTS] 
Case No. 3 7-2017-00010073.-CU-BC-CTL ... ; .· ' . . . . 
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1 

.2 

3 ' 

4 

5 ' 

.6 ' 

7 

8 

9 

10 

u 
12. 

13 

'14 

15 

4. Did all_ ~c:: conditioti(s) Uiat were requii'.e9 fQt befen~ani's. peifo1111ance occur? 

Answer::NO 

·s:W~s _th~tequ.ifed co~tl,itjon(s).t~at did.not oc~Ui' excused? 

AnsWer:yPS 

6. t>id De(eii,~i!Al fail1<> d,o sqmet)iliig that: the contractrequired him to 4o?· 
.,Answer: YES 

_oi;-

Did ])ef¥d~t'do something ~at the Gontract_prohibiteci him from doii;tg?: 

AnswertYES 

•7~ Was· :J>Jaintiff ~e.4 by :O~f~i;id~t's breach of contract? 

Answer: YES'. 

16 . Breach ofthe Implied Covena~t ~(, ~ood Faith and Fair Dealing 

17 

18-

19 

2Q 

2) 

'22-

2~ 

24 
25 

26 

8. Did Defendant unfairly interfere with Plaintiffs right tq rec:et\te'the benefits of.the coij~cn 

Answer:YJ!S 

9. Was :Pla.intiff,har11:1ecl ~:rDefol}dant's infet:ferep,~e? 

Answer: YES_ 

10.:What a(e·Plaintiff~ ~a_ges? 

Answer; $ 2901109 .28, 

.27, Atrue and c~rrect COJ)Y of Speci.al V~rdictForµi_ No. 1 is altacp.edhet~to as :axhibit ''B." 

2lf / / / 

. JUP.G~NT .ON JURY VERDICT [PJlOPOSE:P 1JY l'LAINTIFF/CRQSS-;DE~NDM-lrSJ 
Case~o'. 37-2017-00010073.;CU.;BC-CTL . 
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· 1 SPECIAL VERDICT FORM NO. 2 

2 We? the. Jµry, .in the abov,e ~ntitled action,. find the follo~g special verdtct on tl!_e -questions 

.3 submitted to us; 

4 Breach of Contract 

5 . 
6 1. Did .Cross~901:11j>lainant 0.arryl ~otton find Cross-Defendant Larry G¢~ci 'ent~r .into an oral 

1 c~mtract to fol"$. a jo.int venture? 

8 Answer:NO 

-9 

lO ·Fraud - Iritentiorial Misrepr~!entati(!ri 

11 

12 

l) 

'14 

_8. ])id Cross-Defendrul.t,m~~e a false te_pres~ntatfon of an•impoqant fact ttj Cfoss,.~omplainant?'. 

Answer:NO 

1.5- Fraud-False Promise 

16 

17 1~. Did Cross0 Defendant make•,a:prolil.ise to .Cross..,Coinplaina,nt ili~t was important to the 

18 trari~actioii? 

i9 

.20 

A,i;i_i:;wer: NO 

21 Fraud- Negligent Misrepresentation 

22 

23 

24 

25 

.26 

19; bid Cross-I?efen®.Jit 01ake a false representation of~ imwrtatit fuct to Cf6s$~Co11:1piainant? 

Answer.: NO 

.Giv~ th~ jµiy~s· responses, Question -25 ·te&8rdirtg Ctos_s-C9mpiainanfs dam~ges became 

·27 inapplic!!hle as~ restilt of the juris respo11Ses. 

28 II r 
4 

JUPG1'1ENT O:N ~y VERQICT [PROPOSE:O BY PLAINT,IFF/CROSS-DEFENDANrS] 
·Case·No. 37'-2017-00010073.;CU-B<::-CTL . 
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l A·tru~ and correct copy of Special Verdict Form No. 2 j~ attached hereto ;is·- ~ibif "C! ; 

2 

3 NOW; THEREfO:llE, rt 1s·oi'-O>E~D, .w.nmGED AND DECREED: . ~ ... . . 

4 r. ThatPlaintiff LARRV GERACthave and ~·cover froin Defendant DARRYL COTTON. 

5 tli.e sum of $2601109.28, with interest thereon, ~t ten pef9.e!).t (10%) pet afuiuni fi'qii:\ .tii~ date ofentiy of 

6- . 'thjs judgment uriti). pciid, together Witb. costs of)uit iµ the amount of$. _____ .......:..... _____ _, 

7 · 2. th~t .Cross-Com~lain~t PARRYL c·orroN •ajce; .Qothing_ p-om Cross-Defendant 

8 REBECCABERRY;.and 

9 3. T]j.~t ·eross~Coiri:plain.ittr DARRYL COTTON take .nothing froqi Cross~bef~ndaQf 

10 LARRY GERACl. 

n 
12 

11 

14: 
DateQ: __ ..,...s_:.1_9 _____ _;, i _(H9 

Rqn. Joel R. Wohlf!;iil 

JS .JUDGE OF THE-S'UPERIQk .. COtlR.T 

16 .hldge Joel R. WoJilfeil 

.17 

18 

19 

2Q. 

·21 

'22 

23 i 

24 

·25 

2(> 

27 

.28 
.-5 

JUDGIVIENT ON JURY VERDICT'(PROPOSED BY PLAINTIFF,/(:ROS&D~FENDANTSJ 
. Case·No. 37.;2()17.;()Q010073.,.CU~BG-CTL, . . .. 
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1 TIFFANY & BOSCO 
----,--------P.A.------

2 MEGAN E. LEES (SBN 277805) 
mel@tblaw.com 

ELECTROtllCALL Y FILED 
Superior Court of Califomia, 

County of San Diego 

3 MICHAEL A. WRAPP (SBN 304002) 
maw@tblaw.com 

4 EV AN P. SCHUBE (Pro Hae Vice AZ SBN 028849) 
eps@tblaw.com 

09/13/2019 at 11 :55 :□ □ PM 
Cleric of the Superior Court 

By A:lam Beason.Deputy Clerk 

5 1455 Frazee Road, Suite 820 
San Diego, CA 92108 

6 Tel. (619) 501-3503 

7 Attorneys for Defendant/Cross-Complainant Darryl Cotton 

8 

9 

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OFT~ STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, CENTRAL DIVISION 

1 O LARRY GERACI, an individual, CaseNo. 37-2017-00010073-CU-BC-CTL 

11 Plaintiff, 

12 vs. 

Judge: 
Dept.: 

The Honorable· Joel R. Wohlfeil 
C-73 

MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND 
AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF MOTION 

13 DARRYL COTTON, an individual; and DOES 1- FOR NEW TRIAL 
14 10, inclusive, 

Defendants. Action Filed: March 21, 2017 
15 

16 

17 

18 

-------------------1 Trial Date: June 28, 2019 

DARRYL COTTON, an individual, 

Cross-Complainant, 

vs. 

19 LARRY GERACI, an individual, REBECCA 

20 
BERRY, an individual, and DOES 1 THROUGH 
10, INCLUSIVE, 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Cross-Defendants. 

0 
MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL 

Case No. 37•2017•00010073.CU•BC-CTL 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

INTRODUCTION 

Mr. Cotton seeks a new trial on three grounds. First, the alleged November 2, 2016 agreement 

is illegal and void because Lany Geraci's ("Mr. Geraci") failure to disclose his interest in both the 

Property1 and the Conditional Use Permit (~'CUP") violates local law and policies, as well as state law. 

More particularly, the San Diego Municipal Code (the "SDMC") requires those disclosures to be made. 

6 Further, Mr. Geraci entered into two stipulated judgments with the City of San Diego ("City") that 

7 mandated he complied with the City,s CUP requirements, which he purposefully failed to do in his 

8 performance of the alleged November 2, 2016 agreement. For his claims against Mr. Cotton, Mr. Geraci 

9 asks this Court to assist him in violating the SDMC and the policy of AUMA, which the Court is 

· 10 prohibited from doing. As a result, the jury's finding that the alleged November 2, 2016 agreement is a 

11 

12 

13 

valid contract is contrary to law. 

Second, the jury applied an objective standard to Mr. Cotton's conduct and a subjective standard 

to Mr. Geraci,s as it relates to the alleged November 2, 2016 agreement and subsequent 

14 acknowledgement e-mail. The jury found the parties entered into a contract on November 2, 2016 and 

15 discounted the acknowledgement e-majl based upon Mr. Geraci's testimony that he only replied to the 

16 first line of Mr. Cotton's e-mail. Mr. Geraci's objective conduct demonstrates that either (i) he agreed 

17 to a 10% interest that he later refused existed, or (ii) there was an agreement to agree. Had the jury 

. 18 applied an objective standard to the conduct of ho.tit parties, it would not - nor could it- have reached 

19 the verdict it did. The judgment entered in accordance with the jury's verdict is contrary to law.2 

20 Third, Mr. Geraci used the attorney-client privilege as a shield during discovery and a sword at 

21 trial, which prohibited Mr. Cotton from receiving a fair and impartial trial. During discovery, 

22 Mr. Cotton sought documents and communications by and between Mr. Geraci and Gina Austin 

23 ("Ms. Austin") relating to the drafting of various agreements related to the purchase of the Property. 

24 Mr. Geraci objected to the request and never produced communications related to the same based upon 

25 attorney-client privilege. At trial, however, Mr. Geraci waived the attorney-client privilege, for the first 

26 

27 1 The tenn "Property" shall mean and refer to the real property located at 6176 Federal Boulevard, San Diego, California. 

2 The "agreement to agree" argument is a defense to the breach of contract claim made by Mr. Geraci. The argument should 
28 not. and cannot. be considered a judicial admission to the separate issue of Mr. Cotton's claim as to the oral joint venture 

agreement. 

4 
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1 
time, and both he and Ms. Austin testified as to their communications. Mr. Cotton was unable to cross-

2 
examine either witness with the relevant documents Mr. Geraci withheld during discovery on the ground 

3 
of attorney-client privilege. The requested cominunications went to one of the central issues of the case 

4 - whether the alleged November 2, 2016 agreement was an agreement, or an agreement to agree. The 

5 use of the attorney-client privilege as a sword at trial was made even more improper given the content 

6 of the testimony by Mr. Geraci and Ms. Austin, both of whom accused Mr. Cotton of a crime-extortion. 

7 As a result, Mr. Cotton did not receive a fair and impartial trial. 

8 

9 

10 

A. 

ARGUMENT 

STANDARD FOR MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL. 

A verdict may be vacated, in whole or in part, and a new trial granted on all or part of the issues, 

11 when either the verdict is contrary to the law, there is an error in law at the trial, there is insufficient 

12 evidence to support the verdict, or an irregularity in the proceedings. Cal. Code Civ. Proc.§ 657(6)-(7). 

13 A party may raise illegality of contract on a motion for new trial. Lewis & Queen v. N.M Ball Sons 

14 (1957) 48 Cal.2d 141, 148 (citing Pacific Wharf & Storage Co. v. Standard American Dredging Co. 

15 (1920) 184 Cal. 21, 23-24)); Grayv. Robinson (1939) 33 Cal.App.2d 177, 182 (irregularity in the 

16 proceedings); A&M Record.Y, Inc. v. Heilman (1977) 75 Cal.App.3d 554, 566 (litigant cannot claim 

17 privilege during discovery, then testify at trial as to the same matter); see also Webber v. Webber (1948) 

18 33 Cal.2d 153, 164 (affidavit not required where motion for new trial "relies wholly upon facts appearing 

19 upon the face of the record''). On a motion for new trial, the Court sits as the 13th juror and is "vested 

20 with the plenary power-and burdened with a correlative duty-to independently evaluate the evidence." 

21 Ryan v. Crown Castle NG Networks Inc. (2016) 6 Cal.App.5th 775, 784. 

22 B. 

23 

24 

25 

RELEVANT BACKGROUND. 

Mr. Geraci, an IRS Enrolled Agent, Has Two Judgments Prohibiting the Operation 

of a Marijuana Dispensary Unless He Complies With the SDMC 

Mr. Geraci has been an enrolled agent with the IRS ("Enrolled Agent''), which "means he has a 

26 federal license that allows him to represent clients before the IRS," since 1999. (Reporter's Transcript 

27 of Trial ("RT'') July 3, 2019 at 14:22-16:24; 56:25-57:11, the relevant excerpts of which are attached 

28 

5 
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0
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hereto as Exhibit A.3) Prior to his involvement with the Property and during the time in which he was 

2 an Enrolled Agent, Mr. Geraci was involved in at least two illegal marijuana dispensaries (the "Illegal 

3 Marijuana Dispensaries"). (See id. (Mr. Geraci testifying that he has been an enrolled agent since 1999); 

4 Stipulation for Entry of Final Judgment and Permanent Injunction; Judgment Thereon [CCP § 664.6] 

5 (the "Tree Club Judgment'') and Stipulation for Entry of Final Judgment and Permanent Injunction; 

6 Judgment Thereon (CCP § 664.61 (the "CCSquared Judgment") (collectively referred to herein as 

7 "Geraci Judgments") true and correct copies of which are attached hereto as Exhibits B and C, 

8 respectively, and incorporated herein by this reference.) 

9 Pursuant to the terms of the Geraci Judgments, Mr. Geraci could only operate or maintain a 

1 O marijuana dispensary after providing written proof to the City that "any required permits or licenses to 

11 operate a marijuana dispensary, collective or cooperative have been obtained from the City of San Diego 

12 as required by the SDMC." (Exhibit B (Tree Club Judgment) at ,r,r IO(b), 17 (emphasis added); Exhibit 

13 - (CCSquared Judgment) a~ 9(b).) Unlike paragraphs 9 through 14, paragraph l0(b) in the Tree Club 

14 Judgment is not limited to the "PROPERTY." (See id.) Unlike paragraphs 8 and 10 in the CCSquared 

15 Judgment, paragraph 9 is not limited to the "PROPERTY." (Exhibit C (CCSquared Judgment).4) 

16 Additionally, Mr. Geraci was fined $25,000 in the Tree Club Judgment and $75,000 in the CCSquared 

17 Judgment. (Exhibit B (Tree Club Judgment) at ,r 17; Exhibit C (CCSquared Judgment) at ,r 15.) 

18 

19 

State Marijuana Laws 

In 2003, the State of California (the "State") enacted the Medical Marijuana Program Act (the 

20 "MMP A''), which established certain requirements for Medical Marijuana Consumer Cooperatives 

21 ("MMCC"). On October 9, 2015, the State passed the Medical Marijuana Public Safety and 

22 Environmental Protection Act, 2015 California Senate Bill No. 643, California 2015-2016 Regular 

23 Session (hereinafter cited to as "S.B. 643"). Pursuant to S.B. 643, an application must be denied if the 

24 applicant does not qualify for licensure. (S.B. 643 at§ 10 (adding Cal. Bus. & Pro£ Code § l 9323(a), 

25 (b)(8).) An applicant does not qualify ifhe has been sanctioned by a city for unauthorized commercial 

26 

2 7 3 For the convenience of the Court and to avoid a multiplicity of exhibits, true and correct copies of all relevant excerpts of 
testimony at trial on July 3, 2019 cited herein are contained in Exhibit A. Each excerpt oftestimony is clearly identified by 

28 a slipsheet and bookmarked for this Court's ease or reference and expedient access. 
4 The CCSquared Judgment was a global settlement of two separate civil actions. 
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1 
marijuana activity. (Id.) Although Section 12, which added§ 19324, provides that an applicant shall 

2 
not be denied a state license if the denial is based upon certain conditions, neither of the two conditions 

3 
specified applies to § 19323(b)(8). (Id. at § 12.) In the Geraci Judgments, the City sanctioned 

4 
Mr. Geraci for unauthorized commercial marijuana activity. (See Exhibits Band C.) 

5 On November 8, 2016, the voters of California approved Proposition 64, the Control, Regulate, 

6 and Tax Adult Use ofMarijuana Act ("AUMA"). (Control, Regulate, and Tax Adult Use Of Marijuana 

7 Act, 2016 Cal. Legis. Serv. Prop. 64 (hereinafter cited as "Prop. 64'').) The purpose and intent of 

8 AUMA was to: (i) strictly control the cultivation and sale of marijuana ''through a system of state 

9 licensing, regulation, and enforcement; (ii) allow local governments to enforce state laws and 

10 regulations; and (iii) bring marijuana into a regulated and legitimate market to create a transparent and 

11 accountable system. (Prop. 64 at§§ 2, 3.) In order to create more legitimacy and transparency, among 

12 other things, AUMA requires the disclosure of all persons who have an interest in the license. (Id. at 

13 § 6.1 (adding §§ 26001 ( a) (providing broad definition of applicant), 26055( a) (licensing authorities may 

14 issue state licenses only to qualified applicants), and 26057 (prohibiting certain applicants from 

15 obtaining a license).) 

16 

17 

Local Marijuana Laws 

After the enactment of the MMP A, the City adopted Ordinance No. 20356 ("Ordinance 20356"). 

18 Pursuant to Ordinance 20356, a CUP is required to operate an MMCC. (See id. at § 126.0303(a); 

19 § 141.0614.) In February 2017, the City adopted Ordinance No. 20793, which requires a conditional 

20 use permit for a marijuana outlet. (Ordinance No. 20793) at p. 4 (§ 126.0303).) The approval of a CUP 

21 is governed by Process Three, which requires approval by a hearing officer and allows the hearing 

22 officer's decision to be appealed to the Planning Commission. SDMC § 112.0501 (providing overview 

23 of Process Three). 

24 The City's CUP requirements mandate the disclosure of anyone who holds an interest in the 

25 relevant property or a CUP. (See TE 30 (Ownership Disclosure Statement), a true and correct copy of 

26 which is attached hereto as Exhibit D and incorporated herein by this reference.) SDMC § 112.0102(b) 

27 (application shall be made on forms provided by city manager and accompanied by all the information 

28 required by the same); SDMC § 112.0102(c) (information requested on forms updated "to comply with 
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1 
revisions to local, state, or federal law, regulation, or policy. As evidenced by the SDMC, there are at 

2 
least two reasons for the information mandated by the application forms. 

3 
The first reason for the disclosure requirements is conflict of interest laws. (RT July 8, 2019 at 

4 
33:10-34:1, the relevant excerpts of which are attached hereto as Exhibit E;5 see also SDMC § 27.3563 

5 (prohibiting conflicts of interest).) The City's ethics ordinances (collectively, the "Ethics Ordinances") 

6 were adopted "to embrace clear and unequivocal standards of disclosure and transparency in government 

7 so as to avoid conflicts of interest." SDMC § 27.3501. The Ethics Ordinances require, among others, 

8 that a City ~fficial disclose his or her economic interests. Id. at § 27.3510. The Ethics Ordinances make 

9 it unlawful for any city official to make a municipal decision in which he or she knows, or has reason to 

10 know, that they have a disqualifying financial interest. Id at§ 27.3561; see also id. at§§ 27.3562-63. 

l l The Ethics Ordinance applies to hearing officers who make decisions on CUP applications. SDMC 

12 § 27.3503 (see definitions of "City Official" and "High Level Filer," the latter includes, by cross-

13 reference to Govt. Code § 87200, hearing officers). 

14 The second reason relates to the requirements for obtaining a license for a Marijuana Outlet 

15 ("MO"), which requires the applicant/responsible persons to undergo background checks after the 

16 issuance of a CUP. SDMC § 112.0102(c); id. at§§ 42.1502 (defining responsible persons), 42.1504 

17 (requiring a permit to operate a marijuana outlet), and 42.1507 (requiring background check); (see also 

18 RT July 9, 2019 at 113:18-114:3 (Ms. Tirandazi, a City employee, testifying that background checks 

19 are required after the CUP process) the relevant excerpts of which are attached hereto as Exhibit F. 6) 

20 

21 

Failure to Disclose Ownership Interest and Geraci Judgments 

Mr. Geraci identified the Property and began talking with Mr. Cotton because the Property ''may 

22 qualify for a dispensary." (Exhibit A at 59:18-19.) On October 31, 2016, Ms. Austin - a self-

23 proclaimed expert in cannabis licensing - e-mailed Abbay . Schweitzer instructing him to keep 

24 Mr. Cotton's name off the CUP application "unless necessary" because Mr. Cotton had "legal issues 

25 
5 For the convenience of the Court and to avoid a multiplicity of exhibits, true and correct copies of all relevant excerpts of 

26 testimony at trial on July 8, 2019 cited herein are contained in Exhibit E. Each excerpt of testimony is clearly identified by 
a slipsheet and bookmarked for this Court's ease or reference and expedient access. 

27 
6 For the convenience of the Court and to avoid a multiplicity of exhibits, true and correct copies of all relevant excerpts of 

28 testimony at trial on July 9, 2019 cited herein are contained in Exhibit F. Each excerpt of testimony is clearly identified by 
a slipsheet and bookmarked for this Court's ease or reference and expedient access. 
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1 
with the City." (Trial Exhibit ("TE") 3 6, a true and correct copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit G 

2 and incorporated herein by this reference; Exhibit Eat 11 :28-13:23) (Ms. Austin characterizing herself 

3 as a marijuana expert), Id at 54: 10-55: 11.) On the same date, Mr. Geraci caused a Fohn DS-3032 

4 General Application (the "CUP General Application") to be filed with the City. (See TE 34, a true and 

5 correct copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit H and incorporated herein by this reference, at 34-

6 001.) Rebecca Berry ("Ms. Berry") was identified as the "Lessee or Tenant" and the Permit Holder .. 

7 (Id.) Mr. Geraci is not identified anywhere in the CUP General Application. (See id.) Section 7 of the 

8 CUP General Application requires the disclosure of, among other things, the Geraci Judgments (id. at 

9 § 7); however, they were not disclosed. (See id) 

10 

11 

On the same date, Ms. Berry executed and submitted the Ownership Disclosure Statement to the 

City. (See Exhibit D). As set forth in the Ownership Disclosure Statement, the list "must include the 

12 names and addresses of all persons who have an interest in the property, recorded or otherwise, and state 

13 the type of interest." (Id.) The Ownership Disclosure Statement also required the disclosure of"Other 

14 Financially Interested Persons." (Id.) The disclosure requirements are mandatory and do not include 

15 exceptions for Enrolled Agents. (See id.) Notwithstanding, Mr. Geraci is not identified in the· 

16 Ownership Disclosure Statement (Id.) 

17 Both Mr. Geraci ~d Ms. Berry testified that the exclusion of Mr. Geraci was purposeful; he was 

18 not disclosed because he was as an Enrolled Agent. (Exhibit A at 193:19-194:5.) Mr. Geraci also 

19 claimed that the lack of disclosure was "for convenience of administration." (See Plaintiff/Cross-

20 Defendant Larry Geraci 's Answers to Special Interrogatories, Set Two, Propounded by 

21 Defendant/Cross-Complainant Darryl Cotton (hereinafter, the "Discovery Responses"), a true and 

22 correct copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit I and incorporated herein by this reference, at 12:8-. 
• 23 16.) However, Ms. Austin instructed the consultants to leave Mr. Cotton's name off the CUP 

24 application unless necessary because of Mr. Cotton's "legal issues with the City." Mr. Geraci also had 

25 "legal issues with the City" and he was not disclosed. (Exhibit Eat 54:24-55: 11.) 

26 

27 

Mr. Geraci's Objective Manifestations 

On November 2, 2016, Messrs. Geraci and Cotton executed the alleged November 2, 2016 

28 agreement, which the jury determined constituted a contract. (TE 38, a true and correct copy of which 
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1 
is attached hereto as Exhibit J and incorporated herein by this reference.) Shortly after receiving a copy 

2 
of the alleged agreement, Mr. Cotton sent an e-mail stating the 10% equity position in the dispensary 

3 
was not included in the document and requesting an acknowledgment that a provision regarding the 

4 
same would be included in "any final agreement." (TE 42, a true and correct copy of which is attached 

5 hereto as Exhibit Kand incorporateci herein by this reference.) Mr. Geraci responded, "no problem at 

6 all." (Id.) 

7 

8 

Mr. Geraci then caused certain draft agreements to be exchanged with Cotton. (See TE 59 and 

62, true and correct copies of which are attached hereto as Exhibits L and M, respectively, and 

9 incorporated herein by this reference.) The draft agreements did not state they were amending a prior 
. 

10 agreement for the purchase .of the property, did not reference a prior agreement, and the "Date of 

11 Agreement" was "[t]he latest date of execution of the.Seller or the Buyer, as indicated on the signature 

12 page." (See e.g., Exhibit Lat 059-003.) The draft agreements included tenns that were not included in 

13 the November 2, 2016 document, and provide no indication or reference to the alleged November 2, 

14 2016 agreement. (See id) And none of the documents or communications produced by Mr. Geraci ever 

15 referenced extortion, which was never raised during the course of discovery. 

16 

17 

Mr. Geraci Used the Attorney-Client Privilege as a Shield and a Sword 

Mr. Cotton propounded discovery seekin~, among other things, documents and communications 

18 by and between Mr. Geraci and Ms. Austin. (See ·Exhibit I (Discovery Responses) at 13:1-13, 14:8-

19 23.) Mr. Geraci refused to produce any documents or communications based upon attorney-client 

20 privilege. (See id) Mr. Geraci waived the attorney-client privilege for the first time and trial, and both 

21 he and Ms. Austin testified as to communications regarding the drafting of a purchase agreement and 

22 statements Mr. Geraci purportedly made that he was being extorted by Mr. Cotton. (Exhibit Eat 41: 10-

23 26; see also Exhibit A at 129:22-28 (Mr. Geraci testifying as to the same statements).)7 The testimony 

24 of Mr. Geraci and Ms. Austin was not previously disclosed due to the attorney-client privilege, but and 

25 it effectively accused Mr. Cotton of a crime. See Pen. Code, § 518 ( defining extortion). 

26 
7 "Extortion" is defined as the " ... obtaining of property or other consideration from another, with his or her consent, or the 

27 obtaining of an official act of a public officer, induced by a wrongful use of force or fear, or under color of official right." 
Cal. Pen. Code § 518. None of the evidence suggests any "wrongful use of force or fear" by Mr. Cotton. Multiple statements 

28 equating Mr. Cotton's conduct to extortion were inflammatory and prejudicial. 
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1 

2 
C. THE ALLEGED NOVEMBER 2, 2016 AGREEMENT WAS ILLEGAL. 

The Court has a duty to, sua sponte, refuse to entertain an action that seeks to enforce an illegal 

3 
contract. May v. Herron, (1954) 127 Cal.App.2d 707, 710-12 (internal citations and quotations omitted) 

4 
(voiding contract where plaintiff sought to recover balance due on contract, which recovery would have 

5 allowed plaintiff to "benefit from his willful and deliberate flouting of a law designed to promote the 

6 general pqblic welfare"). "Whether a contract is illegal ... is a question of law to be determined from 

7 the circumstances of each particular case." _Kashani v. Tsann Kuen China Enterprise Co. (2004) 118 

8 Cal. App. 4th 531,540; Bovardv. American Horse Enterprises, Inc. (1988) 201 Cal.App.3d 832,838. 

9 A contract is unlawful and unenforceable if it is contrary to, in pertinent part, (1) an express provision 

10 oflaw; or (2) the policy of express law. Cal. Civ. Code§ 1667(1)-(3); ,Kashani, supra, at 541 (contract 

11 must have a lawful object to be enforceable). For purposes of illegality, the "law" includes statutes, 

12 local ordinances, and administrative regulations issues pursuant to the same. Id. at 542. "All contracts 

-13 which have fQr their object, directly or indirectly, to exempt anyone from responsibility for his own ... 

14 violation oflaw, whether willful or negligent, are against the policy of the law." Cal. Civ. Code § 1668 

15 ( emphasis added). A contract made for the purpose of furthering any matter prohibited by law, or to aid 

16 or assist any party in the violation of the law, is void. Homami v. lranzadi (1989) 211 Cal.App.3d 1104, 

17 1109 (voiding a contract entered into for the purpose of avoiding state and federal income tax 

18 regulations). As summarized in Yoo v. Jho (2007) 147 Cal.App.4th 1249: 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

No principle of law is better suited than that a party to an illegal contract 
cannot come into a court of law and ask to have his illegal objects to be 
carried out. The courts generally will not enforce an illegal bargain or 
lend their assistance to a party who seeks compensation for an illegal act. 

Id. at 1255 (internal citations and quotations omitted); see also Kashani, supra, at 179; Cal. Civ. Code 

§§ 1550, 1608. "The test as to whether a demand connected with an illegal transaction is capable of 
24 

being enforced is whether the claimant requires the aid of an illegal transaction to establish his case." 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Brenner v. Haley (1960) 185 Cal.App.2d 183, 287. 

May is instructive. In May, the Newmans and May entered into a contract whereby May agreed 

to construct a home for the Newmans. May, supra, at 708. However, May could only perform under 

the contract by acquiring construction materials through the veteran's priority status under Federal 
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1 
Priorities Regulation No. 33, which gave preference to veterans in obtaining construction materials. Id. 

2 
The Newmans transferred title to their property to a veteran and May secured construction materials 

3 
because of his veteran's status. Id at 708-09. The Court of Appeals held that the contract between May 

4 
and the Newmans, while valid on its face, was illegal because May knew the house was not intended for 

5 occupancy by a veteran and May's conduct in perfomring his obligations under the contract violated the 

6 federal regulation. 

7 Mr. Geraci, like May, violated local laws in pursuit of his performance under the alleged 

8 November 2, 2016 agreement. On October 31, 2016, Mr. Geraci caused to be filed with the City a CUP 

9 application which failed to disclose his ownership interest in the Property, the CUP, or the Geraci 

10 Judgments, despite the City's requirement that each of the foregoing be disclosed. (See Exhibit H at 

11 034-001 (§ 7 requires disclosure of Geraci Judgments), id at 034-004 (requires disclosure of all persons 

12 with an interest in the Property and CUP); SDMC § 112.0102(b) (application shall be made on forms 

13 provided by city manager and shall be accompanied by all the information required by the same); SDMC 

14 § 112.0102(c) (information requested on forms updated ''to comply with revisions to local, state, or 

15 federal law, regulation, or policy). 

16 The non-disclosure was purposeful. (See Exhibit I - (Discovery Resp.) at 12:8-16.) Indeed, 

17 efforts were undertaken to exclude any reference to Mr. Cotton in the CUP application because of his 

18 "legal issues" with the City. There are no disclosure exceptions for Enrolled Agents, and neither the 

19 SDMC nor the Gen1ci Judgments allow Mr. Geraci to comply with some of the CUP requirements. 

20 Applying the test of illegal contracts, Mr. Geraci relied upon the General Application and Ownership 

21 Disclosure Statement to suggest that he complied with the terms of the alleged November 2, 2016 

22 agreement. As a result, Mr. Geraci asks this Court to assist him in violating local laws, which the Court 

23 is prohibited fro~ doing. 

24 The alleged November 2, 2016 agreement also violates the policy of express law in the form of 

25 the CUP requirements and AUMA. 8 The policy of the SDMC is disclosure and transparency in 

26 
8 Although AUMA was adopted days after the alleged November 2, 2016 agreement, pursuant to Ordinance No. 0-20793, 

27 all MMCC applications in the City were replaced with the new retail sales category called an MO. Thus, the CUP application 
submitted by Ms. Beny on behalfofMr. Geraci is subject to AUMA. Furthennore, the text of AUMA was circulated in July 

28 of 2016 so all of the requirements for potential successful applicants were already known to the public and attorneys 
specializing in cannabis laws and regulations prior to November 2, 2016. 
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1 
government. Similarly, the policy of AUMA is to bring marijuana into a regulated and legitimate market 

2 
to create a transparent and accountable system. Mr. Geraci's efforts, which were undertaken both before 

3 
and after November 2, 2016, violated both policies. Neither of the policies provides any exceptions for 

4 
Enrolled Agents, "convenience of administration," or those persons with "legal issues" - all of which 

5 Mr. Geraci has used to justify his purposeful non-disclosure. 

6 D. THE JURY APPLIED AN OBJECTIVE STANDARD TO MR. COTTON, AND A 

7 

8 

SUBJECTIVE STANDARD TO MR. GERACI. 

Mutual assent is determined under an objective standard applied to the outward manifestations, 

9 the surrounding circumstances, the nature and subject matter of the contract, and subsequent conduct of 

1 O the parties; assent is not determined by unexpressed intentions or understandings. Alexander v. 

11 Codemasters Group Limited (2002) l 04 Cal.App.4th 129, 141 ( disapproved on other grounds in Reid v. 

12 Google, Inc. (2010) 50 Cal.4th 512, 524); People v. Shelton (2006) 37 Cal.4th 759, 767 (internal citations 

13 and quotations omitted). Agreements to agree are unenforceable because there is no intent to be bound 

14 and the Court may not speculate upon what the parties will agree. Bustamante v. Intuit, Inc. (2009) 14 l 

15 Cal.App.4th 199, 213-14 (internal citations and qootations omitted). 

16 There was no dispute relating to the parties' objective manifestations. Shortly after receiving a 

17 copy of the alleged November 2, 2016 agreement, Mr. Cotton sent an e-mail stating the 10% equity · 

18 position in the dispensary was not included in the document and requested an acknowledgment that the 

19 same would be included in "any final agreement." (See Exhibit K.) Mr. Geraci responded "no problem 

20 at all." (Id) Mr. Geraci then had draft final agreements prepared and circulated. The draft agreements: 

21 (i) do not state they were amending a prior agreement; (ii) do not refereI).ce a prior agreement; (iii) state 

22 that the "Date of Agreement" was "[t]he latest date of execution of the Seller or the Buyer, as indicated 

23 on the signature page;" (iv) do not provide any indication that a prior agreement was reached between 

24 the parties; and (v) include terms not set forth in the alleged November 2, 2016 agreement. None of the 

25 drafts were signed and none of the documents produced by Mr. Geraci ever referenced extortion. 

26 Only two conclusions could have been reached if the appropriate objective standard had been 

27 applied to both Mr. Cotton and Mr. Geraci. The first possible conclusion is that the alleged November 2, 

2 8 2016 agreement included the 10% interest that Mr. Geraci subsequently refused to acknowledge. The 
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1 
second possible conclusion is that the e-mail exchange subsequent to the alleged November 2, 2016 

2 
agreement demonstrated the parties agreed to agree. And, therefore, the alleged November 2, 2016 

3 
agreement was not enforceable. 

4 
Instead, the jury reached the conclusion that the alleged November 2, 2016 agreement was a 

5 
contract. In order to do so, the jury must have applied Mr. Geraci's subjective standard. The jury must 

6 
have believed Mr. Geraci's unexpressed intentions or understandings (i.e., that he was only responding 

7 to the first line of Mr. Cotton's e-mail and the statelllents to his counsel that he was being extorted). 

8 According to Mr. Geraci's testimony, he called Cotton the following day to explain. But if the hours 

9 that passed between the November 2, 2016 agreement and Mr. Cotton's e-mail was too late for 

1 O Mr. Cotton, the day that passed before Mr. Geraci' s call was also too l~te to explain his subjective intent 

11 as to his response. Therefore, the jury's conclusion that the alleged November 2, 2016 agreement is a 

12 contract stands in direct contrast to the objective standard applied to Mr. Cotton's conduct. The jury 

13 cannot apply objective standards to Mr. Cotton and subjective standards to Mr. Geraci. 

14 E. 

15 

16 

17 

MR. GERACI USED THE ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGE AS A SHIELD AND A 

SWORD, THEREBY VIOLATING MR. COTTON'S RIGHT TO A FAIR AND 

IMPARTIAL TRIAL. 

"[A]n overt act of the trial court ... or adverse party, violative of the right to a fair and impartial 

18 trail, amounting to misconduct, may be regarded as an irregularity." Gray, supra, 33 Cal.App.2d at 182; 

19 see also Webber, supra, 33 Cal.2d at 164 (affidavit hot required where motion for new trial ''relies 

20 wholly upon facts appearing upon the face of the record"). Litigation is not a game, and a litigant cannot 

21 claim privilege during discovery then testify at trial. A&M Records, supra, 75 Cal.App.3d at 566. As 

22 the A&MCourt eloquently put it, " [a] litigant cannot be permitted to blow hot and cold in this manner." 

23 Id. At the February 8, 2019 hearing on Mr. Cotton's Motion to Compel Further Responses to Discovery 

24 to which Mr. Geraci asserted Attorney-Client Privilege, the Court acknowledged as much when it stated: 

25 " [I]here is a price to be paid; [Mr. Geraci] can't go back and reopen that area once [he has] narrowed 

26 the scope by asserting privilege." (See Exhibit J February 8, 2019 at 21 :1-5. The Court subsequently 

27 entered an order prohibiting testimony on matters that Plaintiff asserted attorney-client privilege. 

28 Minute Order dated Feb. 8, 2019 (RO A 455) at p. 3 (prohibiting testimony on matters that Plaintiff 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

asserted privilege in discovery). Mr. Geraci has previously admitted that failure to disclose constitutes 

"substantial prejudice." Plaintiff Larry Geraci's Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Opposition 

to Defendant Darryl Cotton's Motion to Expunge Lis Pendens,dated April 10, 2018 {ROA 179) at 4:7-

8. (Mr. Geraci claimed that Cotton's "refusal to participate in discovery has substantially prejudiced 

Geraci and Beny in preparation of this case."). 

Mr. Cotton propounded discovery seeking, among other things, docwnents and communications 

7 by and between Mr. Geraci and Ms. Austin related to the purchase of the Property. (See Exhibit I 

8 (Discovery Responses) at 13:1-13, 14:8-23.) No docwnents or communications were produced in 

9 connection with the request based upon attorney-client privilege. Then, at trial, Mr. Geraci waived 

10 privilege and he and Ms. Austin testified as to the very communications Mr. Cotton previously sought. 

11 Mr. Geraci's use of the privilege as a shield and a sword violated Mr. Cotton's right to a fair and 

12 impartial trial. One of the central arguments Mr. Cotton presented was that the parties agreed to draft a 

13 final agreement. While Mr. Geraci's conduct was consistent with this argument, he and Ms. Austin 

14 testified at trial that Mr. Geraci's request for draft agreements was purportedly the result of extortion. 

15 The failure to disclose those documents constitutes, as Mr. Geraci previously admitted, substantial 

16 prejudicial to Mr. Cotton because it prevented Mr. Cotton from cross-examining Mr. Geraci and 

17 Ms. Austin on their inflammatory and prejudicial extortion allegations, as well as proving that the 

18 alleged November 2, 2016 agreement was an agreement to agree. Mr. Geraci cannot be permitted to 

19 "blow hot and cold." 

20 

21 

CONCLUSION 

For the reasons set forth herein, Mr. Cotton requests that the Court (i) find that the alleged 

22 November 2, 2016 agreement is illegal and void; or (ii) order a new trial and enable Mr. Cotton to 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

conduct discovery related to the communications between Messrs, Geraci and Cotton. 

DATED this 13th day of September, 2019. 

TIFF ANY & BOSCO, P.A. 

By _____________ _ 

EV AN P. SCHUBE 
Attorneys for Defendant/Cross-Complainant 
Darryl Cotton 
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1 MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES 

2 Plaintiff/Cross-Defendants submit this Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Opposition 

3 to Defendant/Cross-Complain@Ilt's Motion forNew Trial. 

4 L INTRODUCTION/SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

·s This case came to jury trial on July 1, 2019 and took place over the ensuing three-week period, 

6 consisting of9 trial days .. Mr. Cotton received a fair trial. Thejuiy unanimously found in favor ofMr. 

7 Geraci and against Mr. Cotton on his causes of action for Breach of Contract and Breach of the 

8 Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing and awarded damages to Mt. Geraci. (See Special Verdict 

9 Form, ROA #635.)l Cotton now requests this Court to set aside the verdict.2 

10 As a threshold µ:iatter, Mr. Cotton's supporting documents were not timely filed and served. 

11 CCP § 569(a) provides that "Within IO days of filing the notice, the moving party sl,all serve upon all 

12 other parties and file any brief and accompanying documents, including affidavits in support of the 

13 motion .... ". Here, Mr. Cotton's Notice of Intent to Move for New Trial was served and filed on 

14 September 3, 2019. The ten-day period to file his brief and accompanying documents expired on 

15 September 13th. While Mr. Cotton .timely filed his unsigned Memorandum of Points and Authorities 

16 just before midnight on September 13th, that filing did not include any accompanying documents. 

l 7 Instead, on Monday, September 16th, (3-days late) Mr. Cotton filed two documents entitled "Errata" 

18 

19 

20 

21 

1 The jury also unanimously found in favor of Mr. Geraci and against Mr. Cotton on all of Mr. Cotton's claims set forth in 

his cross-complaint. (See Special Verdict Fonn, ROA# 636.) Mr. Cotton does not challenge the jury verdict nor seek a 

new trial in connection with his cross-claims; his memorandum of points and authorities in support of his new trial motion 

22 does JlOt argue any grounds for a new trial on his cross-claims. Even if fur the sake of argument Mr. Cqtton intended to 

move for a new trial on those claims, that motion would fail fur the same reason as his new trial motion fails as to the 

23 verdict against him on Mr. Geraci's claims. · · · 

24 
2 Mr. Cotton's counsel, Jacob Austin, did not raise an objection to the admission of any exhibits or the examination with 

regard to any exhibits. Attorney Austin only made two objections throughout the ·ma!, neither of which have any impact on 

25 the pending motion ... In an appeal ... from .a judgment after denial of a motion for new trial, the failure of •.. counsel to 

objector except may be treated as a waiver of the error." (5 Witkin, Cal. Procedure (!983 pocket sup.) Attack on Judgment 

26 rn Trial Court.§ J l 9, p. 307; Malkasian v. Irwin (I 964) 61 Cal. 2d at p. 747; see Horn v. Atchison, T. & S.F.Ry. Co. (1964) 

61 Cal.2d 602, 610, cert den. Sub nom.Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Co. v. Horn, 380 U.S. 909 [13 L. Ed. 2d 

27 796, 8S S. Ct. 892] ['''In the absence of a timely objection the offended party is deemed to have waived the claim of error 

through his participation in the atmosphere which produced the claim of prejudice.'" (Sabella v. Sothem Pac. Co. (l969) 

2g 70 Cat.2d at p. 319.) 
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1 which contained the accomp~ying documents in support of his motion.3 Affidavits or declarations 

2 filed too late may be disregarded. (See Morris v. Purity Sausage Co. (1934) 1 Cal.App.2d 120; Lewith 

3 v. Rehmke (19~5) IO Cal.App.2d 97, 105; Peterson v. Peterson (1953) 121 Cal.App.2d I, 9.) 

4 As to the merits of his motion for new trial, Mr. Cotton's asserts three grounds: 

S First Mr. Cotton contends the November 2, 2016 agreement was illegal and void because Mr. 
' 

6 Geraci failed to disclose ~s interest in both the Property and the Conditional Use Permit ("CUP"). 

7 Mr. Cotton erroneously contends the, agreement violates local law and policies, as well as state law. 

8 The statutes upon which Mr. Cotton relies were not even in effect at the time the November 2, 20 l (; 

9 ~ntract was entered. 4 Even if that is disregarded, the contract was otherwise legal as discussed infra. 

10 Additionally, Mr. Cotton has waived the "illegality" argument for two reasons: (1) he never 

l l raised illegality as an affirmative defense; and (2) with regard to the "illegality" argument, Attorney 

12 Austin represented to the Court at the conclusion of evidence and in response to the Court's inquiries 

13 jf there were any other exhibits Mr. Austin wished to admit into evidence: "I'm willing to not argue 

14 the matter if your Honor is inc~ined not to include it. We can just - forget about it." (Reporter's 

15 Transcript herein after referred to as "RT") (Plaintiff/Cross-Defendants Notice of Lodgment in 

16 Opposition tC> Motion for New Trial ("Plmntiff NOL") (RT, July 10, 2019, p. 69:15-72:26, Ex. 6 to 

17 PlaintiffNOL) 

18 Even assuming the illegality argument has not been waived, the argument that the November 2, 

19 2016 contnlct is illegal fuils; Mr. Geraci' s stipulated judgments with the City of San Diego, and the 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

3 Mr. Cotton's Errata claims that "[d]ue to a clerical error, an incomplete draft of the Memorandum of Points and 

Authorities in Support of the Motion for New Trial was uploaded for eleclronic filing and service instead of the true final 

copy and, as such, the table of Authorities in the draft was incomplete, the document was not executed and the exhibits 

referenced therein were not attached." The signature page for the Memorandum of Points & Authorities attached to the 

Errata is dated, September IS, 2019, (2 days rum: the papers were filed and served) which belies Mr. Cotton's claim th11t 

the motion was complete, filed and served in a timely mariner aild that the failure to transmit the signature page and 

accompanying documents was a '"clerical ei:ror. Indeed, it suggests Mr. Cotton's filing was wttimely. 

4 In making his Illegality argument. ~r. Cotton cites to B&P Code§§ 26000 (Effective June 27, 2017); 26055 (Effective 

July 2019)~ and 26057(a) (Effective January I, 2019). The contract in question was entered November 2, 2016. Toe 

general rule that judicial decisions are given retroactive effect is basic in our lega] tradition. In Evangelatos v. Superior 

Court {1988) 44 Oll.3d J-188, 1207, the California Supreme Coun observed: "(t]he principle that staMes operate only 

prospectively, while judicial decisions operate retrospectively, is familiar to every law student." (United States v. Security 

Jnd11strfal Bank (1982) 459 U.S. 70, 79, 103 S.Ct. 407, 413, 74 L.Ed.2d 235.) The statutes cited by Mr. Cotton in support 

of his "illegality" argumept were not in effect until Afi!;.L sometimes years after, entering the contract In question. 
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1 use of an agent in application process for the CUP, do not render the contract illegal. Indeed, as set 

2 forth J,ierein, several witnesses testified that it is common practice for an applicant on a CUP 

3 application for a medical marijuana dispensary to utilize an agent in that process. 

4 Second, Mr. Cotton argues the verdict is against law because the jury disregarded the jury 

5 instructions and applied an objective standard to Mr. Cotton's conduct and a subj~tive standard to Mr. 

6 Geraci's conduct as related to the November 2, 2016 Agreement, the uconfirmation email" and the 

7 "disavowment" allegation. To the contrary, there is no legal basis to conclude that the jury disregarded 

8 the jury instructions and applied an objective standard to Mr. Cotton and a subjective standard to Mr. 

9 Geraci's conduct. That is simply Mr. Cotton's interpretatioi1of the facts and evidence which he would 

10 like to substitute for the jury's unanimous verdict. 

11 Third, Mr. Cotton contends that Mr. Geraci used the attorney-client privilege as a shield during 

12 discovery and as a sword during trial, which prohibited Mr. Cotton from receiving a fair and impartial 

13 trial.5 Mr. Cotton has misrepresented the facts, circumstances and the Minute Order issued by the 

14 Court in connection with the attomey--client privilege issues during discovery and the waiver of those 

15 issues at trial. In spite of asserting the attorney-client privilege with regard to the documents drafted 

16 by Gina Austin's office, and contrary to Cotton's arguments herein, those documents were produced to 

17 Mr. Cotton during discovery. (Cross-Defendant Rebecca Berry's Responses to Request, For 

·1s Production of Documents, Set One, Ex. I to Plaintiff NOL; and Plaintiff/Cross-Defendant Larry 

19 Geraci's Amended Responses to Special Interrogatories, Set Two, Ex. 2 to Plaintiff NOL) The 

20 documents were also listed on the Joint TRC Exhibit List and admitted into evidence at trial without 

21 objection. (Trial Exhibits 59, 62, Ex. 7 to Plaintiff NOL; RT July 3, 2019, 129:22.;133:27, Ex. 3 to 

22 NOL; Joint Exhibit List, Ex. LO to Plaintiff NOL) Mr. Cotton's counsel did not raise any evidentiary 

23 objections to the waiver of attorney-client privilege either with regard to the documentary evidence or 

24 the testimonial evidence. As such, Mr. Cotton's claim that he was unable to cross-examine either Mr. 

25 Geraci or Ms. Austin with the relevant documents (Cotton's P's & A's, p. 5:1,-3) is without merit. 

26 

27 5 This is a C.C.P. § 657(7) issue regarding evidentiary rulings, a ground not set forth in the Notice of lntentto Move for 
28 New Trial. (See Treber v. Sup. Ct (1968) 68 Ca.2d 128, 131; Hernandez v. County of Los Angeles (2014) 226 Oll.App.41b 

1599, 160 INI 605,) (Practice Guide; Civil Trials and Evidence, Post Trial Motions, (The Rutter Group 2010) W, 18:201.)) 
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1 Indeed, anned with those documents during discovery, Mr. Cotton never took the depositions of Mr. 

2 Geraci nor Attorney Gina Austin. And he in fact questioned the· witnesses about those documents 

3 during trial. (RT July 8, 2019, p. 58:3-60:10, Ex. 4 to Plaintiff NOL) 

4 Finally, as a matter of law,~ new trial may only be granted wh~n the verdict constitutes a 

5 miscarri~ge of justice. (Calif. Const, Art. VI, §13.) "If it clearly appears that the error could not have 

6 affected the result of the trial, the court is bound to deny the motion." [Bristow v. Ferguson (1981) 121 

7 Cal.App.3d 823,826; Mosesianv. Pennwalt Corp. (1987) 191 Cal.App.3d 851, 866-867, (disapproved 

8 on other grounds in People v. Ault (2004) 33 Cal.4th 1250, 1272.)] Mr. Cotton has not demonstrated 

9 the claµned errors likely affected the result of the trial. 

10 II. STANDARDS FOR NEW TRIAL MOTION BASED ON C.C.P. § 657(6) 

11 

12 

A. Cotton's New Trial Motion is Limited to the Statutory Ground that the Verdict 

was "Against Law" u~der C.C.P. § 657(6) 

13 In his Notice of Intent to Move for New Trial dated September 13, 2019, Mr. Cotton gave 

14 notice that he was bring .the motion pursuant to C.C.P. § 657(6) on the ground that "the verdict is 

15 against the law." (ROA#656.) Yet in his brief, he asserts that his motion for new trial is made on the 

16 grounds of"irregularity of proceedings" under C.C.P. § 657(1) and "against the law'' under (C.C.P. § 

17 657(7), neither of which grounds were set forth in his Notice of Intention to Move for New Trial. 

18 (Cotton P's&A's, P• 5:10-21) Anotice of intention to move for a new trial is deemed to be a motion 

19 for new trial ·on the grounds stated in the notice. (C.C.P, §659.) It is well-established that a new trial 

20 order "can be granted only on a ground specified in the motion." (Malkasian v. Irwin (1964) 61 Cal.2d 

21 738, 745; De Felice v. Tabor (1957) 149 Cal.App.2d 273; 274.) 

22 Mr. Cotto11 also asserts that "the Court sits as the 13th juror and is ''vested with the _plenary 

23 power - and burdened with a correlative duty - to independently evaluate the evidence," (incorrectly 

24 citing to Ryan v. Crown Castle NG Networks Inc. (2016) 6 Cal.App.5th 775, 784, which concerned 

25 C.C.P. § 657(5), not§ 657(6). Rather, the "against law" ground differs from the "insufficien9y of the 

26 evidence~• ground in that there is no weighing of evidence or detennining credibility. The "against 

27 law'' ground applies only when the evidence .is without conflict in any maierial point and insufficient ·. 

28 as a matter of law to support the verdict. (Mccown v. Spencer (1970) 8 Cal.App.3d 216, 229'.) 
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1 

2 

3 

B. The Correct Standard for a New Trial Motion Based on the Statutory Ground 

that the Verdict is "Against Law" 

The statutory ground under C.C.P. §657(6) that the verdict is "against law" is of very limited 

4 application. (Tagney v. Hoy (1968) 260 CaLApp.2d 372, citing Kralyevich v.Magrini (1959) 172 

S Cal.App.2d 784 ["A decision can be said to be 'against law~ only: (l) where there is a failure to find 

6 on a material issue; (2) where the findings are irreconcilable; and (3) where the evidence is insufficient 

7 in. law and without conflict in any material point 6 C.C.P. § 657(6) is not a ground to have the court 

8 reconsider its rulings. The "against law" ground applies only when the evidence is without conflict in 

9 any material point and insufficient as a matter of law to support the verdict. (Mccown v. Spencer 

10 (1970) 8 Cal.App.3d 216, 229; see Fergus v. Songer (2007) 150 Cal.App.4th 552, 567-569 [finding 

11 verdict was not "against law" because it was supported by substantial evidence]; Marriage of Beilock 

12. (197~) 81 Cal.App.3d 713, 728.) C.C.P. § 657(6) does not cover errors that fall within the other 

13 sections ofC.C.P. § 657, such as§ 657(7). (O'Malley v. Carrick(l 922) 60 Cal.App. 48, 51) 

14 m. ARGUMENT 

15 

16 

17 

A.. MR. COTTON'S ILLEGALITY ARGUMENTS FAIL 

l. Mr. Cotton llas Waived and Abandoned the "Illegality" Argument 

Mr. Cotton failed to raise "illegality" as art affirmative defense in his Answer to Plaintiff's 

18 Complaint (ROA#17). Normally, affirmative defenses not raised in the answer to complaint or cross-

' 19 complaint are waived. (E.g., Quantification Settlement Agreement Cases (2011) 201 Cal.App.4th 758, 

20 813.) As stated above, Mr. Cotton did not plead "illegality'' as an affirmative defense; therefore, Mr. 

21 Cotton cites Lewis .Queen v. N.M Ball Sons (1957) 48 Cal.2d 141, 146-148), for the proposition that 

22 illegality can be raised "at any time." That is a correct statement of the law, however, that rule is not 

23 unqualified. Two California Supreme Court cases decided after Lewis & Queen - Fomco, Inc. v. Joe 

24 Maggio, Inc. (1961) 55 Cal.2d 162, and Apra v. Auteguy (1961) 55 Cal.2d 827 - both rejected post-

25 

26 6 Mr. Cotton did not set forth any failure by the court as to a finding on some material issue. Mr. Cotton also did not 

2 7 establish findings that are irreconcilable. Mr. Cotton further did not establish that the evidence is insufficient in Jaw and 
without connict on any material point Other challenges as to the application of law in this case would be governed 

28 by C.C.P. § 657(7) not cited in Mr. Cotton's Notice of Intention to Move for New Trial and, therefore, nre riot reviewable 
herein. For these reasons alone, Mr. Cotton's arguments for a new trial should be rejected by this Court. 
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1 trial d~fenses of illegal contract because the illegality defense had not b~en raised in the trial court. 

2 (See Fomco, supra, 55 Cal.2d at p. 166; 55 Cal.2d at p. 83L) In fact, language in Fomco suggests that 

3 the high court actually rejected Lewis & Queen's dicta that the issue of illegal contract could be raised 

4 forthe first time on appeal. (See Chodosh v. Palm Beach Park Association 2018 WL 6599824) 

5 At trial the "illegality" issue appears to have first come up in response to questions being posed 

6 by Attorney Austin in' his examination of witnesses. Attorney Weinstein argued Attorney Austin was 

7 asking questions of witnesses which implied it was illegal for Mr. Geraci to operate a legally permitted 

8 dispensary. Attorney Weinstein pointed ou4 and the Court agreed, that the two civil judgments on 

9 their face did not bar Mr. Geraci from operating a legally permitted dispensary. (RT, July 9, 2019, p. 

10 · 120:20-121:24, Ex. 5 to Plaintiff NOL) ~ttorney Weinstein went on to argue that Business & 

11 Professions Code Section 26057 was permissive and not mandatory and that it dealt with state 

12 licenses, not a ~ity CUP. The Court was troubled by the fact that Attorney Austin had not filed a trial 

13 brief addressing this issue, nor had Attorney Austin filed any memorandum. of points and authorities 

14 on the issue. The Court concluded: "So for the time being, I'm ten4ing to agree with the plaintiff's 

15 side without the defense having given me something I can look at and absorb." (RT, July 9, 2019, p. 

16 120:20-123:6, Ex. 5 to PlaintiffNOL) 

17 Later that day, Attorney Austin called Joe Hurtado to the stand. Joe Hurtado had a vested 

18 interest in the case as he was financing Mr. Cotton's µtig~tion expenses and attorneys' fees. (RT July 

19 9, 2019, p. 150:13-18, Ex. 5 to Plaintiff NOL) Attorney·Austin improperly attempted to elicit expert 

20 testimony from Joe Hurtado, that it was his opinion that Mr. Geraci did not qualify for a CUP under 

21 the Business & Professions Code. (RT, July 9, 2019, 151 :22-28, Ex. 5 to Plain,tiff NOL) Ouring 

22 Attorney Austin's examination of Mr. Hurtado, the Court initiated a side-bar at which Mr. Hurtado's 

23 proposed testimony was discussed. The Court permitted Mr. Hurtado to testify to hearsay 

24 conversations with Gina Austin and hearsay conversations with anyone else on Mr. Geraci's team. At 

25 the conclusion of Mr. Hurtado's testimony, and after excusing the Jury, the Court permitted the parties 

26 to make a record of that side bar. (RT, July 9, 2019, p. 155:8-158:18, Ex. 5 to Plaintiff NOL) The 

27 Court expressed to AttorneyAustin that to the extent Mr. Hurtado wanted to express legal opinions, he 

28 was not going to permit such testimony. In response, Attorney Austin admitted that 'i,erhaps Mr. 

11 
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- - ---- ·····--

1 Hurtado should have been designated as an expert ... ". (RT. July 9, io19, p.· 157:13-15, Ex. 5 to 

2 Plaintiff NOL) Mr. Hurtado was not designated as an expert witness and his opinion testimony was 

3 properly excluded. 

4 The ''illegality" issue was again raised OJ\ July 10, 2019, when Attorney Austin offered Trial 

5 Exhibit 281 into evidence, which was a copy of Business & Professions CQde § 26051; and requested 

6 the Court take judicial notice of the two lawsuits· in which Mr. Geraci was a named party. The Court 

7 sustaineg 1:',ttomey Weinstein's objections to Business & Professions Code § 26051 being admitted 

8 into evidence. As to the request for judicial notice of the two prior cases against Mr. Geraci, Attorney 

9 Weinstein raised an Evidence Code § 3_52 objection. 

10 

.l l 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

The Court stated: 

Putting aside whether the probative value is substantially outweighed by undue prejudice 

or any other ofthe 352 factors including but not limited to cumulativene$S, as I rea4 these 

judgments, Mr. Geraci is not barred from trying to obtain whatever pennission he would 

need or anybody would need from operating a marijuana dispensary. And I thought that 
was your theory !it one point 

And if that were your theory, I'm not seeing anything, well, inside the four comers of 

these judgments that prohibit Mr. Geraci from, for eX$111ple, doing the deal that he had 

proposed to do with Mr. Cotton. 

Attorney Austin replied to the Court: "I think there was a change in the law, which would -

18 would change that But I'm willing to not argue tire matter if your Honor is inclined not to include 

19 it. We can just-forget about iL" The Court then sustained the obj~tions and declined to take 

20 judicial notice of Mr. Geraci's two prior judgments. (RT, July 10, 2019, p. 69:15-72:26, Ex. 6 to 

21 · Plaintiff NOL) [trial court could properly deny a motion for new trial based o_n a waiver of the issue 

22 during trial. (Miller v. National American Life Ins. Co. (1976) 54 Cal.App.3d 331, 346; Horn v. Atchison, 

23 T. & S.F.Ry. Co., (1964) 61 Cal.2d 602; Sepulveda v. Jshimaru, (1957) 149 Cal.App.2d 543,547] 

i4 It is clear in the instant case, that Attorney Austin abandoned his "illegality" argument; i.e., 

25 Mr. Austin's statern~t to the Cowt: "I think there was a change in the law, which would - would 

26 change that. But I'm willing to not argue the matter if your Honor is inclined not to inclucle it. We · 

27 canjust- forget about it" (RT, July IO, 2019, p. 72:10-13, Ex. 6 to Plaintiff NOL) Having waived 

28 this issue during the trial, Mr. Cotton is precluded from urging it as a ground for: granting a new trial. 

12 
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1 2. The Contract atlssu~ in Tbjs Case is Not Illegal. 

2 Even if the statutes Mr. Cotton relies upon were in effect on November 2, 2016 when the 

3 contract was entered (which they were not) and there were no waiver of the "illegality" issue (which 

4 there was), the November 2, 2016 agteeinent remains a legal contract 

5 The stipulated judgments on their face pennit Mr. Geraci to apply for a CUP. In Case Number 

6 37-2014-00020897-CU-MC-CTL, paragraph Sa enjoins Mr. Geraci from "Keeping, maintaining, 

7 operating, or allowing the operation of an u11permitted marijuana dispensary ... ". (Italics, Bold 

8 · Added.) Paragraph S(b) specifically sates "Defendants sl,all not be barred in tliefuturefrom any 

9 legal and permitted use of tire PROPERTY." (Italics, Bold Added.) 

10 In Case Number 37-2015~00004430-CU-MC-CTL, Paragraph 7 prevents Defendant from 

I I "Keeping, maintaining, operating or allowing any commercial, retail, collective, cooperative or group 

12 establishment for the growth, storage, sale or distribution of marijuana, including, but not limited to, 

13 any marijuana dispensary, collective or cooperative organized anywhere in the City of San Diego 

14 witho11t first obtaining a Conditional Use Permit pursuant to tl,e San Diego Municipal Code." 

15 (Italics, bold added) 

16 It was this language in the two stipulated judgmen1S that led this Court to state: "I'm not 

17 · seeing anything, ·well, inside the four comers of these judgments that prohibit Mr. Geraci from, for 

18 ~~pie, doing the deal that he had proposed to do with Mr. Cotton." To which, Attorney Austin 

19 stated "We canjust-forgetabout it" (RT, July 10, 2019, p. 69:8-15, Ex. 6 to Plaintiff NOL) 

20 3. The B&P Code Does Not Bar Mr. Geraci From Applying for a CUP 

21 Setting aside waiver and the fact that the two st~pulated judgments, on their face, pertnit Mr. 

22 Geraci to obtain a CUP, there is no mandatory provision in the Business & Professions Code which 

23 would bar Mr. Geraci from lawfully obtaining a CUP. 

24 Section 26057(b )(7) of the California Business & Professions Code provides tlu~t "[t]he 

25 . licensing authority may deny the application for licensure or renewal of a ~te license if ... [t]he 

26 app,licant, or any of its officers, directors or owners, has been sanctioned by a licensing authority or a 

27 city, county, or city and county for unauthorized commercial cannabis activities, has had a license 

28 · suspended or revoked under this division in the three years immediately preceding the date the 

13 
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1 application is filed with the licensing authority." (Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 26057(b)(7) [emphasis 

2 added].) Section 26057 is p~ of a larger division known as the Medicinal and Adult-Use Cannabis 

3 Regulation and Safety Act, which has the purpose and intent to "control and regulate the cultivation, 

4 distribution, transport, storage, manufacturing, processing, and sale" of commercial medicinal and 

5 adult-Use cannabis. (Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 26000.) Under this division, a "license" refers to a 

6 ."state license issued.under this division, and includes both an A-license and an M-license, as well as a 

7 laboratory testing license." ( Cal. Bus. & Prot: Code § 2600 l (y).) 

8 In this case, the CUP is not a state license. Even if .this statute were to apply to a CUP, the 

9 permissive nature of the authority Would not require the denial of a CUP license because it is up to the 

10 discretion of the licensing authority to make, such a decision based on the conditions provided in 

11 section 26057(b). (Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code§ 26057(b).} In addition, attorney Gina Austin testified at 

12 trial the statute would not prevent Mr. Geraci from obtaining a CUP. (RT, July 8, 2019, p. 55:12-

13 57:21, Ex .. 4to PlaintiffNOL) 

14 · 4. It Is Common Practice For CUP Applicants To Use Agents During The 

15 

16 

Application Process. 

Mr. Cotton argues that Mr. Geraci did not disclose his interest on the Ownership Disclosure 

17 Statement and that therefore Mr. Geraci is asking this Court to assist him .in violating local laws, which 

18 the Court is prohibited from doing. (Cotton P's &A's, p. 12:16-23) 

19 Re~cca Berry, the CUP applicant, signed the CUP forms as Mr. Geraci's agent This was 

20 disclosed to Mr. Cotton from the outset Prior to Mr. Cotton signing the Ownership Disclosure 

21 Statement he knew that Ms. Berry was going to be acting as Mr. Geraci's agent for purposes of the 

22 CUP. (RT, July 8, 2019, p. 99:15-19; Ex. 4 to Plaintiff NOL; and Trial Exhibit 30. Ex. 8 to Plaintiff 

23 NOL) In facf it was Mr; Cotton's belief that Ms. Berry had to sign the Ownership Disclosure 

24 Statement ru:; a Tenant Lessee. (RT, July 8, 2019, pp. 101:26-102:7, Ex. 4 to PlaintiffNOL; and Trial 

25 Exhibit 30, Ex. 8 to Plaintiff NOL) 

26 Abbay Schweitzer testified that there is no problem with that (Ms. Berry signing as an agent 

27 for Mr. Geraci) because, from the City's perspective, the City is only interested in having someone 

28 make the representation that they are the responsible party for paying for the permitting process. (RT, 

14 
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l July 8, 2019, p. 31:22-33:13, Ex. 4 to PlaintiffNOL) And as to the Ownership Disclosure statement, 

2 the City's Fonn is limited, only permitting three choices, none of which fit the circumstances in this 

3 case; thus attorney· Gina Austin testified that thete was no problem from her perspective with Ms. 

4 Berry checking tenant/lessee. (RT, July 8, 2019, p. 33:14-35:11, Ex. 4 to Plaintiff NOL) 

5 Mr. Schweitzer testified that it-is not unusual for an agent to be listed as the owner on the form. (RT, 

6 July 9, 2019, p. 60:20-27, px. 5 to PlaintiffNOL) 

7 During Mr. AIJSfin' s cross-exa,mination. of Firouzeh Tirandazi, a City Project Manager Ill (the 

8 highest classification of Project Managers at the City of San Diego), he tried to get her to testify that 

9 "anyone with an ownership or financial interest irt a marijuana outlet is supposed to be disclosed to the 

IO City." Ms. Tirandazi testified that they (the City) are only looking for the property owner and the 

11 tenant/lessee. (RT, July 9, 2019, p. 112:23-28; Ex. 5 to Plaintiff NOL) Ms. Tirandazi was unfamiliar 

12 with the Cal_ifornia Business & Professions Code vis-a-vis th~ CUP application process. (RT, July 9, 

13 2019,p. 113:1-5, Ex. 5 toPlaintiffNOL) 

14 B. MR. COTTON'S ARGUMENT THAT THE VERDICT IS AGAINST THE LAW 

15 BECAUSE THE JURY DISREGARDED THE JURY INSTRUCTIONS FAILS. 

16 Mr. Cotton· contends the verdict is contrary to law because, he argues, the jury disregarded the 

17 jury instructions ~d applied an objective standard to Mr. Cotton's conduct and a subjective standard 

18 to M1-. Geraci's_conduct as related to the November 2, 2016 Agreement, the "confinnation email" ~d 

19 the ''disavowment" allegation. To the coIJtrary, there is no legal basis .to conclude that the jury 

20 disregarded the jury instructions and applied an objective standard to Mr. Cotton and a subjective 

21 standard to Mr. Geraci's conduct. That is simply Mr. Cotton's interpretation of the facts and evidence _ 

22 which he would like to substitute for the jury's unanimous verdict 

23 If the jury has been instructed correctly and returns a verdict contrary to those instructions, the 

24 verdict is "against law." (See Manufacturers' Finance Corp. v. Pacific Wholesale Radio (1933) 130 

25 Cal.App.239, Z43.( A new trial motion based on the "apinst law" ground permits the moving party to 

26 raise new legal theories for the first time; i.e., the trial judge gets a second chance to reexaIJ)ine the 

27 judgment for errors oflaw. (Hojfm{l11.-Haagv. Transamerica Ins. Co. (1991) 1 Cal.App.4th 10, 15.) 

28 Mr. Cotton asks this Court to accept his interpretation of the evidence; disregard the jury's 

15 
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. 1 ~valuation and interpretation of the evidence~ .and grant him a new trial b~d upon his theory .of what . 

2 the evidence shows. Specifically, Mr. Cotton urges that there was·no disputed evidence relating to the 

3 parties; objective manifestations regarding the contract formatiQn. -(Cotton P's&A's, p. 13:16-.17.) 

4 This is yet ~other iteration of Mr. Cotton's mantra in numerous motions throughout th~ litigation that 

5 the "disavowment allegation"was ~e dispositive. 

6 The un~ous verdict ofa sophisticated jury militates strict adherenqe to the principle that 
' 

7 courts "credit jurors with intelligence and c1;mm1on sense a.pd preslime they generally understand and 

8 follow instructions." (People v1 McKeinnon (2011) 52 Cal.4th 610, 670 ["defendant manife&ly fails to 

9 show a reasonable likelihood the jury misinterpreted and _misapplie4 the limitin'g instruction"],)- The 

10 Court's instructions to the jury, which, "absent Some contrary indications in ·the record," must be 

11 presumed heeded by the jury. (Cassim v. Allstate Ins. Co. (2004)33 Cal.4th 780 at 803.) 

12 . The Court gave CACI Nos. 304 - Contract Formation Essenµal Factual Elements; '303 -

13 B(each of Contract - Essential Factual Elements; and a host of other instnictiop.s regarding contract 

14 formation, interpretation and breach. Those instructions were correct statements ofth~ applicable law.' 

15 Mr. Cotton's counsel did not object to any of those instructions. Mr. Cotton has not overcome the 
; 

16 presumption that the jury heeded the Court's instructions. He fails to show a reasonable likelihood the 

17 jury nµsinterpreted and misapplied ~jury-instructions related to contract fo~ation. 

18 In support of his argumeqt, Mr. Cotton argues that Mr. Geraci had draft "final" agreements 

19 prepared and circulated by Attorney Gina Austin, and therefore, the argument goes, the November 2, 
" 

20 2016 Agreement cmdd not have ~n the final agreement between the parties. This argtunent simply 

21 ignc;,res the testimony of Larry Geraci tµat he felt he was being extorted by Mr. Cotton and did not 

22 want to lose all of the money ,he had invested in the project, and therefore he instructed his attorney; 

23 Gina Austin to draft some agreements~ attempting to negotiate some terms that Mr. Cotton might be 

24 happy with. Those draft agreements were prepared by Gina Austin's office and forwarded to Mr. · 

25 Cotton. (Trial Exhibit 59, 62, Ex. 7 to Plaintiff NOL; RT July 3, 2019, 129:22-133:27, Ex. 4·1oNOL) 

26 Mr. Cotto_n refused to accept those terms and n9 new agreement was reached. Mr. Geraci be¢anie fed-:--

27 up and filed the instant lawsuit_ to protect his investment based on the November 2, 2016 written, 

28 agreement the parties had entered into. 

16 
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1 Mr. Cotton sets forth a nuinber of factors which he claims support his interpretation of the 

2 evidence that the November 2, 2016 agreement was not the final agreement of the parties. (Cotton Ps 

3 &As, p. 13:16-25.) However, Mr. Cotton fails to acknowledge ~at each of the alleged factors he 

4 claims support his argument, are equally supportive of Mr. Geraci's and Attorney Gina Austin's 

5 testimony that Mr. Geraci felt he was being extorted by Mr. Cotton and requested Gina Austin to 

6 please draft new contracts so he would not lose his investment (RT July 8, 2019~ p. 41:10-26, Ex. 4 'to 

7 Plaintiff NOL.) Consistent with their testimony, the November 2, 2016, written agreement was neither 

8 amended nor superseded by a new agreem~nt. · 

9 

10 

11 

12 

C. MR. COTTON'S ARGUMENT THAT ilE WAS DENIED A FAIR TRIAL AS 

THE RESULT OF ERRORS RELATING TO THE USE. OF THE ATTORNEY

CLIENT PRIVILEGE DURING DISCOVERY AND AT TRIAL ALSO FAil..S. 

Mr. Cotton co~tends that Mr. Geraci used the attorney-client privilege as a shield during 

13 discovery and as a sword dtµing trial, which prevented Mr. Cotton from receiving a fuir and impartial 

14 trial. This is a C.c:P. § 657(7) issue regarding evidentiary rulings, a ground not set forth in. Mr. 

15 Cotton's Notice of Intent to Move for New Trial. (See Treber v. Sup. Ct (1968) 68 Ca.2d 128, 131; 

16 Hernandez v. County of Los Angeles (2014) 226 Cal.App.4th 1599, 1601-1605.) (Practice Guide: Civil 

17 TJ;ials and E~dence, Post Trial Motions, (The Rutter Group 2010) r 18:201.)] 

18 Preliminarily, under C.C.P. § 6~7(1), evidentiary rulings by which relevant evidence was 

19 erroneously excluded (or co11versely, irrelevant evidence erroneously admitted) may be grounds for a 

20 ~ew trial if prejudicial to the moving party's right to a fair 'trial. [Civil Trials and Evidence, Post Trial 

21 Motions, The Rutter Group J8:134.l] A motion for new trial on this ground must be made on 

22 affidavits. Mr. Cotton has failed to file any affidavits in support of his motion for new trial 

23 Alternatively, erroneous evidentiary nilings~ (admitting or excluding evidence may be 

24 challenged under C.C.P. §657(7) as an ":Error in law, occurring at the trial and excepted to by the p!ll1Y 

25 making the application." lvir. Cotton has not moved for a new trial 'based on either C.C.P. § 657(1) or 

26 C.C.P. §657(7). Instead, in his Notice of Intent to Move for New Trial (p. 2:8-11). Mr. Cotton has 

27 sought a new trial on the sole ground that the verdict is ''against law" pursuant to C.C.P. § 657(6). A 

28 notice of intention t9 move for a new trial is deemed to be a motion for new trial on the grounds stated 

17 
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1 · in the notice. (C.C.P. §659.) Mr. Cotton cannot assert grounds for new trial not stated in the Notice. 

· As to the merits of the argument, Mr. Cotton has misrepresented the· facts, circumstances and 

3 the Minute Order issued by .the Court in connection with the attorney-client privilege issues during 

4 discovery and the waiver of those issues at trial. 

5 Mr. Cotton claims there was a Court order prohibiting testimony on matters that Plaintiff 

6 asserted attorney-client privilege. (Mr. Cotton's P>s & A's, p. 14:26-28) In support of this contention, 

7 Mr.-Cotton Cites to the Court's Minute Order dated February 8, 2019 (ROA#455 at p. 3.) This 

8 misrepresents what that Court Order states. It actually states: 

9 

10 

11 

12 

Plaintiff's objections on the basis of privilege to REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 
29 are SUSTAINED; however, the scope of the ~uest appears to seek relevaJ)t 
documents. Given Plaintitrs election to assert the privilege and/or doctrine in discovery, 
the Court will HEAR on the scope of the testimony Plaintiff will be not be permitted to 
provide at trial on the subject of the DISAVOWMANET ALLEGATION." 

Cleary, the Court said it would hear and determ~e the scope of the testimony allowed; it did 

l3 not prohibit testimony as alleged by Mr. Cotton. Thereafter, Mr. Cotton's attorney drafted the Notice 

14 of Ruling which only prevents Rebecca Berry from testifying on the matter of the disavowment 

15 allegation. It does not bar any other witness from so testifying. (ROA# 455, p. 2.) 

16 In addition, Mr, Cotton ·asserts that Mr. Geraci used the attorney-client privilege as a shield.and 

17 · a sword, thereby v_iolating.Mr. Cotton's right to a fair and impartial trial, This argument fails oil many 

18 levels, and has otherwise been waived by Mr. Cotton's failure to object to either the documentary 

19 evidence or ·the testimonjal evidence.7 In fact, Mr. Cotton's attorney conducted substantial 

20 examination of witnesses on these very topics. 

21 

22 

Mr. Cotton has ~ved this argument for the following r~ons: 

I. He .never took the depositions of Mr. Geraci or Gina Austin for ascertain this 

23 information from them; 

24 2. In response to Mr. Cotton's request& for the production of all documents relating to the 

25 purchase of the property drafted or revised by Gina Austin [RFPs Nos. 18, 19], Mr. Geraci objected on 

26 the _grounds of attorney-clieJ1t privilege; however, in response to RFP 19, he added that "Resp01iding 

27 

28 7 "Failure t9 object to the reception of a: matter inlo evidence constitules an admission that it is compelent evidence." 

(People v. Close (1957) 154 Cal.App.2d 545, 552; People v. Wheeler (1992) CaL4th 284, 300.) 
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1 Party lias produced previouszy all responsive documents drafted by Ms. Austin or persons employed 

2 in her law firm." 

3 3. Indeed, all such responsive documents had been produced and were marked as Trial 

4 Exhibits 59 and 62 which were admitted at trial with Mr. Cotton's Attorney's representations that he 

5 had no objections to the admission of the documents; (RT July, 3, 2019, pp. 130:18-26; 132:2-7, Ex. 3 

6 to Plaintiff NOL.) Mr. Cotton testified that he received Exhibit 59 on February 27, 2017, and Exhibit 

7 62 on March 2, 2017. (RT July 8, 2019, pp. 137:1-13.8:6, Ex. 4 to PlaintiffNOL.) In fact Mr. Cotton 

8 responded to Mr. Geraci regarding those documents. (RT July 8, 2019, pp. 138:2-141:4, Ex. 4 to 

9 Plaintiff NOL; and Trial Exhibits 63 and 70, Ex. 9 to PlaintiffNOL) 

10 4. Larry Geraci testified regarding ~ese exhibits and the surrounding circumstances. Mr. 

11 Cotton's attorney noted he had no objection to th~ admission of those exhibits (RT July 3, 2019, pp. 

12 130:18,.26;J32:2-7, Ex. 3 to PlaintiffNOL) and he did not object to the testimony. 

13 5. Attorney Gina Austin testified regarding these exhibits and the surrounding 

14 circumstances and Mr. Cotton's attorney made no obje~tions. (RT July 8, 2019, p. 41:10-26, Ex. 4 to 

15 PlaintiffNOL)' 

16 6.. :tv:Ir. Cotton's attorney cross-examined Gina Austin regarding the draft agreements 

17 drafted by Ms. Austin's office. (RT July 8, 2019, p. 58:3-60:10, Ex. 4to PlaintiffNOL) 

18 Having failed to make any objections whatsoever to ,any of th~ documentary and testimonial 

19 evidence .of which he now complains, Mr. Cotton has waived any argument that the ,:naterial should 

20 not have been admitted. 

21 Mr. CottoJ} cites A&M R~cords, Inc. v. Hellman {1977) 75 Cal.App.3d 554, 556 for the 

22 proposition that a litigant cannot claim privilege during discovery and then testify at trial. The A&M 

23 Records case is clearly distinguishable from the case at bar. In that case, a defendant accused of 

24 distributing pirated records failed to produce at his deposition documents requested by the plaintiff 

25 "8Ild also refused to answer any questions of suootance oil the cortstitutionai ground (5th Amendment) 

26 that his answers might tend to incriminate him." (A&M Records, supra, 75 Cal.App.3d at p. 654.) The 

27 trial court ordered the defendant to turn over the requested documents by a specified date before trial, 

28 or the defendant would be barred from introducing them at trial, and the court also precluded the 

19 
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1 defendant ''from testifying at trial respecting matters [ and] questions ..• he refused to answer at his 

2 deposition[.]" (Id .at p. 655.) The order limit[ed] the scope of [the defendant]'s testimony only~ and 

3 not that of any otller witness" at his company. (Ibid) 

4 First and foremost, this ca.se does not involve a situation where a party claims the 51h 

5 Amendment privilege against self-incrimination and then waives it at trial, so the A & M Recor~ case 

6 has no application to the case at bar. The Court held that a litigant cannot assert his constitutional 

7 privilege against self-incrimination in discovery and then waive the privilege and testify at trial. (Ibid) 

8 By analogy, and without citation, Mr, Cotton seeks to extend this reasoning to the attorney-client 

9 privilege being asserted during discovery and tlwn waived at trial. This argument is inapplicable to 

10 . this case where the attorney-client documents were produced to Mr. Cotton; were responded to by Mr. · 

11 Cotton; were offered and admitted at trial with no objection by Mr. Cotton; the witnesses (Larry 

12 Geraci and Gina Austin) testified without any objection being made; and where Mr. Cotton's own 

13 attorney conducted extensive examination of that witness with regard to the relevant comrtuiriications 

14 between Ms. Austin and het client, Mr. Geraci. And Mr .. Cotton himself was examined regarding 

15 these exhibits. 

16 IV. CONCLUSION 

17 This Coµrt ensµred that Mr. Cotton received a fair trial from a fair and impartial jury. The jury 

18 paid careful attention, sifted through the evidence, and carefully came to an appropriate verdict. For 

19 the above-stated reasons, the Court should deny Mr. Cot1Dn's motion for a new trial. "There must be 

20 some point where litigation in the lower courts terminates" because otherwise "the proceedings after 

21 judgment would be interminable". (Coombs v. Hibberd (1872)43 Cal. 452, 453.) It is time to end this 

22. litigation in the trial court and respect the jury's judgment 

23 

24 

25 

FERRIS & BRITTON 
A Professional Coxporation 

26 
Dated: September 23,2019 By, .~J~• 

Micliael R. Weinstein 
Scott H. Toothacre 27 

28 
Attorney for Plaintiff/Cross-Defeooant LARRY 
GERACI and Cross-Defendant REBECCA BERRY 
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1 . In his Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Support of Motion for New Trial (the "Motion 

2 for New Trial"), ly!r. Cotton demonstrated that: (1) Mr. Geraci failed to comply with the City's and the 

3 State's CUP requirements and, therefore~ the alleged November 2, 2016 agreement is illegal;. (2) the 

4 jury appl~ed an objective standard to Mr. Cotton and a subjective standard to Mr. Geraci; and (3) Mr. 

5 Geraci used the attorney-client privilege as a shield during discovery and a sword at trial. In his 

6 Opposition t<J Defendant/Cross-Complainant's Motion for New Trial (the "Response"), Mr. Geraci 

1 attacks the merits of the arguments on three separate grounds. 

8 First, the Response argues that the illegality argument was waived because it was not raised in 

9 the Answer. The argument fails because Mr. Cotton reserved the right to assert all affirmative defenses 

10 in paragraph 16 of his Answer, illegality cannot be waived, .and the Court has a duty; sua sponte, to 

11 address the argument. 

12 Second, the.Response ~gues that the alleged November 2,2016 agreement is not illegal because 

13 neither the Geraci Judgments1 nor the California Business & Professions Code ("BPC'1 prohibit Mr. 

14 Geraci from obtaining a CUP. The Motion for New Trial demonstrated that: (i) the SDMC and the 

15 BPC required the disclosure of both Mr. Geraci's interest and the Geraci Judgments; (ii) Mr. Geraci 

16 filed the CUP application with the City on or about October 31, 2016; (iii) the General Application and 

17 Ownership Disclosure Sta~ment failed to disclose the Geraci Judgments and Mr. Geraci's interest, 

18 respectively; and, as a result, (iv) the alleged November 2, 2016 agreement was illegal when it was 

19 entered into. The Response attempts to get around the non~disclosure issue by relying upon testimony 

20 · from fact witnesses that it is "c<;nnm_on practice" for CUP applicants to use agents during the application 

21 process. The Response does not identify any legal authority that suggests "common practice" is a 

22 defense to illegality. 

23 Similarly, the Response also advailced $everal excuses as to why Mr. Geraci's interest was not 

24 disclosed. The excuses included: (i) Mr. Geraci's status as an enrolled agent; (ii) "convenience of 

25 admjnistration;" and (i_ii) the City's forms only allowed Ms. Beny to sign as an owner, tenant, or 

26 . ccRedevelopment Agency." 'The Response does notprovid~ any legal authority that the foregoing allows 

27 

28 
Defined terms have the same meaning given them in the Motion for New Trial unless otherwise defined herein; with the 

exception of" AUMA" and "Prop. 64," which refer to the same legislation and are referred to herein solely as AUMA. 
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I Mr. Geraci to escape the disclosure requirements or policies of the SDMC or BPC. And the Ownership 

2 Disclosure S~tement states that additional pages may be attached to disclose interests in the property 

3 and permit, while the General Application requires the applicant to check a box (yes or no) to disclose 

4 the Geraci Judgments. The arguments are leg~ly and factually unsupported. 

5 For the reasons set forth in the Motion for New Trial and ~fow, the relief sought in the Motion 

6 for New Trial should be granted. 

7 I. The Court should consider the attachments and the attorney-client privilege areument. 

8 Mr. Geraci argues that the attachments to the Motion for New Trial should be disregarded. 

9 (Resp. at 6: 10-7:3.) With the exception of motions "clearly without merit,"judges "permit the moving 

1 o party to .file and serve a suppm,ting memo~dum beyond the ten-day time limit, particularly when the 

11 late filing will not prejudice the opposing party or adversely affect the judge's ability to decide the 

12 motion within the (75]-day time limit" Cal. Judges Benchbook Civ. Proc. After Trial § 2.76.2 The 

13 attachments to tl!e Motion for New Trial were part of the record, discoveiy, or in the public domain ( e.g. 

14 City Ordinances). The exhibits were attached fur convenience, the exhibits were part of the record or 

15 were legal authority, there fo no prejudice to Mr. Geraci, and as a result they should be considered. 

16 Mr. Geraci also argues that the Motion for New Trial must be limited to the .. against law'' . 

17' grounds set forth in the Notice of Intent to Move for New Trial (the ''Notice"} and, as a result, th.e 

18 arguments related to the use of the attomey.-client privilege as a sword and.a shield should be excluded. 

19 (Resp. at 9:11-21; id. at pp. 17-19.) The attorney-client privilege argument should be consjdered 

20 because the argument and facts also relate to the jury's application of an objective standard to Mr. 

21 Cotton's conduct and a subjective standard to Mr. Geraci's conduct. (See Resp. at pp. 15-17.) Indeed, 

22 the Response argues that Mr. Cotton's objective/subjective argument "ignores the testimony of Larry 

23 Geraci that he felt he was being extorted" and "the alleged factors [Mr. Cotton] claims support his 

24 argument, are equally supportive of Mr. Geraci's and Attorney Gina Austin's testimopy that Mr. Geraci 

25 felt he was being extorted.'' (Resp. at 16:20-24; 17:3-6.) 

26 

27 

28 2 CCP § 660 was nmendedin 2018, extending t4e time limit from 60 to75 days. 
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1 n. Mr. Cotton did not waive the illegality argument. 

2 In the Response, Mr. Getacf argi,ies that Mr. Cotton waived the iilegality argument (Resp. at 

3 10-12.) Mr. Geraci presents three arguments in support of the waiver argument. For his first argument, 

4 Mr. Geraci argues that Mr. Cotton "failed to raise 'illegality' as an affirmative defense in his Answer." 

5 (Resp. at 10:17-18.) Mr. Cotton expressly reserved the right to assert affirmative defenses in paragraph 

6 . 16 of his Answer. (ROA# 17, 116.) Moreover, a party to an illegal contract cartilot waive the right to 

7 assert the defense; City Lincoln-Mercury Co. v. Lindsey ( 1959) 52 Cal.2d 267, 273-74 (internal citations 

8 omitted); Wells v. Comstock (1956) 46 Cal.2d 528, 531-32 ("no :person can be estopped from a~serting 

9 the illegality of the transaction"). The argument also ignores the well-established tule that "even though 

10 the defendants in their pleadings do not allege the defense of illegality if the evidence shows the facts 

11 from which the illegality appears jt becomes 'the duty of the 9owt sua sponte to refuse to entertain the 

12 action."' May v. Herron (1954) 127 Cal.App.2d 707, 710 (quoting Endicott v. Rosenthal (1932), 216 

13 Cal. 721, 728). 

14 For his second argument, Mr. Geraci argues that Mr, Cotton cannot raise illegality in the Motion 

15 for New Trial because·F omco, Inc. v. Joe Maggio, Inc. ( 19 61) 55 Cal.2d 162 and Apra v. Aureguy (1961) 

16 5 5 Cal.2d 827 "both rejected post-trial defenses of illegal contract because the illegality defense had not 

17 been raised in the trial court." (Resp. at 10:23-11:4.) In Fomco, the Court noted that "[t]he defense of 

18 illegality was not raised in the trial of the action, and no evidence was introduced on the subject." 

19 Fomco, 55 Cal.2d at 165. The Court.then distinguished Lewis & Queen on the grow:ids that "the issue 

20 of illegality was first raised during the trial and not for the first time on a motion for new trial." Id. at 

21 165 (emphasis in original). Similarly, mApra, the Court relied upon Fomco in holding that "questions 

22 not raised in the trial court will Iiot be considered on appeal." Apra, 55 Cal.2d at 831. Here, the 

23 Response acknowledges that the issue of illegality was raised several titn.es during the trial and evidence 

24 of Mr. Genlci's failure to disclose his ownersp.ip interest was before the Court. (Resp. at pp. 11-12); 

25 Homami v. Iranzadi (1989) 211 Cal.App3d 1104, 1112 (''Whether the evidence comes from one side 

26 

27 

28 
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1 or the other, the disclosure is fatal to the case.") As a result, Fomco andApra are distingui&h~ble, Lewis 

2 & Queen is controlling, and Mr. Cotton can raise illegality in the Motion for New Trial.3 

3 For his third argument, Mr, Geraci argues Mr. Cotton waived the illegality issue when Attorney 

4 Austin stat~d that he was willing not to argue· an evidentfary objection made after a request to take 

5 judicial notice of the Geraci Judgments. (Resp. at 12:17-23.) In support of the argument, Mr. Geraci 

6 relies on Miller v . . National American Life Ins. Co. (1976) 54 Cal.App.3d 331; Hom v. Atchison, T. & 

7 S.F.Ry. Co, (1964) 61 Cal.2d 602; andSepulvecfa v. lshimaru(1951) 149 Cal.App.2d 543. The reliance 

8 is misplaced. The language quoted in the Response relates to Attorney Austin's efforts to have the Court 

9 take judicial notice of the Geraci Judgments; the statements cannot be construed as a waiver of the 

10 illegality argument in its entirety. 

11 Additionally, the Geraci Judgments, and testimony related thereto, was the subject of a motion 

12 in limine, which was "a sufficient manifestation of obj~ction to protect the record." (See ROA 581.0; 

13 ROA 596); Boston v. Penny Lane Centers, Inc. (2012) 170 Cal.App.4th 936, 950; Cal Evid. Code § 353. 

14 Further, the illegi:1lity issue was also the subject of Mr. Cotton's motion for a directed verdict (ROA# 

15 . 615 at 5:21-22 (arguing the Geraci Judgments prohibit Mr. Geraci from obtaining a CUP, or 

16 owing/operating a marijuana dispensary).) And, in any event, Miller held that while "waiver and 

17 estoppei noIIQally preclude reversal on appeal from a judgment ... D they do not restrict the discretion of 

I 8 the trial judge to grant a new trial" and City Lincoln-Mercury held the illegality d~fense cannot be 

19 waived. Miller, 54 Cal.App.3d at 346; City Lincoln-Mercury, 52 Cal.2d at 273-74. Mr. Cotton has not 

20 waived· the illegality argument. 

21 

22 

23 

Z4 

Ill. The Response does not address the SDMC,4 which requires the disclosure of Mr. Geraci's 

interest and the Geraci Judgments, or the underlying policy of transparency. · 

The Response does not dispute that: (i) the SDMC required the dis_cloSl.lre of Mr. Geraci's 

interest and the Geraci Judgments; (ii) the Geraci Judgments required Mr. Geraci to comply with the 

25 3 
Although Rule 8.115 of the Cal. Rules of Coun restricts citation to unpublished decisions, the Response cites to Chodosh v. 

26 

27 

28 

Palm Beach Park Association 2018 WL 6599824. Ti:i Chodos fi, the issue of illegality '\vas raised at trial - even if obliquely as part of a 

shotgun blast of allegations of illcgality .• ,The issue having been .raised at the trail level, its consideration at the appe/late level comes 

within Lewis & Queen and outside the rule of Fomco and Apra." Id. at *6 (emphasis in original). 
4 The Motion for New Trial cited to SDMC §§ 112.0102(c), 42.1502,42.1504, and42.l507. (See Mot for New Trial at8:i4-I9.) 

Although the Motion for New Trial referenced the code provisions in the context of"marijuana outlets," the provisions were in effect since 

4 
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1 requirements of the SDMC;5 (iii) Mt. Geraci purposefully failed to disclose his interest; and (iv) the 

2 non-disclosure was made prior to (and after) the alleged November 2, 2016 agreement was entered into. 

3 (Mot. for New Tr. at 7:17-9:25, 12:7-23; see gen. Resp.) The Response also does not dispute that 

4 transparency is one of the underlying policies of the SDMC - as evidenced by, among other things, the 

5 Ownership Disclosure Statement and required background check. (Mot. for New Tr. at 12:24-13 :5; see 

6 gen. Resp.) And, finally, the Response does not ad.dress, let alone distinguish, M.ay v. Herron (1954) 

7 li7 Cal.A,pp2d 707. (Mot. for New Tr. at 11:1-13:5; see gen, Resp.) 

8 Although the Response does not challenge the foregoing facts or law, the Response argues that 

9 the use of agents is "common practice" and, therefore, the alleged November 2, 2016 agreement is not 

10 illegal. (Resp. at 14:14-15:13.) There are several problems with the argument. First, the Response does 

11 not cite to any legal authority for the proposition that "common practice" makes an illegal contract legal. 

12 (See id.) None exists. 

13 Second, the argument relies upon the testimony of fact witnesses. It is axiomatic that a fact 

14 witness cannot take the place of the Court to determine the illegality of a contract. It is the Court's duty 

15 to determine iliegality. See May, supra at 710 (it is the Court's duty to determine illegality). Third, 

16 even if "common practice" did make an illegal contqict legal, Mr. Schweitzer's testimony as a fact 

17 witne~s can11ot be construed so broadly as to provide an opinion on what is "common practice" for all 

18 CUP applications across. the City.6 

19 Fourth, the Response reasserted the allegation that the non-disclosures were the result of a 

20 li~tation of the City's forms. (Resp. at 15:1-4.f The Ownership Disclosure Statement, however, 

21 requires the disclosure of all persons who have an interest in the Property/CUP and states: "Attach 

22 additional pages if needed." (Mot. for New ir., Exhibit D (Ownership Disclosure Statement) at Part I.) 

23 And the General Application required the Geraci Judgments to be disclosed by checking one of two 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

2011. With the adoption of ordin.ance No. 0-20795 in April 2017, the term "medical marijuana consumer cooperatives" was replaced 

with "marijvana outlets." 
5 The Response acknowledges the Geraci Judgments require Mr. Geraci to obtain a CUP "pursuant to the San Diego Mu11icipal 

Code." (Resp. at 13:14) (emphasis in original). 
6 Mr. Schweitz.cr's testimony excluded the fact that the ownership disclosures are also required for the Hearing Officer. (July 8 

Tr. at 33: 19-34:l.) 
1 The Response also suggests that Ms, Tirandazi testified that the City is ''only looking· for the property owner and the 

lenantilessee." (Resp. at IS: I 0-11.) The cite~ portion of the transcript suggests that she looked at the Ownership Disclosure Statement 

and stated that it was tJ.!e property owner and a tenant/lessee that would have to be identified. 'The forms contradict the testimony. 

5 
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1 boxes (yes or no) and instructed a copy of the same·be attached. (Id. at ExhibitH.) The purported 

2 shortfalls o,f the City's (omis• do .not exist or otherwise obviate the disclosure requirements . . 

3 Fifth, the argument ignores correspondence from Ms. Austin to Mr. Schweitzer instructing him 

4 to keep Mr. Cotton's name off the CUP application "unless necessary" because Mr. <=:otton had "legal 

5 issues" with the City. (Id at 8:22~9:3 .) Six~ the argument ignores the testimony froni Mr. Geraci and 

6 Ms. Berry that Mr. Geraci's interest was not disclosed purposefully because of his status as an e~lled 

7 agent and administrative convenience. (Id. at 9:l 7-f9.) Finally, the argument co¢1ates the·use .of an 

8 agent to complete forms with the SDMC's requirements to disclose Mr. Geraci's interest and the Geraci 

9 Judgments. The two issues· are separate and distinct, and the use of an agent to coI)lplete a form does 

l 0 not soinebow change the disclosure requirements. 

' 
11 Th~ purpose of the illegality rule "is not generally applied to secure justice betwer;:n parties v.:ho 

J 2 have made an illegal contract, but from regard for a higher interest - that· of the public, whose welfare 

13 demands that certain transactions be discoi,rraged." May, supra at 712 (quoting Takeuchi v. Schmuck 

14 (19Z9) 206 Cal. 782, 786). The Court cannotwve effect to the alleged November i, 2016 agreeme11t 

· 15 because to dp so would co~done Mr. Geraci, and others, to knowingly and purposefully circumve n.t the 

16 reqwrements of the SDMC. 

17 IV. 

18 

AUMA is applicable and its express policy and laws silpp·orts the conclusion that·the· 

alleged November 2. 2016 agi;~e·ment is illegal. 

. ' . 

19 As to AUMA's application, the provisions of AUMA were circulated to the public in July 2016, · 

20 adopted by the voters on November 8, 2016, and' became effective on November 9, 2016. With the 

21 adoption of AUMA, Mr. Geraci's CUP applic:atio~ initially filed for a medical marijuana cooperative, 

i2 was processed as an application for a n+arijuana outlet. (See Mot. for New Tr.~ Exhibit I (letter from City 

23 dated September 26, 2018 referencing CUP for "Mariiuana Outlet").) Because A~' s policies were 

24 known at the time of the alleged November 2, 2016 agreement and Mr. Geraci pursued .a CUP ' fqr a, 

25 marijuana outlet after AUMA llecame eff~ctive, AUMA's policies~ applicable and consistent with the 

26 SDMC's policy of transparency and disclos·ure .. See Industrial Pevelopment & Land Co. v. Goldschmidt 

27 (1922) 56 Cal.App. 507, 509 ("A contract in its inception must possess the essentials ofhaving c·ompetent 

28 parties, a legal object, and a sufficient consideration. Lacking any one of these, no binding obligations 

6 
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result; hence a contract which contemplates the doing of a thing which is unlawful at the time of the 

2 making thereof is void. For the same reason a contract which contemplates the doing of a thing, at first 

3 lawful but which afterward and during the running of the contract term becomes unlawful, is affected in 

4 the same way and ceases to be operative upon the taking effect of a prohibitory law."). AUMA is 

5 applicable. 

6 The Response does not dispute that one of the express policies of AUMA was to bring marijuana 

7 "into a regulated and legitimate market [by creating] a transparent and accountable system." (Mot. for 

8 New Tr. at 7:5-15.) Further, AUMA sought to limit those persons involved in the marijuana industry by, 

9 among other things, prohibiting an applicant who has been sanctioned by a city for unauthorized 

10 commercial marijuana activities from obtaining a state license. See AUMA at§§ 3 (Purpose and Intent), 

11 6 (adding § 26057(b)(7). 1n furtherance of that policy, AUMA states that the licensing authority shall 

12 deny an application if the applicant does not qualify and, by adding§ 26057(b )(7), prohibited an applicant 

13 from obtaining a license if they have been sanctioned for unauthorized commercial marijuana activity. 

14 AUMA at§ 6.1 (adding§ 26057(a)-(b)). \1/hile pursuing a CUP for a MO, Mr. Geraci failed to disclose 

15 his interest and the Geraci Judgments - a direct conflict with AUMA 's express policies. 

16 The Response argues § 26057(b) does not bar Mr. Geraci from obtaining a state license because 

17 the statute is discretionary. (Resp. at 13-14.) The argument conflicts with two pillars of statutory 

18 construction. The interpretation would render meaningless §§ 26057(a) and 26059. People v. Hudson 

19 (2006) 38 Cal.4m 1002, 1010 (interpretations that render statutory terms meaningless are to be avoided) 

20 (internal citations omitted). Section 26057(a) mandates the deniaJ of an application for a state license if 

21 the applicant does not qualify, while§ 26059 prohibits the State from denying an applicant based solely 

22 on two grounds - none of which are applicable here. Mr. Geraci ·s interpretation renders §§ 26057(a) 

23 and 26059 meaningless. 

24 The interpretation also applies the same meaning to two separate words. in re Austin P. (2004) 

25 l 18 Cal.App.4th 1124, 1130 ("When different terms are used in parts of the same statutory scheme, they 

26 

27 

28 
7 
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1 are presumed to have different meanings."). The mandatory provisions of Section 26057(a) apply to 

2 the applicant8 or premises, while the permissive provisions of2()057(b) apply to the application. 

3 Here, it is undisputed that Ms. Berry was the named applicant on the CUP application, Ms. Beny 

4 was applying for the CUP solely as Mr. Geraci's agent, and Mr. Geraci was and always had been the 

5 party pursuing the operation of a marijuana dispensary at the Property. As the central purpose of the 

6 alleged November 2, 2016 agreement was Mr. Cotton's ·operation of a marijuana dispensary at th~ 

7 Property, and his interest was never disclosed, the alleged agreement violated applicable state law and 

8 policy and-cannot be enforced. Homami, supra at 1109. 

9 v. 
10 

11 

The 1ury failed to apply an objective standard to both parties, and the Response confirms 

as much. · · 

In the Response, Mr. Geraci argues that the subjective/objective standard argument "is simply 

12 Mr. Cotton's interpretation of the facts'' and then goes on to argue that Mr. Geraci ''felt he was .being 

13 extorted." (Resp. at 16:20-24, 17:3-6) (emphasis added.) The objective manifestations set forth in the 

14 November 2, 2016 e-mail correspondence, the actions of Mr. Geraci thereafter, and the content of the 

l 5 draft agreements are not in dispute. The.issue before the Court is whether Mr. Geraci's subjective intent, 

16 beliefs, and feelings can be considered by the jury. 

17 First, in explainiilg his November 2, 2016 e-mail confirming he would provide Mr. Cotton a 10% 

18 equity position in the contemplated marijuana dispensary, Mr. Geraci testified that he did not read the 

19 entirety of Mr. Cotto;n' s e-mail. However, a party cannot claim he did not read an offer before accepting 

20 it. See Stewart v. Preston Pipeline Inc. (2005) 134 Cal.App.4th i 565, 1587 (plaintiff's claim that he did 

21 not read the agreement before signing it did 11ot raise a triable issue of mutual assent) (internal citations 

22 omitted). 

23 Second, the Response argues that Mr. Geraci felt he was being extorted and that the, facts 

24 supporting Mr. Cotton's argument are "equally supportive ofMr. Geraci's and [Ms.] Austi~'s testimony 

25 that Mr. Geracifelt he was being extorted by Mr. Cotton and requested [Ms.] Austin to please draft new 

26 contracts." (Resp. at 17 :4-6) ( emphasis added.) A person's undisclosed feelings is subjective and should 

27 

28 
8 The applicable tcnn "applicant" was defined in § 2600l(a)(i), which does not make the terms "applicant" and "application" 

synonymous. 
8 
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1 have been disregarded been disregarded by the jury. Stewart, supra at 1587 (a party's su:t,jective intent 

2 is irrelevant). Moreover, none of tlJ,e documents or communications produced at trial reference or 

3 otherwise suggest extortion. Mr; Geraci's subjective and inflammatory feelings have no application to 

4 the issues. 

5 It is worth noting here tb(lt, as it relates to Mr. Geraci using attorney-client privilege as a sword 

6 and a shield, the Response argues that documents were produced. (Resp. at 18:24-19:9) (emphasis 

7 added.)9 The issue is not about the production of documents; it is the withholding of communications 

8 that were then used at trial to introduce evidence· of Mr. Geraci 's subjective and inflammatory feelings. 

9 Third, the Response argues that Mr. Cotton waived the argument because he did not depose Ms. 

10 Austin and that, in any event, Mr. Cotton had the opportunity to cross examine Ms. Austin. (Resp. at 

ll 18:22-23, 19:16-17.) As to the former, Mr. Geraci claimed privilege during discovery so attempting to 

12 take Ms~ Austin's deposition would have been a futile act, which the law does not require. Cates v. 

13 Chiang (2013) 213 Cal.App.4th 791. As to the latter, any attempt to cross-examine Ms. Austin at trial 

14 would have been pointless because no communications were disclosed and, therefore, there was no 

15 ability to impeach the testimony of either Mr. Geraci or Ms. Austin. Mr. Geraci asserted privilege during 

16 discovery then waived the privilege at trial - he cannot blow hot and cold. A&MRecords, Inc. v. Heilman 

17 (1977) 75 Cal.App.3d 554, 566.10 . 

18 ,If an ·objective standard was applied to both parties, based on the evidence admitted, thejury 

19 could have only reached one of two conclusions. The first conclusion is that the partief agreement 

20 included at the very least the terms of the alleged November 2, 2016 agreement and the 10% interest 

21 thatMr. Geraci confirmed vi~ e-mail. As Mr. Geraci failed and refused to recognize Mr. Cotton's 10% 

22 interest, he breached the same and cannot maintain his claim. The second conclusion the jury could 

23 

24 

25 

'.26 

9 The Response argues that the Motion for New trial makes a misrepresentation to the Court regarding an order prohibiting 
testimony on matters that Plaintiff asserted attorney-client privilege. (See Mot for New Trial at I 4:23-15: I; Resp. at i 8:5-12.). At the 
February 8, 2019 hearing, the Court stated unequivocally that Mr. Geraci "can't go back and reopen that area once [he bas] narrowed the 
scope by asserting privilege." The subsequent order sustained the objection asserting privilege, but allowed some testimony on the relevant 
documents. The statement in the Motion. for New Trial is not o misrepresentation particularly given th.e Court's statements at the hearing 
that there is a "price to be paid" for nsserting privilege. 
10 Mr. Geraci attempts to distinguish A&M Records based upon the type of pri'!ilege asserted. (Resp. at 20:4-6.) There is no 

27 meaningful distinction between the use of the 5"' Amendment or attorney-client privilege as a sword and a shield, and the Response does 
not cite to any case law to supporting the distinction. The "blow hot and cold" doctrine has a long and broad application when parties 
attempt to take inconsistent positions. See e.g. McDaniels v. General Ins. Co. of America (1934) 1 Ca1.App2d 454, 459-60. There is no 
suggestion or authority that the doctrine would not apply here. 28 
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I have reached, based upon the November 2, 2016 e-mail correspondence and subsequent exchange of 

2 draft agreements, is that the parties had an . agreement to agree - which is not enforceable. The jury · 

3 found neither. 

4 Instead, the jury applied a subjective standard to Mr. Geraci. Mr. Geraci defendedhis November 

5 2, 2016 e-:mail and subsequent exchange of draft agreements on two subjective grounds- his testimony 

6 that he did not read the entire e~mail and his feeling/belief that he was being extorted. This was improper 

7 · and a new trial is warranted. 

8 VI. CONCLUSION 

9 The Motion for New Trial should be granted. The alleged November 2, 2016 agreement is illegal 

10 as it fails to comply with express provisions of the SDMC, as well as the policies of the SDMC and 

11 AUMA. Second, the jury applied an objective standard to Mr. Cotton's conduct and a subjective 

12 standard to Mr. Geraci' s. Thus, for the reasons set forth in the Motion for New Trial and this Reply, the 

13 relief sought in the Motion for New Trial showd be granted. 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

DATED this 30th day of September, 2019. 

By: 

TIFFANY &BOSCO,P.A. 

EV AN P. SCHUBE 
Attorneys for Defendant/Cross-Complainant 
Darryl Cotton 
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STREET AllDRESS 1455 Fraz~e Road, Suite 820 
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. TELEl'ffONEKO.: (619) 501•3503 FAX NO,: 

E-I.IAILADOR£SS eps@tblaw;com 
A'TTORJIEY FOR {nemt) Defendanl/Cross-Complainant Darryl Cotton 
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smeET AOORess: 330 West Broadway 
MAU.ING AOORESS; 330 West Broadway 

CITY AND ZII' COO!: San Diego, CA 92101 
IRAHCHNAME. Central Division - Clvil CA$EHUM8ER 

PI.AINTIFFIPETITIONER: LARRY GERACI 
37-2017-00010073-CU-BC-CTL 

J\JOICIAL OFflCElll· 
DEFENDANT/RESPONDENT: DARRYL COTTON, el al The Honorable Joel R. Wohlren 
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1. I am at leas118 years old, 
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1455 Frazee Road, Suite 820 
San Diego, CA 92108 
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ybrinkman@tblaw.com 
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Reply in Support of Motion for New Trial · 
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c. On (date): September 30, 2019 

CK) The documents listed in item 2 were served electronically on the persons and In the manner described in an attachment. 

(Form POS-OSO(P)IEFS-OSO(P) may be used for this purpose,) 

Date: September 30, 2019 

I decfare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the Slaie of California that the fo 

Yvette Brinkman ► 
(TYP! OR PRIHI' NAME OF CECI.ARAUT) 

FOffllAp;,rcMtl ll>t()ptiOnli UM 
Judk:ial ~ at Cllllcrnla 
POS-05G'EFS-050 ~ Fobtully 1, 2017) 

PROOF OF ELECTRONIC SERVICE 
(Proof of ServlcetElectronlc Fllll)g and Service) 

Cal R1An Of Cour\ n,,, 2 251 
....... COIIIIS.C1\IOV 
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37 •2017-00010073-CU-BC-CTL 

ATTACHMENT TO PROOF OF ELECTRONIC SERViCE (PERSONS SERVED) 

(This attachment Is for use with form POS-050/EFS.050.J 

NAMES. ADDRESS~S, AND OTHER APPLICABLE IN.FORMATION ABOUT PERSONS SERVED: 
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the party or parties represented should. 
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Jacob P. Austin, Esq., Atty 
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Date: 09/30/2019 

· for Darryl Cotton " 
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Date: 

I 11 I 
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I I I 
Date: 

I I I 
Date: 

I I I 
Date: 

y 

I I I 
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I I I 
Date: 

I I I 
Date: 

I I I 
Date: 

I I I 
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I I I 
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3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA 

FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, CENTRAL DISTRICT 

DEPARTMENT 73 HONORABLE JOEL R. WOHLFEIL, JUDGE 

) 
LARRY GERACI, ) CASE NO. 37-2017-00010073-

) CU-BC-CTL 
PLAINTIFF, ) 

) 
vs. ) OCTOBER 25, 2019 

) 
DARRYL COTTON, ) FRIDAY, 9:00 AM 

) 
DEFENDANT. ) MOTION FOR A NEW TRIAL 

) EX PARTE HEARING 

REPORTER'S CERTIFIED TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS 

17 APPEARANCES: 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

FOR THE PLAINTIFF: 

FOR THE DEFENDANT: 

REPORTED BY: 

MICHAEL R. WEINSTEIN, ESQ. 
SCOTT H. TOOTHACRE, ESQ. 
FERRIS & BUTTON, AFC 
501 BROADWAY 
SUITE 1450 
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101 

EVAN P. SCHUBE, ESQ. 
FOR: JACOB AUSTIN, ESQ. 
PO BOX 231189 
SAN DIEGO, CA 92193 

ELIZABETH CESENA, CSR 12266 
PO BOX 131037, SD, CA 92170 
LIZCEZ@GMAIL.COM 
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1 

2 

3 

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA, OCTOBER 25, 2019, FRIDAY, 9:00 AM 

--0O0--

THE COORT: Item five, Geraci versus Cotton, case 

4 number 10073. 

5 MR. WEINSTEIN: Good morning, Your Honor. 

6 Michael Weinstein and Scott Toothacre on behalf of 

7 Mr. Geraci and Ms. Berry, who is not a part of this 

8 conference. 

9 THE COORT: And Counsel? 

10 MR. SCHOBE: Good morning, Your Honor. 

11 Evan Schube on behalf of Mr. Cotton. 

12 THE COORT: All right. Did I hear you two say 

13 that you were submitting? 

14 MR. WEINSTEIN: Yeah. We are submitting, Your 

15 Honor, with time to respond. 

16 THE COORT: All right. Counsel? 

17 MR. SCHOBE: Thank you. I'll get to the 

18 illegality of the contract issue first. The fact is it 

19 cuts to the heart of the motion that we filed and the 

20 biggest issue. 

21 A couple of items I wanted to raise with the Court, a 

22 couple of factual items I wanted to raise with the Court. 

23 First one, on Exhibit Hof our motion, is a leave to 

24 file the application to COP Applications that were filed. 

25 In general application, which is Trial Exhibit 4200, it's 

26 states that "Notice of violation is required to be 

27 disclosed," and skip back to page four of the same Trial 

28 Exhibit, the Ownership Disclosure Statement, it also says, 

1 
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1 nthe name of any person of interest in the property must 

2 also be disclosed," and it states to potentially ~ttach 

3 pages if needed. 

4 THE COURT: So you are saying the contract is 

5 unenforceable? 

6 MR. SCHUBE: Yes. 

7 THE COURT: As a matter of law? 

8 MR. SCHUBE: Yes. CUP was a condition precedent 

9 to the contract. 

10 THE COURT: Counsel, up until this point in time, 

11 this case was filed in 017. Your side has been screaming 

12 at the Court and filed multiple writs asking me to 

13 adjudicate the contract as a matter of law in favor of your 

14 side. 

15 Now you are asking me in, after an adverse finding, to 

16 adjudicate the law for the other side? You are doing a 180. 

17 Truly, you are doing a 180. 

18 MR. SCHUBE: I came in on a limited scope. I 

19 don't have the background. 

20 THE COURT: I do. They do. They have been 

21 sitting 

22 MR. SCHUBE: But my understanding was there were 

23 the motions that were made were based upon my clients 

24 understanding of what the agreement is which is not 

25 specifically related to the November 2, 2016 agreement that 

26 the jury found. Our motion is a bit more limited in that 

27 regard. I may be wrong. That's my understanding of the 

28 background of the case. 

2 
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1 THE COURT: Again, from the Court's perspective as 

2 a matter of law up to this point. You have been asking me 

3 to adjudicate the contract in your favor. Now you're 

4 asking the Court to adjudicate the contract as a matter of 

5 law against the other side. 

6 counsel, shouldn't this have been raised.at some 

7 earlier point in time? 

8 MR. SCHUBE: Should it have, Your Honor? My 

9 personal opinion is that it should have been raised before 

10 but it was not and we are where we are and so hence, the 

11 reason why we're raising the issue now on a Motion for New 

12 Trial. 

13 I think what has been referred to before, the 

14 illegality argument has been raised before and raised in the 

15 context of reference to State Law and Section 2640 of the 

16 California Business and Professions Code. I believe what 

17 was not conveyed to the Court was that these requirements 

18 for these forms, the specific provisions in the San Diego 

19 Municipal Code that require those disclosures and require 

20 applicant provide information.· 

21 The information was not provided. And 

22 THE COURT: Even if you are correct, hasn't that 

23 train come and gone? The judgment has been entered. You 

24 are raising this for the first time. 

25 MR. SCHUBE: Your Honor, illegality of the 

26 contract can be raised any time whether in the beginning or 

27 during the case or on appeal. 

28 THE COURT: So it's akin to a jurisdictional 

3 
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1 challenge? . 

2 MR. SCHUBE: I don't know if it's akin to a 

3 jurisdictional challenge, but the issue can be raised. 

4 THE COURT: But at some point, doesn't your side 

5 waive the right to assert this argument? At some point? 

6, MR. SCHUBE: I am not suggesting we waived that. 

7 .The Case Law I saw in the motion cited that there is a duty 

8 and the duty continues and so· I am not aware if there is 

9 anything that suggests that we waived that argument. 

10 

11 

THE COURT: Anything else, Counsel? 

MR. SCHUBE : The other thing I'd like to point 

12 out, Section 11.0401 of San Diego Municipal Code 

13 specifically states that "every applicant prior be 

14 furnished true and complete information." And.that's 

15 obviously not what happened here. I think it~s undisputed 

16 and the reasoning for the failure to disclose, there i s no 

17 exception to either the San Diego Municipal Code or failure 

18 to disclose. 

19 

20 

21 

THE COURT: 

MR. SCHUBE: 

THE COURT: 

Thank you, very much. 

Thank you, Your Honor. 

I am not inclined to change the 

22 Court's view. Did either one of you need to be heard? 

23 MR. TOOTHACRE: Just to make a record. One' 

24 comment with respect to the illegali ty argument. 

25 Obviously, we agree with the comments of the Court but the 

26 failure t o make these disclosures in the CUP, i t doesn't 

27 make the contract between Gerac i and Cotton unenforceabl e . 

28 It's one-thing t o say that the contract or the , form wasn't 

4 
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1 properly filled out, that doesn't make the contract 

2 unenforceable. That's all we have for the record. 

3 THE COURT: Counsel, the Court observed this case 

4 throughout the entirety, including at trial. Quite 

5 frankly, I thought your client did well on the witness 

6 stand. Truly. 

7 But the jury categorically rejected your side's claim 

8 and I am persuaded everybody got a fair trial here. The 

9 Court confirms the tentative ruling as the order of the 

10 Court. I will direct Plaintiff's side to serve Notice of 

11 the Decision. Thank you very much. 

12 MR. WEINSTEIN: Thank you, Your Honor. 

13 MR. TOOTHACRE: Thank you, Your Honor. 

14 (END OF PROCEEDING AT 9:23 AM) 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 
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27 

28 
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1 

2 SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 
SS: 

3 COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 
I, ELIZABETH M. CESENA, CSR 12266, A COURT-APPROVED 

9 REPORTER OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY 
OF SAN DIEGO, DO HEREBY CERTIFY THAT I REPORTED IN SHORTHAND 

10 THE PROCEEDINGS, TO THE BEST OF MY ABILITY, IN THE 
ABOVE-ENTITLED CAUSE AND THAT THE FOREGOING 

11 TRANSCRIPT, NUMBERED FROM PAGES 1 TO 7, IS A 
FULL, TRUE AND CORRECT TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS HELD ON 

12 OCTOBER 25, 2019. 

13 

14 SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA, DATED THIS 9TH DAY OF 

15 JUNE, 2020. 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

ELIZABETH M. CESENA, CSR 12266 
CERTIFIED SHORTHAND REPORTER 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, 
COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 

CENTRAL 

MINUTE ORDER 
DATE: 10/25/2019 TIME: 09:00:00 AM 
JUDICIAL OFFICER PRESIDING: Joel R. Wohlfeil CLERK: Andrea Taylor 
REPORTER/ERM: Elizabeth Cesena CSR# 12266 BAILIFF/COURT ATTENDANT: R. Camberos 

DEPT: C-73 

CASE NO: 37-2017-00010073-CU-BC-CTL CASE !NIT.DATE: 03/21/2017 CASE TITLE: Larry Geraci vs Darryl Cotton [Imaged) CASE CATEGORY: Civil - Unlimited CASE TYPE: Breach of Contract/Warranty 

EVENT TYPE: Motion Hearing (Civil) 
MOVING PARTY: Darryl Cotton 
CAUSAL DOCUMENT/DATE FILED: Motion for New Trial , 09/13/2019 

APPEARANCES 
Michael R Weinstein, counsel, present for Respondent on Appeal.Cross - Defendant.Cross -Complainant,Plaintiff(s). 
Scott H Toothacre, counsel, present for Respondent on Appeal.Cross - Defendant,Cross -Complainant, Plaintiff( s ). 
Evan Schube, specially appearing for counsel Jacob Austin, present for Defendant.Cross -Complainant.Appellant( s ). 
The Court hears oral argument and the tentative ruling as follows: The Motion (ROA # 672) of Defendant I Cross-Complainant DARRYL COTTON ("Cotton") for a new trial or a finding that the alleged November 2, 2016 agreement is illegal and void, is DENIED. 
The evidentiary objections (ROA # 679) of Plaintiff / Cross-Defendant LARRY GERACI and Cross-Defendant REBECCA BERRY, are OVERRULED. 

Plaintiff to give notice of the Court's ruling. 

DATE: 10/25/2019 
DEPT: C-73 

MINUTE ORDER Page 1 
Calendar No. 4 
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ELECTRONIC"ALL V FILED 
Sui:teri€1r C€iurt €i f California, 

C€iunty €i f San □ieg€i 

0211012022 at 04:22 :00 PM 
Clerk €i f the Sup.eri '1i r Court 

By Tay lor Crandall , Dei:tutv Clerk 
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